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Modern connected devices need both computing and communication capabilities. For example, smartphones carry a multi-core processor, memory, and several radio transceivers on the same platform. Simpler embedded systems often use a mixed-signal chip that contains both a microcontroller and a transceiver. The physical proximity between digital blocks, which are strong sources of electromagnetic noise, and radio transceivers, which are sensitive to such noise, can cause functional and performance problems. Indeed, there exist many noise coupling paths between components on the same platform or silicon die.

In this thesis we explore the security issues that arise from the interaction between digital and radio blocks, and we propose two novel attacks. With *Screaming Channels*, we demonstrate that radio transmitters on mixed-signal chips might broadcast some information about the digital activity of the device, making side channel attacks possible from a large distance. With *Noise-SDR*, we show that attackers can shape arbitrary radio signals from the electromagnetic noise triggered by software execution, to interact with radio receivers, possibly on the same platform.
RÉSUMÉ

Les ordiphones et les objets connectés utilisent des radio pour communiquer avec d’autres appareils électroniques. Ces radio sont placées à côté du processeur et des autres composants numériques. Par exemple, dans les ordiphones un processeur, une mémoire et plusieurs émetteurs-récepteurs radio se trouvent sur la même plateforme. Les systèmes embarquées, plus simples, utilisent souvent des puces à signaux mixtes contenant à la fois un microcontrôleur et un émetteur-récepteur. La proximité physique entre les blocs numériques, qui produisent un bruit électromagnétique très fort, et les émetteurs-récepteurs radio, qui sont sensibles à ce bruit, peut causer des problèmes de fonctionnement et de performance. En effet, il existe de nombreux chemins de couplage entre les composants sur le même système.

Dans cette thèse, nous explorons les problèmes de sécurité qui naissent de l’interaction entre composants numériques et systèmes radio, et nous proposons deux nouvelles attaques. Avec Screaming Channels, nous démontrons que les émetteurs radio sur des puces à signaux mixtes peuvent diffuser des informations sur l’activité numérique de l’appareil. Cela permet de mener des attaques par canaux auxiliaires à grande distance. Avec Noise-SDR, nous montrons que il est possible de générer des signaux radio arbitraires à partir du bruit électromagnétique déclenché par un logiciel sans privilèges, pour interagir avec des récepteurs radio, éventuellement sur la même plateforme.
This thesis is based on the research work that led to the publication of two papers about *Screaming Channels* [1, 3], and the submission of a paper about *Noise-SDR* [2]. When appropriate, part of the material conceived for these articles has been adapted and reused in this work. Two other publications, about dynamic firmware analysis [4] and system-on-chip security [5], were the result of a collaboration with other doctoral students, and are not part of this thesis. However, they were important to gain the general understanding of embedded systems security that is a prerequisite to the exploration of novel attacks.
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Part I

NOVEL ATTACK OPPORTUNITIES

Modern connected devices have both computation and communication capabilities. The interaction between digital blocks, which produce strong electromagnetic noise, and radio receivers and transmitters, which are sensitive to such noise, is a largely unexplored source of security problems.
Radio communications, first demonstrated towards the end of the 19th century, now pervade our daily life, and their security is paramount.

1.1 Pervasiveness of Wireless Communications

One of the first ‘wireless’ communication networks was the French optical telegraph, invented by Claude Chappe, and deployed in France towards the end of the 18th century. In this system, messages propagated through a chain of towers spaced by several kilometers. Each symbol was displayed on one tower and copied on the next by human operators equipped with mechanical semaphores and telescopes. The optical telegraph, operated by the revolutionary government, was fast and independent from the postal service, still influenced by the aristocracy [104]. Interestingly, it was also subject to some of the first examples of attacks to a modern information system, real [232], and fictional [104]. Figure 1.1 shows a tower with its ingenious mechanical semaphore.

Towards the end of the 19th century, many scientists and practitioners started experimenting with electromagnetism and wireless communications [85]. Curiously, the early radios used a detector of electromagnetic waves that was later found to behave like a memristor, an electronic component discovered several decades later [83]. Over the 20th century radio communications developed in unprecedented ways, becoming one of the central technologies in the modern information society. To cite a few examples, radio communications played a fundamental role in the safety of transport systems, in the development of mass media with audio and video broadcasts, in the widespread use of personal mobile communication devices, and in the availability of internet connectivity in remote areas.

Over the last decades, we assisted to an even larger use of radio devices, which now pervade many aspects of daily life. When talking about the modern development of information technologies, we often mention the large number of transistors and processors that persons carry, often unknowingly, in their devices. Interestingly, the same holds for radio transceivers. A prominent example are modern smartphones. Going beyond the initial purpose of communicating with other phones, smartphones can also receive satellite signals for
precise positioning, receive FM radio broadcasts, query and emulate cards and tags for electronic payments, connect to wireless networks to access the internet, and control smart devices in their proximity. Often, a smartphone acts as gateway between smart devices using low-power short-range communications and the internet.

Besides the civil, military, and commercial applications that we have described, radio amateurs have been operating radio communications for leisure over the last century. The article ‘How to Construct an Efficient Wireless Telegraphy Apparatus at Small Cost’ that appeared in *Scientific American* in 1902 introduced amateur (‘ham’) radio in the USA [53]. In the past 30 years, the advent of Software Defined Radio (SDR) has democratized radio reception and transmission for leisure, research, and attacks. In an SDR, most of the layers of a radio communication protocol are implemented in software. Only the minimal components necessary to receive or transmit the physical radio signal are implemented in hardware. Active communities of enthusiasts have designed receivers and transmitters for most existing protocols (not only those of amateur radio), and made them available as open-source software. Cheap SDR transceivers are now available on the market as easy-to-use off-the-shelf devices. For example, an
inexperienced user with a small budget can easily listen to satellite transmissions, impersonate a cellular network, or transmit rogue satellite positioning signals.

Although experimenting with radio communications is nowadays very accessible, transmissions and reception are still strongly regulated. Radio communications travel through the air, occupying a certain frequency band. The frequency spectrum is therefore a very precious resource that operators in a given geographical region have to share. Countries have dedicated agencies that ensure the correct and fair use of radio waves. For example, the Federal Communications Commission (FCC) plays this role in the United States of America, and the Agence Nationale des Fréquences (ANFR) does the same in France. Radio operators generally need a licence and obey strict rules. Electronic devices must be tested for compliance before entering the market. For example, the electromagnetic noise they produce at various frequencies must stay below fixed limits defined to ensure the safe coexistence with other devices. Countries also assign and sell radio frequencies to commercial operators. Specific frequencies are available for free to licensed radio amateurs. Violations are investigated and sanctioned severely. For example, in 2017 a person was charged for using an illegal device that accidentally disrupted the operations of an airport in France.

1 The recent democratization of wireless communications was possible thanks to huge advances in the integration of analog and radio frequency components into single chips. Similarly to digital electronics, radio systems that were once made of discrete components are now integrated into a single block of silicon, becoming smaller, cheaper, and more energy efficient. Additionally, digital and radio blocks are often placed on the same ‘mixed-signal’ silicon die. Multi-standard multi-frequency transceivers are combined with digital processors and peripherals, providing the communication and computation capabilities required by modern connected devices in one place. This is very convenient for embedded systems and Internet of Things (IoT) devices. In more complex systems, such as smartphones, multiple digital and radio chips are at their turn integrated on the same electronic platform. Unfortunately, the close physical proximity of digital and radio blocks requires to solve challenging functional and performance issues. On the one hand, digital blocks are strong sources of electromagnetic and radio frequency noise. Intuitively, the sharp current spikes corre-

---

1 Devices complying with the FCC regulation have an identifier called FCCID. Information about a device with a given identifier is available at https://fccid.io/.

2 News available, for example, at https://www.connexionfrance.com/French-news/Forgotten-GPS-jammer-costs-motorist-2-000.
sponding to transitions in the logic value of binary signals generate electromagnetic fields. In addition, several nonlinearities in the silicon components cause the intermodulation of different noise components. Unlike thermal noise, which can be regarded as a random physical process, digital noise has distinctive characteristics. For example, it presents narrow-band spikes at the frequency of operation of the digital blocks. On the other hand, radio circuits usually deal with thermal noise and other random noise sources that are due to the inherent nature of electronic components. Traditionally, digital and radio circuits were developed separately. The former without much concern about their impact on the radio spectrum. The latter without much consideration for digital noise. This has entailed the problematic coexistence of noisy digital blocks and noise-sensitive radio transceivers on the same system [255], where many noise coupling paths exist between the two. This happens both for mixed-signal chips [5, 27] and for platforms [153, 154, 179, 239, 255]. Many of the integration problems have been successfully understood and partially solved, and these architectures are nowadays the norm. However, as the complexity of the systems increases, design remains a challenge. In particular, modeling and simulating the electromagnetic emissions and interactions in a complex system is hard and computationally expensive. Solving the equations is often unfeasible and numerical approximate solutions remain complex. Testing is expensive and can happen only at a late stage of the development. Therefore, unexpected Electromagnetic Interference (EMI) and Radio-Frequency Interference (RFI) interactions might still appear in final products [153]. Often, these problems cannot be completely solved, but they can be ignored as long as they do not severely impact the functionality and performance of the product in normal conditions, and as long as regulations are met. For example, spurious emissions in a given band can be tolerated if they are below the limits set by the FCC.

1.3 Security Challenges

On the one hand, if we see the digital blocks as a generic noise source, the problems arising from the integration with radio transceivers are merely functional. On the other hand, if we consider that the digital blocks process sensitive information, we can suppose that unexpected interactions with radio blocks might lead to dangerous information flows.

1.3.1 Unexpected Side Channels

Connected devices must secure their wireless communications, for example, from attacks against confidentiality or integrity of the data.
To this purpose, they run cryptographic algorithms that protect a given layer. For example, Bluetooth Low Energy (BLE) uses public key cryptography to pair two devices, and symmetric cryptography to encrypt the link layer. Alternatively, cryptography is used at the application layer, for example, for authentication in Google Eddystone beacons [98].

It is well known that the implementation of a cryptographic algorithm might leak sensitive information about its internal computations through the observation of its execution on digital hardware. Side channel attacks exploit this data-dependent leakage to recover a cryptographic secret, such as the key of a symmetric cipher. There exist many types of quantities that reveal information about execution, for example, the execution time [142], power consumption [143], and electromagnetic emissions [7]. The latter emanate directly from a component, or they modulate another strong signal in the system, such as the clock [7].

Timing side channel attacks are sometimes possible remotely or from a large distance. For example, they could be measured while interacting with a WiFi device over-the-air [280]. On the contrary, power side channels are typically only possible with physical access, and electromagnetic side channels in close proximity. Only a few attacks were shown at larger distance, for example at 1 m from the target in a controlled environment [219]. Power and electromagnetic side channel attacks against a wireless node might break the cipher that protects the communication protocol [20, 195, 225]. In this case attackers might interact with the device over-the-air, but they still need physical proximity.

In some specific cases, the presence of a radio front-end close to a digital block that executes a cryptographic algorithm creates novel types of side channels. Radio Frequency Identification (RFID) tags are designed to reflect a modulated version of the carrier sent by and external reader (backscattering). This can be achieved by modulating the impedance of the antenna. In passive tags, the digital blocks are powered by the energy of the external carrier. As a result, the power consumption of the digital blocks modulates the impedance of the antenna, modulating the backscattered wave, and leaking side channel information. This effect is called parasitic backscattering [204–206, 245]. A similar effect, called parasitic load modulation, happens in passive Near Field Communication (NFC) devices [146]. In both cases successful side channel attacks against a cryptographic algorithm have been shown up to a distance of 1 m. These attacks require an external carrier (possibly produced by a legitimate reader). They can be mitigated by decoupling the digital part from the antenna.

Finally, the interactions of the user with a smartphone’s screen modify the Channel State Information (CSI) of WiFi [152], so that an
attacker with access to a malicious access point is able to retrieve, for example, a pin entered by the user at a distance of up to 1.6 m.

1.3.2 Unexpected Covert Channels

It is well known that an attacker can trigger and modulate electromagnetic leakages from hardware components to exfiltrate data from a machine without network connectivity. First proposed in 1998 under the name of Soft-TEMPEST [11, 149], these attacks have been demonstrated with many types of leakages over the years, but always using very simple modulation schemes. On devices with radio front-ends, Soft-TEMPEST leakages might interact with radio signals through multiple cascaded effects, leading to Second-Order Soft-TEMPEST attacks [55, 69], recently proposed in 2018. These cascaded effects could be unintentional, or they could be introduced with hardware trojans. An example of Second-Order Soft-TEMPEST attack is a polyglot modulation of WiFi packets in which covert information is modulated on top of intended data [69].

A similar covert channel on top of WiFi [236], or WiFi jamming [235], become possible by modifying the baseband firmware of a Broadcom WiFi transceiver present on many smartphones, using the Nexmon project [233, 234]. Indeed, these chips are implemented as an SDR, and custom firmware can transmit arbitrary signals on the WiFi channels.

The impedance of a WiFi card depends on its state (e.g., on/off). By turning on and off the WiFi card, an attacker can modulate the reflection of an incoming carrier or stream of packets (backscattering), thus becoming able to exfiltrate data [295, 296]. This is yet another example in which the unexpected interaction between software and the radio front-end introduces a security issue.

1.4 Novel Attack Opportunities

In this thesis, we observe that the security problems that might arise from the the unexpected interactions between the activity of digital blocks and radio transceivers on the same device is still far from being exhaustively explored. In particular, we identify two novel attack opportunities on commodity devices:

- We conjecture that the activity of the digital blocks might accidentally modulate the radio signal transmitted by a radio transmitter. In this case, amplified side channel leakages would be broadcast, making side channel attacks possible from a large distance. An example of devices that might have this problem are mixed-signal chips where the radio transmitter is close to digital blocks on the same silicon die.
• We conjecture that unprivileged software could shape arbitrary radio signals from the electromagnetic leakages produced by its execution, for example, on a modern smartphone. This would effectively turn the smartphone in a generic SDR, opening novel attack opportunities, including the interaction with other receivers on the same platform, or nearby.

1.5 CONTRIBUTIONS

In summary, the main contribution of this thesis consists in two novel attacks on modern connected devices. In particular:

• We present Screaming Channels, a novel side channel vector that makes Electromagnetic (EM) side channel attacks possible at large distance.
  - We conjecture the presence of the channel and we observe promising effects on some chips.
  - We develop a complete attack and we conduct an in-depth analysis on a commercial BLE device.
  - We demonstrate several challenging attacks, at large distance, and against a real system.

• We present Noise-SDR, a method to turn unprivileged code running on Arm smartphones into a generic SDR.
  - We demonstrate how to shape noise into arbitrary radio signals leveraging a 1-bit coding scheme borrowed from the theory of fully-digital radios.
  - We show a practical implementation with DRAM accesses on modern Arm smartphones, and we also explore other noise sources that can be controlled from JavaScript.
  - We evaluate the transmission of a large number of protocols, leveraging them for applications such as device tracking and leakage detection.
  - We show that Noise-SDR can be used to interact with other radio receivers on the same smartphone, for example, to inject signals.

Developing such attacks required a considerable amount of experimental work ranging from firmware programming to radio measurements. To facilitate future research and guarantee the replicability of our results we have open sourced our code, data, and detailed instructions [31] for Screaming Channels. We will do the same for Noise-SDR after publication.

Our work on Screaming Channels led to two academic publications [35, 38], several talks [31–34, 37], coverage in the news (e.g.,
Le Monde [275], The Register [48]), the 3rd place at the Cyber Security Awareness Week (CSAW) Europe 2018, and a Google Bughunter Program Honorable Mention. We are aware that other researchers in industry and academia have successfully reproduced our results, and even proposed improvements using deep learning [290, 291]. Other attacks on mixed-signal chips have recently appeared in literature [94], confirming the importance of studying the unintentional coupling between blocks in complex systems from a security point of view.
The work presented in this thesis builds on top of both side channel attack and analysis, and radio communications. We briefly recall those concepts that are necessary to understand our results, and we refer to specialized literature for more details. Then we discuss the state of the art.
2 | BACKGROUND

2.1 BASICS OF RADIO COMMUNICATIONS

In this section we briefly recall the basics of radio communications that are necessary to understand this thesis.

2.1.1 Intuitive Principle

Intuitively, radio communications are based on the propagation of EM waves, generated by a transmitter, and picked up by a receiver, as shown in Figure 2.1. At the transmitter, an electrical current flowing in a conductor (the antenna) generates an EM field. EM waves propagate ‘over the air’ until the receiver. Here, they induce again a current in the antenna. The geometric shape of the antenna determines its resonant frequency, at which transmission and reception work best, and many other parameters about radiation.

![Diagram](image)

Figure 2.1: Intuitive principle of radio communications. A current at frequency $f$ in the transmitting antenna generates EM waves that propagate to the receiving antenna, where they induce a current.
2.1.2 Electromagnetic propagation

The behavior of the EM field radiated by an antenna changes with distance. As the distance increases, the field quickly moves from being dominantly reactive (reactive near field) to dominantly radiating (radiating near field). Starting from a sufficiently large distance, the field approximately propagates with plane waves (far field). Given an antenna with maximum dimension $D$, and a field with wavelength $\lambda$, the far field approximation is valid at distance $d$ if the following conditions are met:

$$d > \frac{2D^2}{\lambda}$$
$$d \gg D$$
$$d \gg \lambda$$

(2.1)

In the far field, at best, the radiated power decreases with the square law of the distance:

$$\frac{P_{rx}}{P_{tx}} \sim G_{tx} G_{rx} \left(\frac{\lambda}{2\pi d}\right)^2$$

(2.2)

where $G_{tx}$ and $G_{rx}$ are the gains of the transmitting and receiving antennas, respectively. They highly depend on their shape. Higher wavelengths (lower frequencies) propagate better. Propagation through a different medium might have different properties. Sometimes in our experiments we use a coaxial cable. In this case the decrease is exponential $e^{-\gamma d}$, where $\gamma$ depend on the frequency and on the type of cable.

2.1.3 Signals Used in Radio Communications

Assuming a basic familiarity with signal theory, we briefly describe how radio signals transmit information.

2.1.3.1 Intuitive Principle

Radio communications usually work by transmitting an EM signal at frequency $f_c$, called carrier frequency. The radio signal is composed by a sinusoidal carrier whose parameters are modulated with the data to transmit. Figure 2.2 shows an intuitive example of amplitude, frequency, and phase modulation. Modulation can be analog (the parameters can take any value), or digital (the parameters can take only discrete values in a finite set of symbols). In the frequency domain, the radio signal occupies a limited bandwidth $2B$ around the carrier frequency, from $f_c - B$ to $f_c + B$. The carrier frequency is the one at which the signal propagates over the air. This signal is often referred to as passband. On the contrary, the signal that modulates the carrier occupies the band from $-B$ to $B$, and it is called baseband signal. The process of bringing a signal from baseband to passband is called up-conversion, and the converse is called down-conversion.
2.1.3.2 Analytic Signal

It is very convenient to represent signals in the complex domain. One of the reasons is that trigonometric operations involving sinusoidal signals become trivial and intuitive.

As shown in Figure 2.3, an analytic signal is a vector in the complex plane. With a polar notation, it is defined as

\[ x_a(t) = a(t)e^{i\phi(t)} \] (2.3)
where \(a(t)\) is its *instantaneous amplitude* and \(\phi(t)\) is its *instantaneous phase*. Alternatively, with a quadrature notation, it is defined as

\[
x_a(t) = I(t) + iQ(t)
\]

\[
I(t) = a(t)\cos(\phi(t))
\]

\[
Q(t) = a(t)\sin(\phi(t))
\]

where \(I(t)\) is the *in-phase* component and \(Q(t)\) is the *quadrature* component. The name *quadrature* comes from the fact that \(I\) and \(Q\) are separated by an angle of \(\pi/2\) in the complex plane.

A generic real signal can be now conveniently represented as the projection on the real axis of the corresponding analytic signal:

\[
x(t) = \Re\{x_a(t)\} = \Re\{a(t)e^{i\phi(t)}\} = a(t)\cos(\phi(t))
\]

The ‘speed’ in Hz at which the analytic signal rotates on the plane is called *instantaneous frequency*, and it can be computed from the derivative of the instantaneous phase as:

\[
f(t) = \frac{1}{2\pi} \frac{\partial \phi}{\partial t}(t)
\]

### 2.1.3.3 Modulated Carrier

A generic radio signal such as the one in Figure 2.2 is written as:

\[
x_{rf}(t) = \Re\{a(t)e^{i\theta(t)}e^{i2\pi f_c t}\} = a(t)\cos(2\pi f_c t + \theta(t))
\]

where \(a(t)e^{i\theta(t)}\) is the analytic representation of the baseband signal and \(e^{i2\pi f_c t}\) is the analytic representation of the carrier. We observe that the baseband signal is up-converted to passband by multiplication with a radio frequency carrier. The bandwidth of the baseband signal must be much smaller than the carrier frequency.

The baseband signal controls the instantaneous amplitude \(a(t)\) and phase \(\theta(t)\) of the carrier. It also controls its instantaneous frequency:

\[
f(t) = f_c + \frac{1}{2\pi} \frac{\partial \theta}{\partial t}(t)
\]

### 2.1.4 Modulation Types and Protocols

We briefly recall the main modulation schemes used in this thesis, listed in Table 2.1. Simple modulation schemes control the amplitude (AM, OOK, ASK), the frequency (FM, FSK, DTMF, BFSK, MFSK, GFSK), or the phase (PSK, BPSK, 4-QAM) of the carrier. AM and FM are analog modulations, whereas the others are digital. OFDM systems use several orthogonal subcarriers, each modulated with one of the simpler modulation schemes, increasing the data rate. To increase the resistance to noise, spread spectrum schemes spread the original signal over a wide band of frequencies. The DSSS method consists in
Table 2.1: Modulation types.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Acronym</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Amplitude Modulation (AM)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Frequency Modulation (FM))</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>On Off Keying (OOK)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Amplitude Shift Keying (ASK)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Frequency Shift Keying (FSK)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Binary Frequency Shift Keying (BFSK)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>M-ary Frequency Shift Keying (MFSK)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dual-Tone Multi-Frequency (DTMF)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gaussian Frequency Shift Keying (GFSK)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Audio Frequency Shift Keying (AFSK)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Phase Shift Keying (PSK)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Binary Phase Shift Keying (BPSK)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Quadrature Amplitude Modulation (QAM)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Direct Sequence Spread Spectrum (DSSS)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chirp Spread Spectrum (CSS)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Orthogonal Frequency Division Multiplexing (OFDM)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Upper Side Band (USB)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

spreading a BFSK signal by multiplying it with a faster pseudo-random sequence with distinctive properties. Instead, CSS uses a chirp, that is, a signal that continuously sweeps over a range of frequencies. The radio signal spectrum occupies the band from $f_c - B$ to $f_c + B$, where $B$ is the bandwidth of the baseband signal. Some of this information is redundant because the spectrum is symmetric around $f_c$ for amplitude-modulated signals. Single Side Band (SSB) transmits only half of the spectrum of the original signal, suppressing the other half. For example, USB transmits only the frequencies from $f_c$ to $f_c + B$.

Apart from the modulation type, radio communications are characterized by protocol layers described in standard specifications. For example, digital protocols transmit data in packets and support various types of network configurations. In this thesis we work with several existing radio protocols, listed in Table 2.2 together with a reference to their documentation. Throughout the thesis we will provide more details when necessary.

2.1.5 Diversity

2.1.5.1 Motivation

In a simple radio transmission a signal is sent once over a noisy channel. Besides thermal noise, the channel might be affected by other problems. For example, obstacles could create deep fade conditions in which signals do not arrive at destination, or produce multiple reflec-
tions that arrive through different paths at different times. Another example is an interfering signal that disrupts a certain frequency band for some time.

To solve these problems, diversity schemes combine several copies of the same signal received through multiple independent channels. Intuitively, these methods use redundancy to maximize the signal at reception. The resulting signal increase is called diversity gain.

### 2.1.5.2 Diversity Types and Combination Methods

There exist several ways to achieve diversity. Time diversity consists in sending the same signal multiple times over the same channel. Frequency diversity consists in sending the same signal at multiple frequencies. In spatial diversity, the receiver uses multiple antennas in different positions to receive different copies of the same signal arriving from different paths, as shown in Figure 2.4.

![Figure 2.4: Spatial diversity.](image-url)
Once multiple copies of the same signal arrive at the receiver, they can be combined in different ways [26]. First, the signals must be synchronized in time, then the receiver can choose the best one (selection), or add them using the same weight for each copy (equal gain), or assigning a weight based on the signal quality (maximal ratio).

2.2 MAIN RADIO ARCHITECTURES

2.2.1 Basic Components

In modern radios the baseband signal is generated in the digital domain, in software or in hardware. Then, it is converted into an analog signal using a multi-bit Digital-to-Analog Converter (DAC), whose symbol is shown in Figure 2.5.

![Figure 2.5: Symbol of a multi-bit DAC.](image)

The carrier sine wave is generated using a frequency synthesizer. Usually, this is made by a Voltage Controlled Oscillator (VCO) and a Phase-Locked Loop (PLL). The VCO is an oscillator whose frequency can be controlled with the input voltage. The PLL is a closed-loop control system that adjusts the frequency and phase of the oscillator. For simplicity, we will usually depict a sinusoidal wave generator as in Figure 2.6.

![Figure 2.6: Symbol of a sine wave generator.](image)

The baseband signal is multiplied with the carrier using a mixer, shown in Figure 2.7. The multiplication of two sinusoidal waves at frequencies $f_1$ and $f_2$ results in the generation of two new components at frequency $f_1 \pm f_2$. A mixer is then useful to translate signals in frequency. In particular, it is used to up-convert the baseband signal to the carrier frequency.

At various stages of transmission and reception, several types of filters are used to filter undesired frequency components. Finally, a Power Amplifier (PA) is used to increase the power of the signal before feeding it to an antenna. The power amplifier, shown in Figure 2.8 draws the power from the power supply, and it is characterized by its gain $G = \frac{P_{out}}{P_{in}}$. 
2.2.2 Classic Radios

2.2.2.1 Polar vs. Quadrature

The polar architecture in Figure 2.9 follows closely the polar notation. A frequency synthesizer generates the carrier, whose frequency and phase can be controlled. The signal is then fed to a power amplifier, whose gain is controlled in order to modulate the amplitude of the output signal.

The quadrature architecture in Figure 2.10 follows closely the quadrature notation. A frequency synthesizer generates both the in-phase and quadrature components of the carrier. They are mixed with the respective components of the baseband signal. Then, they are added and sent to the power amplifier. Filters help removing undesired frequency components and respecting the specifications for emissions in the spectrum (the spectral mask) [16].
2.2.2.2 Direct vs. Superheterodyne

In the direct conversion architecture in Figure 2.10 (and Figure 2.9), the baseband signal is directly converted to the desired carrier frequency by one mixing stage. In contrast, the superheterodyne transmitter in Figure 2.11 uses two separate stages. The Intermediate Frequency (IF) stage up-converts the signal to an intermediate carrier frequency. Then, the Radio Frequency (RF) stage up-converts the signal to the final desired carrier frequency.

These architectures all reach the same goal, but each of them has different trade-offs when implemented with actual hardware components and different technologies. Discussing these aspects in more detail is beyond the scope of this thesis. Refer to [16] for a comparison in the specific case of radios for Wireless Local Area Network (WLAN) applications.

2.2.3 Fully-Digital Radios

2.2.3.1 Motivation and Main Strategies

The architectures presented in the previous section use analog and radio-frequency hardware components, which must be integrated into a single chip, possibly with other digital circuits. In contrast, fully-digital radios try to minimize the number and complexity of the analog electronic components required to generate a radio signal.

One of the main strategies consists in leveraging 1-bit coding techniques to generate an arbitrary signal from a square wave. This is
Figure 2.12: Fully-digital radio based on (baseband) PWM or ΔΣ. In this case the baseband component of the square wave is used to modulate the amplitude of a phase/frequency-modulated sinusoidal carrier.

Figure 2.13: Fully-digital radio based on RF-PWM or passband-ΔΣ. In this case the amplitude/frequency/phase-modulated sinusoidal carrier is directly generated as one component of a square wave.

possible by modulating one of the frequency components of a square signal, and filtering the other ones as noise. The filtering stage is done after amplification, and the power amplifier works with square signals. This makes it possible to use a highly efficient Switch-Mode Power Amplifier (SMPA) instead of a less efficient linear power amplifier.

Two main 1-bit coding techniques are (baseband) Pulse Width Modulation (PWM) and (baseband) Delta-Sigma (ΔΣ). In this case, the baseband component of a square wave is used to modulate the amplitude of a frequency/phase-modulated carrier. Alternatively, some schemes use the Radio-Frequency Pulse-Width Modulation (RF-PWM) (passband-PWM) and passband-ΔΣ techniques. In this case, the modulated radio signal is generated directly from one of the passband components of a square wave. Figure 2.12 and Figure 2.13 depict the baseband and passband case, respectively. In the following we will describe the PWM and RF-PWM techniques in more detail, with focus on RF-PWM.

We refer the reader to [193, 202] for a detailed background about fully-digital radios, and to [105, 150, 193, 199, 217, 287] for the theory and examples of practical implementations of RF-PWM.

2.2.3.2 Background: A Modulated Square Wave

A generic square wave is characterized by three parameters: the fundamental frequency at which the pulses repeat, the phase of the pulses,
and the pulse width. The ratio between pulse width and pulse period is commonly referred to as duty-cycle.

A square wave that can take values 0 or 1, with duty-cycle \( \delta(t) \), fundamental frequency \( f_0 \) and phase \( \theta(t) \) can be written as the following sum of sinusoidal components:

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{offset} & = \delta(t) \\
\text{fundamental} & = \frac{2}{\pi} \sin(\pi \delta(t)) \cos(2\pi f_0 t + \theta(t)) \\
\text{harmonics} & = \sum_{k=1}^{\infty} \frac{2}{k\pi} \sin(k\pi \delta(t)) \cos(2k\pi f_0 + k\theta(t))
\end{align*}
\]

(2.9)

### 2.2.3.3 Baseband PWM

The classic PWM technique consists in modulating the duty-cycle to generate an arbitrary baseband signal (the offset), while filtering all the other components (the fundamental and the harmonics). It is very common in many applications. For example, it is an effective method to control the intensity of LED lights and the speed of electric motors.

In the baseband PWM radio architecture (Figure 2.12), PWM is used as 1-bit DAC to modulate the amplitude of the carrier by controlling the switch-mode power amplifier. The sinusoidal radio carrier is instead generated and modulated in frequency/amplitude in a conventional way. As a result, the signal at the output of the amplifier is:

\[
[\delta(t) + \text{fundamental} + \text{harmonics}] \cos(2\pi f_c t + \theta(t))
\]

(2.10)

One or more filters cut all the undesired frequency components originating from the fundamental and the harmonics of the PWM square wave, leaving only the desired modulated carrier:

\[
\delta(t) \cos(2\pi f_c t + \theta(t))
\]

(2.11)

A proper choice of \( f_0 \) and \( f_c \) compared to the bandwidth of \( a(t) \) and \( \theta(t) \) is necessary to ensure that filtering is possible.

### 2.2.3.4 RF-PWM

The RF-PWM uses the fundamental component of the PWM square wave directly as an RF carrier, hence the name RF-PWM. This is possible by generating a square wave with the following parameters:

\[
\begin{align*}
f_0 & = f_c \\
\delta(t) & = \frac{\arcsin(a(t))}{\pi} \\
\theta(t) &
\end{align*}
\]

(2.12)
The resulting decomposition is:

\[
\text{offset} = \frac{\text{arcsin}(a(t))}{\pi}
\]

\[
\text{fundamental} = \frac{2}{\pi} a(t) \cos(2\pi f_c t + \phi(t))
\]

\[
\text{harmonics} = \sum_{k=2}^{+\infty} \frac{2}{k\pi} \sin(k\pi \delta(t)) \cos(2\pi kf_c t + k\phi(t))
\]

(2.13)

The fundamental component is directly in the form of a sinusoidal carrier at RF, modulated in amplitude and frequency/phase. A filter removes the offset and the harmonics, leaving only the desired modulated carrier:

\[
\frac{2}{\pi} a(t) \cos(2\pi f_c t + \phi(t))
\]

(2.14)

Like for the baseband PWM case, a proper choice of \( f_c \) compared to the bandwidth of the modulating signal is necessary.

2.2.4 Backscattering and Load Modulation

The radio architectures that we have described until now actively generate a carrier signal. Some small devices with a very small battery cannot afford wasting energy to produce a strong carrier. In this case, a better solution consists in modulating the carrier generated by an external reader. The external carrier can even power completely passive devices without any internal power source. This method, depicted in Figure 2.14, is called backscattering.

![Figure 2.14: Backscattering.](image)

When the incident wave from the reader reaches the antenna, its power is partially absorbed and partially reflected depending on the impedance to which the antenna is connected. By modulating this impedance, the device controls the reflection of a modulated signal. Backscattering is commonly used by RFID tags. Previous work has also
explored the possibility for low-power devices to transmit data by backscattering ambient transmissions. To cite a few examples, some systems use TV and cellular transmissions [159], WiFi communications [138], and signals from FM stations [288]. NFC tags use a similar technique called load modulation. In this case, the antennas of the transmitter and of the receiver are close together and inductively coupled. The tag modulates the impedance (load) of its antenna (seen by the reader) to communicate data to the reader.

2.2.5 Software Defined Radios

A Software Defined Radio (SDR) is a type of radio in which hardware is minimal and flexible, whereas processing and configuration are mostly performed in software. In a typical SDR, the hardware does only the up-conversion (transmitter) or down-conversion (receiver). The DAC and the Analog-to-Digital Converter (ADC) convert the from the digital baseband signal to the analog domain, and vice-versa. Software configures the center frequency, bandwidth, gain, and other parameters of the radio front-end. All protocol layers, from the digital baseband to the application, are implemented in software. In some cases, a Field Programmable Gate Array (FPGA) is available to offload the most expensive computations.

Some examples of SDR transceivers are the Great Scott Gadgets HackRF [102], the Ettus Research USRP N210 [70], and the Ettus Research USRP B210 [71]. On the software side, GNURadio [82] is an open-source tool to develop reception and transmission chains. Many examples of transceivers exist and are available online, for example, for WiFi [307] and LoRa [267]. Other tools are available, for example: Gqrx [56] (generic reception), Qsstv [212] (SSTV and HamDRM), FLDigi [76] (most amateur radio protocols), WSJT-X [269] (FT4), gnss-sdr [310] (Global Navigation Satellite System (GNSS) reception).

Figure 2.15 shows an example of SDR transceiver connected to a laptop running GNURadio.

2.3 SIDE CHANNEL ATTACKS THEORY

In this section we briefly recall how to analyze side channel leakages and how to perform key-recovery attacks.

2.3.1 Introduction

2.3.1.1 Principle

In many cases, the security guarantees of a cryptographic algorithm can be violated in its practical implementation. In particular, the
execution of the algorithm often leaks some information about its internal computations through some measurable physical quantities. They include execution time [142], power consumption [143], and electromagnetic emissions [7], to cite a few. Multi-channel attacks introduced in [6] combine side channel traces coming from different types of leakages. Figure 2.16 shows an example of power and EM measurement on a smart card.

Several attacks exist that leverage this data dependency and statistical analysis to recover the secret key. Usually, they require some assumptions, for example, that the attacker can observe a large number of encryptions with known plaintext. Often, the attack phase is preceded by a profiling step, during which the attacker builds a model of the leakage. The ability to attack a device using a profile built on a different instance is important in practical scenarios. Indeed, profiling often requires full control over the target, whereas attacks happen in more constrained scenarios.
2.3.1.2 Advanced Encryption Standard (AES)

Even though side channel attacks are not limited to a specific cryptographic algorithm, we focus on the AES [211] symmetric cipher, with a 128-bit key. It is characterized by a key schedule followed by ten rounds. At the first round, each plaintext byte \( p \) is xored with the corresponding key byte \( k \), and given as input to an \( S_{\text{box}} \) function (Figure 2.18). The input \( p \oplus k \) and output \( S_{\text{box}}(p \oplus k) \) of the \( S_{\text{box}} \) are the usual targets for side channel attacks.

\[
\begin{align*}
& \quad p \oplus k \\
\downarrow & \quad S_{\text{box}} \\
& \quad S_{\text{box}}(p \oplus k)
\end{align*}
\]

Figure 2.17: AES \( S_{\text{box}} \).

2.3.1.3 Important Notation and Terminology

Divide and conquer attacks target a leakage variable \( y \) that is a function of one byte of the plaintext and one byte of their key. For example, a popular leakage variable for AES is the output of the \( S_{\text{box}} \) of the first round: \( y = S_{\text{box}}(p \oplus k) \). The attacker can measure a physical quantity that is affected by \( y \). The actual (unknown) leakage function is \( l(y) \). The attacker models this leakage with a leakage model \( \text{model}(y) \). An example of simple leakage model is assuming that the leakage follows the Hamming Weight of the leakage variable.

2.3.2 Side Channel Analysis

2.3.2.1 Detection of Informative Points

The input of side channel analysis is a set of time traces measured while encrypting with random plaintexts and keys. By comparing these traces, an attacker can detect some points in time for which the traces corresponding to different values of the leakage variable show a significant statistical difference. This difference can be seen as the side-channel signal. The informative points are called Points Of Interest (POIs). There exist several methods to detect a leakage and the corresponding POIs. In this thesis we focus on:

- **fixed vs. fixed t-test** [65]. The Welch’s t-test [292] can be used to check whether the expected values of two random variables
X and Y show a significant statistical difference, and it can be naturally applied to study whether or not a difference in the plaintext and key produces a difference in the measured traces. It is defined as:

\[
\frac{\bar{X} - \bar{Y}}{\sqrt{\frac{\text{var}(X)}{N_x} + \frac{\text{var}(Y)}{N_y}}}
\]

where \(N\) is the sample size. Many options exist for the choice of the two sets to compare (e.g., \([15, 91, 167]\)), for example, a set of traces with random plaintext and random key against a set of traces with fixed key. Better results can be achieved with the fixed vs. fixed test proposed in \([65]\), which compares two sets with fixed plaintext and key, chosen to maximize the expected difference between the two sets.

- **k-fold \(\rho\)-test \([65]\).** The \(\rho\)-test first splits the trace set into a profiling set and a test set. The profiling set is used to estimate a (possibly nonlinear) model \(\text{model}(y)\) of the leakage, for each possible value of the leakage variable \(y\). This can be done by classifying the traces in groups (classes) \(L_y\) according to the value of \(y\), and then estimating the average trace for each class:

\[
\hat{m}_Y(y) = \bar{L}_y
\]

Then, the Pearson’s correlation coefficient is used to estimate the linear correlation between the traces in the test set and the corresponding model:

\[
\hat{r} = \hat{\rho}(L_y, \hat{m}_Y(y))
\]

To reduce the bias, the results obtained from \(k\) different partitions of the initial set into profiling and attack sets are averaged together. With \(N\) traces, \(\hat{r}_z = \frac{1}{2\sqrt{N-3}}\ln\left(\frac{1+\hat{r}}{1-\hat{r}}\right)\) approximately follows a normal distribution \(N(0, 1)\) and can be used to to measure the confidence that data-dependent information is leaking.

### 2.3.2.2 Studying Nonlinearity

Linear regression was proposed in \([231]\) to fit the leakage function. Naturally, this approach works well when fitting a linear leakage with a linear model. By choosing a higher-order polynomial as model, it can also fit more complex (non-linear) leakages. As highlighted in \([222]\), the non-linear distortion of the leakage model (compared to the classic Hamming Weight model) can be studied by analyzing the results of linear regression.
2.3.3 Side Channel Attacks

2.3.3.1 Profiled Attacks

In this thesis we focus on profiled attacks. In this case, the attack is preceded by a profiling stage, ideally performed on a different device instance. Profiling is done using a set of traces with known random plaintexts and keys, whereas attack is done using a (smaller) set of traces with known random plaintext and unknown key.

* Profiled Correlation Attacks [65]. Profiled correlation attacks are very similar to the $\rho$-test. With the same method, the attacker estimates the model $\text{model}(y)$ of the leakage for each value of the leakage variable $y$, using a profiling set. Then, for each byte of the key, the attacker measures the correlation between the attack traces and the values indicated by the precomputed profile for a given key guess:

$$\hat{r}(p, k_g) = \hat{\rho}(L(y(p, k_g)), \hat{m}_y(y(p, k_g)))$$

(2.18)

With enough traces, the right guess will show the best correlation.

* Template Attacks [46]. Using the profiling traces, the attacker estimates the average and covariance of the leakage for each of the values of $y$. Assuming a Gaussian distribution, the attacker can compute the conditional probability density function of $L$ given $Y$ (i.e., $\text{pdf}(L = l|Y = y)$) for any of the values of $y$. Since it estimates also the covariance, this model can capture second order statistical relations. To reduce complexity, the attacker can first reduce each trace to the POIs only. In the attack phase, the attacker is given a trace $l$ with known plaintext $p$ and unknown key $k$. For each possible guess $k_g$ of the key, the attacker computes the guessed leakage variable $y_g$. The conditional probability density function $\text{pdf}(L = l|Y = y_g)$ indicated by the profile can be used as a discriminant for the guess. When multiple attack traces $l_i$ are available, the attacker can combine the results (maximum likelihood) as:

$$\prod_i \text{pdf}(L = l_i|K = k_g, P = p_i)$$

(2.19)

The correct key guess will correspond to the discriminants with the maximum value. The product can be replaced with a sum of logarithms to avoid numerical problems. To improve accuracy and reduce numerical problems, assuming that the covariance is the same for each value of $y$, the attacker can compute the pooled covariance matrix as the average of the individual matrices [19, 50, 197, 198].
2.3.3.2 Leakage Order

By construction, template attacks can capture a second order relation between leakage model and leakage, whereas profiled correlation attacks can only capture a linear relation. If template attacks do not perform better than profiled correlation attacks, then we can conclude that, at least for the given sample size, we are facing a first order leakage.

2.3.3.3 Profile Reuse

In a realistic scenario the attacker wants to reuse a profile built on a device different than the victim. For profiled correlation attacks, the linear correlation $r(P_2, P_1)$ of a profile $P_2$ with a profile $P_1$ (built in different conditions) gives the attacker a quantitative measure of the loss introduced by using $P_2$ instead of $P_1$. Indeed, the correlation of the attack traces $L_a$ with $P_2$ can be computed from the correlation with $P_1$ as:

$$r(P_2, L_a) = r(P_2, P_1) r(P_1, L_a)$$

(2.20)

As a rule of thumb, the number $N$ of attack traces required for an attack to succeed is:

$$N \propto c/\rho^2(P_2, L_a)$$

(2.21)

where $c$ is a constant [260].

Previous work has studied and evaluated several strategies to make profile reuse effective, even in the presence of inter-device variations, with focus on template attacks. Often, even a simple normalization of the traces (e.g., offset removal, variance normalization) can significantly facilitate the cross-device template attacks [51, 67, 124, 178]. Another strategy consists in estimating a template using multiple devices. Although these templates are in general more robust, they are less effective when applied to a specific device [51, 124, 222]. It is also possible to use a portion of the attack traces to build a profile on the fly, without resorting to another device [222]. Finally, effective cross-device attacks with deep learning have been recently proposed in literature [40, 62, 95].

2.3.3.4 Rank Estimation and Key Enumeration

Typical divide and conquer attacks assign a probability (or score) to each possible value of each sub-key $k$. Starting from this output, key-ranking algorithms (e.g., [18, 93, 166, 283, 298]) estimate how many bits of the key were not recovered, and key-enumeration algorithms (e.g., [22, 166, 208, 284]) bruteforce those bits to recover the key, which can be faster than acquiring more traces. For example, [208] is based on the idea that a histogram describing which keys fall in a given
probability range can be built by convoluting the histograms relative to each sub-key, directly constructed from the probability lists returned by the attack. This histogram is then used to count how many keys precede the right one (key ranking), or to try keys starting from the most likely until the good one is found (key enumeration).

2.4 RECEPTION SETUP

Our experimental setup consists of an SDR-based reception chain, shown in Figure 5.9, to receive both radio signals and side channel traces.

The first block in the reception chain is the antenna. For short distances, we use standard WiFi antennas that have a good response in the Industrial, Scientific and Medical (ISM) band at 2.4 GHz. For larger distances, we use a TP-LINK TL-ANT2424B [266] directional WiFi antenna. Directional antennas are designed to maximize the power received from a given direction. This is convenient when the transmitter is in line of sight at a large distance, because the signal from the transmitter is maximized and the noise from other sources coming from other directions is minimized. For reception in close proximity to the emitter we use a loop probe designed for near-field measurement: a NAE-HPROBE-15 [186], or a custom loop probe inspired from [54].

When external amplification is necessary, the second block in the chain is an Low Noise Amplifier (LNA). A LNA is an amplifier designed to amplify the input signal while adding very little noise. Depending on the desired frequency band and gain we use a Minicircuits ZEL-1724LN [175], a ZKL-1R5 [176], a ZX60-272LN [177], or a TEKBOX TBW A2 [264].

The last block in the hardware chain is an SDR. We use several widely available SDRs: a Great Scott Gadgets HackRF [102], an Ettus Research USRP N210 [70], and an Ettus Research USRP B210 [71]. The latter has two separate reception chains that are useful for spatial diversity.

On the software side, we use both custom code [311] based on GNU Radio [82] and other SDR open source tools, such as Gqrx [56], Qssstv [212], FLDigi [76], WSJT-X [269], and gnss-sdr [310]. GNU Radio is
a framework to develop signal processing chains, whereas the other tools are dedicated to specific radio protocols.
3 STATE OF THE ART

3.1 WIRELESS SECURITY

Like any other communication channel, wireless communications should be secured using well designed protocols, good cryptographic schemes, and correct implementations.

3.1.1 Security Considerations

Many attack opportunities arise from the fact that the radio spectrum is a shared medium to which attackers have full access. This increases the attack surface of radio protocols at any layer. Attacks are possible over the air, without physical proximity, and often in a stealthy way.

Some examples of attack primitives due to the shared nature of the spectrum are: sniffing (collecting transmitted packets), jamming (disrupting communications by emitting an interfering signal), spoofing and injection (transmitting rogue signals or packets), relay (relaying a transmission over a different and often longer channel), and replay (retransmitting recorded packets). Often, these primitives are combined to achieve more complex results. For example, spoofing and injection of rogue signals into a victim receiver might be facilitated by jamming of the legitimate transmitter.

In the past, many attacks were thought to be impractical because receiving and transmitting certain radio signals required complex and expensive equipment, as well as knowledge and expertise to operate it. However, as highlighted in Chapter 2, the proliferation of WLANs and SDRs has invalidated this assumption. For example, WiFi and BLE transceivers are present in most consumer laptops and smartphones, and relatively inexpensive SDRs are able to receive and transmit most protocols, from Global System for Mobile Communications (GSM) to Global Positioning System (GPS). Besides more accessible hardware, open source tools are largely available for analysis and attack.

Covering all existing attacks against wireless communications is beyond the scope of this thesis. In the following, we will discuss some interesting examples.

3.1.2 Attacks

At the physical layer, a robust design and the detection of interference conditions helps protecting against jamming, but little can be done
against an attacker that disrupts the channel. Jamming might be used as a defense, for example, to prevent offensive drones from reaching a sensitive target. Interestingly, in this case the jamming signal might itself reveal the position of the target, helping the drone to reach it [271].

For some protocols, the characteristics of the physical layer complicate sniffing from an external attacker. For example, BLE uses a form of spread spectrum called Frequency Hopping Spread Spectrum (FHSS). In this case the channel used by two communicating devices changes over time following a pseudo-random sequence. To collect the transmitted packets, an attacker must learn the sequence (e.g., by listening to the packets that establish the connection) and must have hardware able to quickly switch channel or to collect all channels at the same time. Both dedicated hardware [103] and SDR-based tools [141] exist to facilitate this task. In the case of Low Probability of Interception (LPI) signals, the physical layer is explicitly designed to prevent detection, complicating (but not always preventing) sniffing and jamming. Examples of simple methods are the use of FHSS, CSS, and DSSS with secret parameters [3].

In some applications, such as wireless car keys, the physical proximity between receiver and transmitter is used to verify the presence of the legitimate user. However, in many cases relay attacks between a car and its legitimate user at large distance are possible and practical [80]. Using ultra-wide band transmissions helps building distance measurement that is secure from relay attacks [254].

Many simple systems, such as wireless clickers, are often not protected against replay attacks, making it easy to record valid packets and retransmitting them later in time. The use of a rolling code, which is a counter synchronized between transmitter and receiver, helps providing a proof of freshness. Nevertheless, a rolling code alone is easy to bypass. Using a tool such as [207], attackers are able to reverse engineer the protocol and modify the value of the counter before replaying a message. The Rolling Jam attack uses a combination of jamming and replay to record a packet with the rolling code equal to the one following the last valid reception [134].

Stronger security guarantees are possible using cryptography, for example, for authentication and encryption. For example, access to personal WiFi networks is protected with a shared password using WiFi Protected Access (WPA), and the link layer is encrypted. However, bruteforce/dictionary attacks against the password are possible if the attacker captures the packets of the 4-way handshake of the authentication. To force such a condition, the attacker sends de-authentication packets to a legitimate device. Link layer encryption is also used by many other protocols, such as Bluetooth and BLE.

In some cases, protocol specifications contain vulnerabilities that create dangerous corner cases in which normal protections are not
effective. For example, in the Bluetooth protocol the entropy of the keys can be negotiated, but negotiation is neither integrity protected nor encrypted. As a result, an attacker is able to force the use of a key with 1 byte of entropy, which is easy to brute-force [12].

Sometimes, attackers are able to force the use of an older vulnerable protocol. This is the case for mobile communications that still support GSM. In recent mobile communication protocols both mobile phone and network have to prove their identity. In contrast, a mobile phone is not able to check the identity of a GSM network. Using moderately inexpensive SDRs and open source software [63], attackers can easily create a rogue GSM base station. If the signal is strong enough, the victim mobile phone is likely to connect to it.

The lack of authentication is a problem also for many civilian GNSS systems, as it makes position spoofing possible, with potentially catastrophic consequences. GPS spoofing has received particular attention in literature, for example, [274]. Open source tools to generate rogue baseband signals are available [130, 131, 289]. These signals can then be transmitted using an SDR. Some have investigated the use of simple hardware for transmission [59, 165], not caring about signal quality and spectrum pollution.

Some attacks target a vulnerability in the software stack that can be triggered over the air. For example, in [188] some GPS receivers do not perform a basic check on the denominator of a division during the calculation of the position. As a result, attackers are able to craft a spoofing signal that triggers a division by zero and serious crashes of the device. Several cases of remote code execution over the air have been demonstrated, too. For example, [244] shows how to exploit a memory corruption in the Android Bluetooth stack, which was likely never executed during testing and typical usage. Hence, the importance of developing effective analysis and testing techniques [127, 128, 227].

An attacker with control on the plaintext message sent with a wireless protocol (at the data link layer) might be able to craft full packets injected in a receiver (at the network layer) [97], or even craft packets injected in different types of receivers (with a different physical layer) [25]. In the first case, the attacker hides a full network layer packet into the payload of another packet. At the receiver, if the outer packet is discarded because of an error (e.g., bit error in the beginning of the frame because of interference), then the inner payload will be parsed as a valid packet. In the second case, the attacker additionally exploits the fact that the same modulated signal could be demodulated into valid bits by different receivers using different modulation schemes. To mention a simple example, an FSK signal could be interpreted as two OOK signals at two different frequencies. An OOK receiver tuned on one of the two frequencies used by an FSK transmitter would receive the same bits as the intended FSK receiver.
Finally, the spectrum is shared also by wireless transceivers on the same chip. For this reason, the WiFi and Bluetooth transceivers of some Broadcom chips coordinate their operation communicating between each other, making cross attacks possible (e.g., jamming, key stroke inference, turning Bluetooth vulnerabilities into WiFi vulnerabilities) [52, 227].

3.2 COMPROMISING EMANATIONS

Classic wireless security focuses on the analysis of intended communication channels over the air. Emission Security (EmSec) additionally studies the ‘side’ channels that arise from the unintentional interaction of computing devices with the physical world, resulting in the emission of physical signals that carry sensitive information.

3.2.1 Principle

Communication and computing devices are implemented with physical components. Many attacks that compromise their security arise from the interaction with the physical world. Sound, vibrations, light, magnetic and electromagnetic fields, and temperature are some examples of physical quantities that depend on the data processed by a device or that can alter its operation. EM emissions are particularly important in the context of modern electronic systems. Those at radio frequency are particularly interesting for their interaction with radio communication systems.

In the simplest case, attackers merely listen to the undesired emissions of a victim device to recover secret data, or to identify its location. Alternatively, there are several methods the attacker might use to facilitate the process. At the physical level, a hardware trojan could introduce or strengthen a leakage. The victim might be illuminated by an external carrier and reflect a copy modulated with sensitive information. The carrier could originate from an ambient transmission or from the attacker. Finally, an attacker could intentionally trigger and modulate leakages from software running on the victim, to exfiltrate data without using any network interface.

Emission security has always been an important concern for military and intelligence applications. Only towards the end of the 20th century it started to be investigated in depth in public literature. We refer the reader to [10] for a brief history of EmSec and a review of EM compromising emanations and other EM attacks. In the following we discuss the main applications and interesting examples. In this field, terminology and discovery time are not always clear and unambiguous, especially when public literature tried to interpret partial information present in declassified military documents, or when
similar results where discovered in different contexts. We focus on highlighting the important features of the attacks, without aiming at a rigorous classification, and we follow the common usage of terminology.

3.2.2 Applications

3.2.2.1 Eavesdropping Plaintext at a Distance

Although computation and communication systems encrypt data to protect the confidentiality of secret information, the emission of physical leakages might reveal the plaintext, for example when it is typed on a keyboard, displayed on a screen, or spoken or played in form of audio. Thanks to these emissions, an external attacker without close access to the devices is able to retrieve secret information. For example, historically one of the main targets where the communications inside foreign embassies. These attacks are often called with the name TEMPEST, the code word used by the National Security Agency (NSA) in some declassified documents [182, 265].

Some of the first examples of TEMPEST attacks in public literature are those that retrieve the content of the video displayed on a screen by listening to the EM emissions at radio frequency from monitors, cables, and connectors. Attacks against monitors are also called Van Eck phreaking from the name of the author of one of first attacks on Cathode-Ray Tube (CRT) displays [66]. Refer to [148] for a historical review on this topic and attacks on more recent flat-panel displays. Recently, TEMPEST attacks have been demonstrated against the screen of mobile devices (tablets) [126]. On the one hand, countermeasures such as shielding and TEMPEST resistant fonts [148, 149] help protecting from these attacks. On the other hand, the advent of SDR receivers and open-source TEMPEST software [163, 224] has simplified the attack setup. Moreover, commodity devices might still present strong leakages, for example from cheap High Definition Multimedia Interface (HDMI) connectors. TEMPEST attacks can reach large distances, for example, an attack at 10 m was recently demonstrated [64]. Images on Liquid Crystal Display (LCD) screens can also be reconstructed through the sound emitted by their electronics components [89], which constitutes a serious threat during internet calls that transmit audio remotely.

A non-exhaustive list of other attacks includes optical emanations from CRT screens and Light Emitting Diode (LED) indicators [147, 160, 161], reflection of optical signals on surfaces [14], visible light bulbs vibrations modulated by sound [185], WiFi CSI modulated by the position of the user’s finger on the screen of a mobile phone when entering a pin [152]. The latter [152] is particularly interesting because it arises from the interaction of the user with a wireless transceiver.
In general, TEMPEST attacks passively listen to the natural emissions of a victim device. An alternative is the Radio Frequency Retroreflector Attack (RFRA) attack. In this case, the attacker adds a malicious hardware component to the communication interface to monitor, for example, a video cable or a digital communication line. This component acts as a backscattering antenna that reflects a modulated version of an external carrier. The NSA Advanced Network Technology (ANT) catalog [181] includes a continuous wave radar to illuminate the target and receive the reflection, and several retroflectors for different cases. Retroflectors have been studied in public literature as well [286]. The study reports successful attacks up to 10 m, inserting a transistor in a coaxial cable or a USB cable, and using an SDR for transmission and reception. ‘The Thing’ [272] is another curious example of attack device, which was used for spying the conversations inside an embassy. It consists in a resonant cavity microphone that reflects an external RF carrier, modulated with the audio signal that makes the cavity vibrate.

Experiments in the Electromagnetic Compatibility (EMC)/RFI [79, 145] and security [28] communities suggest that a communication line between two logic gates acts as a backscattering antenna that reflects an external carrier, intermodulated with the data transmitted on the line. This suggests that adding hardware retroflectors might not always be necessary. Similarly, the unintentional modulation of an external carrier with sensitive data is mentioned under the name of NONSTOP in some declassified documents [8] and discussed by public literature [11, 139].

3.2.2.2 Exfiltrating Data at a Distance

In a different scenario than TEMPEST, an attacker with access to a device might want to exfiltrate sensitive data without using any network interface. This might be because the device is air-gapped (disconnected from public networks and placed in secured facilities), because unprivileged software does not have access to communication interfaces, or to avoid interception by network analysis tools. In this context, compromising emanations controlled by the attacker are useful to build a wireless covert channel.

In 1998, the idea of modulating TEMPEST leakages from screens to exfiltrate data from a victim was proposed in [11, 149], under the name of Soft-TEMPEST. Here, the ability to control TEMPEST leakages was also proposed as a defense mechanism, in which a TEMPEST-aware video driver would chose fonts that minimize the TEMPEST signal. The name Soft-TEMPEST comes from the fact that the compromising emanations are controlled from software, also called TEMPEST virus [149].

Over the years, literature has explored a large number of covert channels based on software-controlled emanations of several physical
quantities \cite{42, 108-118, 120-123, 125, 170, 243, 246, 261, 303}. We refer the reader to \cite{41, 43} for a general survey of covert channels.

Like TEMPEST, Soft-TEMPEST attacks also generally work at a distance from the devices, without physical access, and through walls. Magnetic leakages \cite{112, 117, 170} are interesting because they can bypass EM shields designed for RF signals. However, in general modulation schemes are very simple (e.g., OOK, FSK) because the control that software has on the leakages is very limited. In some cases these covert channels do not use unintended emissions but explicit output interfaces (e.g., audio \cite{42}, reverse-engineered WiFi chips \cite{234}). In this case more modulation options become available, but the attack also requires higher privileges and it cannot be considered an unintended leakage anymore.

As highlighted in Chapter 1 Second-Order Soft-TEMPEST attacks proposed in \cite{55, 69} leverage cascaded interactions with other signals in the system to exfiltrate data, for example, as a polyglot modulation on top of WiFi.

Backscattering of an external carrier is a good option also for data exfiltration, for example leveraging the impedance of a WiFi front-end, which depends on the card status \cite{295, 296}.

3.2.2.3 Detecting Electronic Devices at a Distance

In general, radio transmitters can be naturally detected, located, and fingerprinted using their intended emissions (e.g.,\cite{60, 285}). Instead, radio receivers and other electronic devices do not emit any intended signal. However, their unintended leakages may reveal their position. This is very useful as a defense against passive attackers sniffing some communication or electronic devices used to control explosives, to cite a few examples.

Often, a radio receiver leaks an RF signal coming from the Local Oscillator (LO). For example, the LO leakage from WiFi cards in monitor mode can be detected in many commodity devices \cite{45} at up to 5 m of distance. Another interesting active approach consists in illuminating a receiver with a chirp signal that falls in the reception channel, and then looking for the re-emission of a down-converted version of this chirp \cite{259}. This method was shown to work at several tens of meters using two commercial receivers.

A more detailed discussion of this topic is beyond the scope of this thesis.

3.2.2.4 Side Channel Attacks Against Cryptography in Proximity

As we have explained in Chapter 2, side channel attacks are a specific type of attacks against the implementation of cryptographic algorithms. Compromising emanations from cryptographic software or hardware might act as side channel vectors. The signals exploited
by side channel attacks are usually weaker than those previously described for TEMPEST and Soft-TEMPEST. As a result, physical side channels are usually considered as attacks in close proximity that require physical access to the device. However, a few exceptions exist that can reach distances in the order of a few meters.

Power side channels \([143]\) that measure the current consumed by Complementary Metal Oxide Semiconductor (CMOS) logic generally require physical access to insert a current probe. Acoustic side channel attacks, which measure the sound produced by electronic components, were demonstrated against public key cryptography (RSA) at up to 4 m \([86]\). We refer the reader to \([86]\) for a review of other acoustic attacks.

In the early 2000’s, public literature began to investigate electromagnetic emissions as a side channel vector \([7, 84, 213]\). In particular, \([7]\) distinguishes between direct emanations from electronic components, and the unintended modulation of other carrier sources, such as the harmonics of the clock signal, due to unintentional coupling between blocks.

EM attacks usually require placing a near-field probe close to the victim, but some previous work has also demonstrated attacks at larger distance \([87, 88, 174, 219]\). In particular, \([219]\) shows successful attacks against AES running on an Arm Cortex-M3 processor, at 30 cm in a laboratory environment, and at 1 m in an anechoic chamber.

Some previous work has also studied the effect of distance systematically, coming to interesting conclusions. A study of correlation attacks against AES in \([174]\) shows that the leakage model is more and more distorted as distance increases up to 0.5 m. The degradation of the signal with distance is discussed in \([7]\) for 2048-bit exponentiation modulated onto a harmonic of the clock. In this case the far-field leakage is visible up to 12 m. Discussing the leakage at 4.5 m, the paper mentions the possibility to run template attacks. The near-field and far-field leakages of a software pattern are analyzed in \([300]\). Far-field emissions follow a quadratic loss and are visible at up to 3 m. The software pattern consists of two different instructions repeated in a loop. Therefore this is not a direct study of the feasibility of Correlation-based Electromagnetic Analysis (CEMA) attacks against symmetric cryptography.

As discussed in Chapter 1, active attacks leveraging parasitic load modulation in NFC tags and parasitic load modulation in RFID tags have been demonstrated at a distance of up to 1 m.

Some previous work, inspired by NONSTOP, demonstrated some active attacks in which an external RF is injected in the victim circuit. In \([28]\), a carrier is injected in a smart card with a current transformer on the ground, and it is modulated by a loop or by the DES module. In \([164]\), a carrier injected in the power supply by conduction modulates the emissions of a clock generator in frequency, and up-converts
a data-dependent timing leak from code execution on a secure microcontroller.

Timing side channels do not necessarily require physical access. For example, timing side channels over the air against a WiFi access point have been demonstrated in [280]. Other types of side channel attacks that can be performed remotely go beyond the scope of this thesis. In general, they require access to a remote system, where victim and attacker share some resources, breaking their logical isolation. They include two main categories. First, microarchitectural attacks (e.g., [106, 276]) that exploit timing measurements of the shared resources used by the victim (e.g., the cache). Second, attacks in which access to a remote ‘sensor’ lets the attacker measure the physical emissions (e.g., power consumption) of the victim on the same remote device. They usually require access to custom logic on an FPGA [90, 92, 218, 230, 306], but they were also demonstrated on a System on a Chip (SoC) using delay lines [101] or an ADC [94, 196].

3.2.2.5 Fingerprinting, Malware and Trojan Detection in Proximity

The use of EM compromising emanations has also been proposed for applications such as fingerprinting USB keys [133], and detecting malware in embedded systems (e.g., [140]). Active side channels based on the backscattering of an external carrier have been proposed to detect dormant hardware trojans [187], and to build an RFID tag with an FPGA [47]. A study of backscattering from an FPGA illuminated with a 300 GHz signal at a distance of 28 cm appears in [4]. A more detailed review of these applications goes beyond the scope of this thesis.

3.3 SUMMARY

In this chapter we have discussed relevant attacks in classic wireless security (intended wireless transmissions) and in EmSec (unintended emissions).

We have seen that side channel attacks can break the cryptographic protections that defend wireless protocols. However, differently from most of the other wireless and EmSec attacks that can be performed over the air from a large distance, side channel attacks usually require physical proximity. This limits their applicability and threat to communication devices. Interestingly, some unexpected side and covert channels arise from the presence of radio front-ends in proximity to other digital blocks.

We have also seen that compromising emanations can be modulated in order to transmit data. However, modulation schemes and applications are quite limited. Indeed software has little control on the leakages.
Part III

SCREAMING CHANNELS

We conjecture that the radio transmitter on a mixed-signal chip might accidentally leak information about the activity of the digital blocks on the same device, making side channel attacks possible from a large distance. Since the radio intentionally emits a strong signal, we call this novel side channel vector ‘Screaming Channels’, in contrast to the weak ‘whisper’ of conventional electromagnetic leakages. After having demonstrated the existence of Screaming Channels on some devices, we focus on a Bluetooth Low Energy chip for an in-depth analysis and challenging attacks.
In this chapter we describe our hypothesis on the existence of different types of Screaming Channels, some examples that we observed empirically, and two preliminary attacks that confirm our intuition.

4.1 HYPOTHESIS

4.1.1 The Idea

4.1.1.1 Preliminaries

Modern devices need both computation and wireless communication capabilities. In general, digital computation blocks on an electronic platform are strong sources of deterministic noise, that can be characterized starting from the properties of the digital signals. For example, the noise produced by a clock signal consists of several narrow-band peaks at certain harmonics, which can be predicted from the frequency, duty-cycle, and other parameters of the clock square wave [255]. Digital noise is therefore fundamentally different from the random noise due to the inherent nature of physical components (e.g. thermal noise), which characterizes analog designs [5]. Traditionally, radio systems were designed considering only this Gaussian noise, whereas digital systems were designed without any consideration of the impact of their digital noise on other radio blocks, setting the ground for the problematic coexistence of computation and communication in modern systems [255]. In mixed-signal chips, the problem is exacerbated by the close physical proximity between digital and radio components on the same silicon die, which results in many noise coupling paths between the two. For example, noise can flow through the substrate or the power supply. Figure 4.1 shows an example of mixed-signal chip. Previous work (e.g., [5, 27]) has studied this problem and possible solutions from a functional point of view. We refer the reader to specialized literature for more details about mixed-signal chip design, which are outside the scope of this thesis.

4.1.1.2 Intuition

Digital noise is related to the logical activity of the device. A classic example is the power consumption of a CMOS inverter, which depends on the logic transitions, as shown in Figure 4.2. The two CMOS transistors act as switches that connect the output to the power supply (high)
Figure 4.1: Example of mixed-signal chip. Digital and radio blocks are clearly visible on the same silicon die. "nRF51822 - Bluetooth LE SoC: weekend die-shot" CC BY 3.0 by Zeptobars [302], modified with annotations.

Figure 4.2: Digital noise is related to the logic activity of the gates. For example, the current sourced from the power supply to a CMOS inverter depends on the direction of the transition of the logic value, whereas no current flows if the logic value is constant.

or the ground (low). When switching from low to high, the power supply sources a spike of current $I_r$ to charge the parasitic capacitance of the output. In contrast, when switching from low to high, the parasitic capacitance discharges to ground. In both cases, for a short instant during the transition both transistors conduct, and a short circuit current spike $I_{sc}$ flows from the power supply to ground. As seen from the power supply, a rising edge requires $I_r + I_{sc}$, whereas a falling edge requires $I_{sc}$, and no current is consumed when no transition occurs.

From a security point of view, this is a dangerous characteristic, because it makes digital noise a potential vector for leaks of sensitive information. TEMPEST and electromagnetic side channel attacks are prominent examples of this problem. We know that digital noise can affect a radio transmission, for example, increasing phase noise or producing spurious frequency components [5]. Possible examples of coupling paths between digital blocks and the components of a direct conversion transmitter are shown in Figure 4.3. These problems cannot be completely removed, and they are just reduced to the point that the protocol requirements are met and the regulations on emissions
Figure 4.3: A mixed-signal chip with digital blocks close to a direct conversion radio transmitter. Lines in red depict possible noise coupling paths between the digital part and the main components of the radio (e.g., VCO, PA).

Figure 4.4: An example of Screaming Channels: AES running on a mixed-signal chip produces a leakage that accidentally flows from the digital blocks to the radio transmitter. Here, it is picked-up, up-converted, amplified, and broadcast at large distance together with the intended data.

are respected. We conjecture that the effect of digital noise on radio transmissions could be strong enough to constitute a side channel carrying sensitive information about the logic activity of the device, which could be passively measured over the air at large distance from the target. In other words, we conjecture that the radio transmitter in a mixed-signal chip might pick-up, up-convert, amplify, and broadcast a side channel leakage coming from the digital blocks on the same device, because of the unintended noise coupling between digital and radio components. Figure 4.4 depicts an example were the leakage from the execution of AES is broadcast, making side channel attacks possible at large distance.

4.1.2 Refinement

After having formulated the initial hypothesis, we refine our analysis of the problem, in order to plan the experiments for empirical validation.
4.1.2.1 Definition of A Scenario

The existence of Screaming Channels opens novel attack opportunities. From a system security point of view, we imagine the following scenario.

- A smart device (e.g., smart watch, smart lock, beacon) uses a mixed-signal chip to integrate computation and communication capabilities.
- Interactions over the wireless link are protected by cryptography at the application layer, independently from the underlying wireless protocol.
- Application layer cryptography is likely to run in software (e.g., for portability), and software usually produces stronger leakages than dedicated hardware blocks.
- Protections against side channel attacks are unlikely to be present. Indeed, conventional side channel attacks that require physical proximity are usually outside the threat model for these simple devices, not designed for security applications. Moreover, conventional side channel countermeasures might be too expensive considering strong cost constraints.
- Because of Screaming Channels, side channel attacks become possible from a large distance, without physical access. The attacker can passively measure side channel traces over the air. Possibly, the attacker can interact with the device over the air to trigger the execution of application layer cryptography.

For simplicity, we focus on this scenario. In particular, we decide to demonstrate Screaming Channels with correlation attacks against AES [211] encryptions with known plaintext. We will see that an attack against a real world application (Google Eddystone authentication) falls in this case. Other scenarios include attacking the link layer encryption of a specific protocol, or public key cryptography used for paring devices.

4.1.2.2 Definition of the Signal to Observe

The definition of a scenario lets us define what signal we expect to find on the radio channel. Note that what we call signal from the attackers’ point of view is noise for the radio designers. This is a fundamental step to plan the experimental validation of our intuition. Even though it is not necessarily the only option, it is a realistic case, representative of attacks against real systems. As we have seen in Chapter 2, a successful CEMA against AES requires collecting many AES traces, with different known plaintext and key for profiling, and unknown key for the attack. In this case, we define two different signals. The first one is
the AES trace. If the execution of software with different instructions and loops modulates the radio transmission, then we are able to identify a single AES encryption from other operations, extract it as a time trace, and align it with other traces. Since we perform the attack over the air, we do not have any trigger signal to identify the beginning of a trace. Therefore, we need to be able to identify the AES signal itself from noise. Note that in our scenario encryptions are not likely to be synchronized with packets, so that we cannot use the beginning of a packet as a source of synchronization. This is the worst case for the attacker. The second type of signal is the data-dependent difference among traces at certain time instants (POIs). This is what is usually called side channel signal, and it is very small compared to the Gaussian noise that affects the measurement of the traces. If the AES algorithm and the underlying hardware are vulnerable, a statistical analysis of the traces will reveal the key. In summary, we plan to observe from a large distance on the radio channel:

- An effect of software execution strong enough to allow the extraction and alignment of AES traces corresponding to AES encryptions. A simplified condition consists in distinguishing simple software patterns, such as loops of different sizes.

- A data dependency strong enough to allow the extraction of the secret key with side channel attacks.

### 4.1.2.3 Definition of a Simplified Channel

Conventional EM traces leak from the device where they are measured with a near-field probe. In contrast, screaming-channel traces flow from the digital blocks to the radio transmitter, and then they are broadcast over the air together with the intended data. The coexistence of side channel traces and intended data creates at least two main problems:

- Side channel traces and intended data are modulated onto the same carrier signal. Trace extraction would require receiving the intended packets and then measuring the traces as an error on top of the ideal signals. In case leakage and intended data use orthogonal modulations, extraction becomes trivial as it is independent from packet reception.

- Side channel traces are visible only when a packet is being transmitted. Since packets are sent at discrete instants of time, not synchronous with the encryption traces, extraction becomes more difficult. Only some of the traces would fall in a packet and be visible. In addition, some protocols (e.g., BLE) use frequency hopping, so the frequency of the channel changes over time.

Because of the above considerations, we use a simplified setup for testing the existence of Screaming Channels on real hardware:
• Software runs AES encryptions or other simple patterns on the CPU of the target.

• The transmitter of the target is set to transmit a continuous unmodulated wave. This option is often present as a test mode for the hardware. Unfortunately, the firmware required to activate it is not always available.

• Attacker and target are possibly connected via cable, to reduce channel noise as much as possible. Alternatively, experiments are run in an anechoic chamber, for the same purpose.

4.2 EXPERIMENTAL VALIDATION

4.2.1 Nordic Semiconductor nRF52832

4.2.1.1 The Chip

The Nordic Semiconductor nRF52832 [191] is a mixed-signal chip featuring an Arm Cortex-M4 processor, NFC, and a 2.4 GHz transceiver supporting BLE [228], ANT/ANT+ [2], Gazel™ [242], and Enhanced ShockBurst™ [241]. It also has other peripherals, including a dedicated block for hardware AES encryption. The nRF52832 is used in a wide range of real-world products, including smart locks and BLE beacons, sold in large quantities. For this reason, we believe it is a relevant target for research. In addition, the excellent documentation, paired with an open source Software Development Kit (SDK) and several examples of applications, facilitates experimentation. In this thesis we focus on an off-the-shelf BLE dongle (BLE Nano v2 [201, 221] in Figure 4.5), and two development boards (PCA10040 [189], Rigado BDM301 [223]).

4.2.1.2 Firmware

We program the chip with the Nordic Semiconductor nRF5 [190] SDK. Starting from an example for radio testing, we develop our custom
Figure 4.6: An example of Screaming Channels in practice on a Nordic Semiconductor nRF52832 chip. Software running on the Arm Cortex-M4 processor modulates the harmonics of the 64 MHz clock. At their turn, these harmonics are intermodulated with the radio carrier at 2.4 GHz. As a result, AES traces are clearly visible on the radio channel at high power.

Figure 4.7: If we tune a radio receiver at 2.464 GHz we clearly see a frequency component modulated by the execution of AES. Modulation is visible in the time domain (AM demodulation), frequency domain (FFT) and time-frequency domain (spectrogram).

firmware for Screaming Channels experimentation. Our test program turns on and off a continuous wave on one of the BLE channels. In particular, for the initial tests we transmit at 2.4 GHz at a power of 4 dBm. In parallel, the firmware runs simple patterns, such as loop at different frequencies, chirps, and AES encryptions. We use the tinyAES and mbedTLS implementations of AES-128, or the dedicated hardware block.

4.2.1.3 Software Modulation

We observe that software execution modulates the radio transmission in two steps, as depicted in Figure 4.6. First, the leakage modulates the harmonics of the clock at multiples of 64 MHz. This is a common type of conventional side channel [7]. Then, many of these harmonics are intermodulated with the radio carrier at 2.4 GHz, and its harmonics.
Finally, the carrier is amplified and broadcast by the radio front-end. We can draw a parallel with the superheterodyne radio transmitter, in which the baseband signal is first modulated onto an IF carrier (the 64 MHz clock in this case) and then onto the RF carrier (the 2.4 GHz carrier in this case). As a result, software AES traces are visible on the radio channel at high power, as shown in Figure 4.7. This is a first experimental validation of our hypothesis on the existence of Screaming Channels. We confirm that the leakage at radio frequency is the product of intermodulation with the carrier by changing the channel frequency. Overall, we conclude that the original baseband leakage is visible at radio frequency at:

$$f_{RF} = p \cdot f_{carrier} \pm q \cdot f_{clock}$$  \hspace{0.5cm} (4.1)

where $p, q$ are positive integers. To be precise, we also observed the direct modulation of the radio carrier. However, this case is hard to measure with good accuracy, because small variations are superimposed on a strong signal that occupies most of the dynamic range of the receiver. The active suppression of the carrier in hardware would facilitate the measurement, but we leave this for future work.

### 4.2.1.4 Hypothesis About The Coupling Path

Without any access to the internal design of the chip, we can only conjecture which is the reason for the coupling between CPU and radio transmitter. After responsible disclosure and discussion with the manufacturer, we believe that a reasonable hypothesis is the coupling to the power amplifier via the power supply. This explanation matches our observation that the leakage is cross-modulated (in amplitude) on the clock and then on the carrier. Note that this is not a major problem for the normal functioning of BLE. Indeed, the GFSK modulation used by BLE is orthogonal to (and not much affected by) amplitude modulation. Conversely, screaming-channel traces would still appear in the same way if using BLE packets instead of a continuous wave.

### 4.2.2 Nordic Semiconductor nRF52840

#### 4.2.2.1 The Chip

The Nordic Semiconductor nRF52840 [192] is a mixed-signal chip similar to the nRF52832. We run similar experiments on the development kit.

#### 4.2.2.2 Software Modulation

Using the same firmware as for the nRF52832, we observed a very similar behavior. Figure 4.8 shows an example with $f_{carrier} = 2.417$ GHz, corresponding to BLE channel 17. The same leakage, corresponding to a loop, is visible at clock frequency $f_{clock} = 64$ MHz and at radio frequency $3f_{carrier} + 3f_{clock} = 7.443$ GHz. In both cases the leakage.
changes when modifying the size of the loop, confirming that software modulates the radio transmission. Note that the power of the signal at 7.443 GHz is still higher than the conventional leakage at 64 MHz, despite being on the third harmonic of the radio channel and the third harmonic of the clock. More experiments with WiFi chips are discussed in Appendix a.1.

4.3 COMPLETE ATTACKS AGAINST THE nrf52832

From the previous analysis of several chips, we observe that the nRF52832 is an ideal target for screaming-channel attacks. Indeed, AES traces are clearly visible on the radio channel. We now develop a few simple side channel attacks against different implementations of AES running on a BLE Nano v2, up to a distance of 10 m in an anechoic chamber. This completes the empirical validation of the existence of Screaming Channels that make side channel attacks possible at a large distance.

4.3.1 Trace Extraction

We run tinyAES or mbedTLS encryptions, compiled without optimizations, on a BLE Nano v2. We tune our radio receiver at $f_{RF} = f_{chan} + 2f_{clk} = 2.528$ GHz with a sampling rate of 5 MHz, and we use quadrature amplitude demodulation to recover a stream of AES traces corresponding to the encryptions running on the processor. Inspired by [308], we use a specific frequency component in the AES traces as a trigger to detect the beginning of each trace. With this method, physical access to a trigger pin on the device is not required. Once single encryption traces are extracted, we align them to a common reference in a fine-grained way using cross-correlation.
Figure 4.9: Screaming Channels trace extraction. AES traces are detected using a specific frequency component as trigger, and then aligned using cross-correlation. Multiple traces corresponding to the same encryption are averaged together as a form of time diversity.

4.3.2 Modulated Packets

BLE uses GFSK modulation, which is orthogonal to the amplitude modulated AES traces that we extract. Therefore, in order to make the attack more realistic, we can easily replace the continuous wave of the test mode with the transmission of discrete packets. Thanks to the orthogonality, the demodulation and extraction system works transparently. Packets are configured to have a random address and a random 254-byte payload, resulting in a duration of \( \approx 2.1 \) ms, followed by a period of \( \approx 120 \) \( \mu \)s during which the radio transmitter is off. tinyAES encryptions are \( \approx 820 \) \( \mu \)s long, spaced by \( \approx 48 \) \( \mu \)s. To remain close to a realistic scenario, encryptions are not synchronous with the packets. As a result, from the point of view of the leakage, the channel is intermittently off. The traces collected by the attacker might therefore contain gaps of \( \approx 120 \) \( \mu \)s, corresponding to the periods when the radio is not on. This phenomenon, that we can interpret as deep fade, is a distinctive characteristic of screaming-channel leakages compared to conventional ones. We use a preprocessing technique consisting in averaging many traces corresponding to the same encryption. In this context, it can be interpreted as a form of time diversity to reconstruct a full trace despite random holes in the signal. The full extraction procedure is visible in Figure 4.9.

4.3.3 tinyAES at 10 m in an Anechoic Chamber

In an anechoic chamber [200, 214] we place the nRF52832, and our reception hardware, at a distance of 10 m, as shown in Figure 4.10. We use a Ettus Research USRP N210 [70] SDR, with two Minicircuits ZEL-1724LN [175] amplifiers, and a TP-LINK TL-ANT2424B [266] directional
Figure 4.10: *Screaming-channel* attack at 10 m in an anechoic chamber.

WiFi antenna. We collect $70000 \cdot 500$ profiling traces and $1428 \cdot 500$ attack traces, where 500 is the number of traces that we average for each encryption with a given plaintext and key. Using a simple template attack, initially based on a modified version of the code from the ChipWhisperer project $^{194}$, we can fully recover the secret key.

4.3.4 *mbedTLS* at 1 m in a Home Environment

We also show an attack against *mbedTLS*, a widely used TLS implementation. Although *mbedTLS* cares about timing side channels that can be mounted remotely, power side channels that require physical access are outside the threat model.\(^1\) However, with *Screaming Channels* *mbedTLS* can be attacked without requiring physical proximity. In a home environment, we place the *nRF52832*, and our reception hardware, at a distance of 1 m. For simplicity, we set the *nRF52832* to transmit a continuous wave, and we add a short preamble to facilitate the detection of *mbedTLS* traces. We succeed at full key recovery, using a correlation attack, initially based on a modified version of the code from the ChipWhisperer project $^{[194]}$. The number of traces required for the attack is a bit less than $40000 \cdot 500$.

4.4 CONCLUSION

In this chapter we have demonstrated the existence of a novel side channel vector that might appear in mixed signal chips where the radio

---

\(^1\) See for example this questions on the *mbedTLS* discussion forum and the response by the main *mbedTLS* developer: https://tls.mbed.org/discussions/crypto-and-ssl/aes-implementatio resistant-to-side-channel-analysis-attacks
transmitter accidentally broadcasts a leakage from the digital blocks. This makes side channel attacks possible from a large distance, posing a considerable threat.\textsuperscript{2} We have refined our initial intuition, specifying a threat model, and a way to validate our idea with experiments on actual devices. Our experiments have shown that several chips have some screaming-channel effects. In particular, the Nordic Semiconductor nRF\textsuperscript{52832} chip appeared as an ideal target to develop attacks and further research. We have demonstrated that attacks at large distance are possible, for example, at 10 m in an anechoic chamber. However, several questions about Screaming Channels are still open. In Chapter 5 we will conduct an in-depth systematic analysis of screaming-channel attacks against the nRF\textsuperscript{52832} BLE chip. See Appendix a.1 for a discussion about Screaming Channels on WiFi transmissions.

\textsuperscript{2} Interestingly, a TEMPEST document [182] declassified in 2000 mentions the modulation of an intended signal among the possible propagation methods of secret information, but details are redacted. We could speculate that these redacted lines reflect the interest for effects similar to Screaming Channels, where intended transmissions accidentally carry other sensitive signals.
5 ANALYSIS

In Chapter 4 we have demonstrated the existence of Screaming Channels, and some initial attacks. However, numerous questions are still open about the nature and properties of screaming-channel leakages compared to conventional side channels. A better understanding of the novel vector is necessary for both defensive and offensive research. In this chapter, taken from [35], we conduct a thorough investigation of the leakage channel, supported by extensive experimentation. We focus on the Nordic Semiconductor nRF52832 chip, transmitting BLE packets and running tinyAES encryptions without optimizations. In this phase, we do not aim at mounting successful and realistic attacks, but at uncovering the characteristics of the leakage. Nevertheless, we often use attacks as an analysis tool.

5.1 OPEN QUESTIONS ABOUT AN UNEXPLORED CHANNEL

One of the prominent features of Screaming Channels is that attacks are possible at large distance, because the leakage is transmitted by a regular radio front-end. Although the advantages of this amplified transmission are intuitively clear, many aspects of the interaction between the leakage source and the radio channel are left unexplored.

5.1.1 Coexistence of Intended and Unintended Signals

The coexistence between the leakage signals and the signals for the intended radio communication is a first important factor to analyze. In the ideal case, the radio front-end continuously transmits a carrier, which is modulated by the leakage. Most of the experiments in Chapter 4, apart from the attack in the anechoic chamber, were conducted in these conditions. In reality, a modern radio protocol sends data in the form of digitally modulated packets at discrete time intervals. The (absence of) orthogonality between the intended digital modulation and the unintended analog modulation of the leakage has a huge impact on how the attacker can recover sensitive information from the radio signal. The radio channel is active intermittently, only when a packet is under transmission. The attacker has to pay great attention to the (absence of) synchronization between sensitive operations and radio packets. If the protocol uses FHSS, the packets regularly switch
channel (frequency) following a pseudo-random pattern (possibly unknown to the attacker), further increasing the complexity of the reception.

5.1.2 From Digital Logic to the Radio Spectrum

Before being sent over the radio channel, the leakage generated by the digital logic has first to flow to the analog/RF part, modulate the carrier, and be amplified and radiated. On the contrary, conventional leakages emanate directly from the digital part. The additional steps taken by screaming-channel leakage involve going through filtering stages and nonlinear components. As a consequence, some of the original information might be lost in the process, countering the advantage of amplification and transmission. Similarly, the shape of the leakage traces might encounter considerable distortions compared to conventional ones. The attacker has to understand the impact of such distortions on the leakage model, and take it into account to maximize the information that can be extracted.

5.1.3 The Radio Link

Once upconverted and amplified, the leakage is radiated by the antenna and it propagates in space. On the one hand, we can imagine that the transmission properties of this leakage are rather similar to those of the intended packets. For example, being in the same frequency range, they should have the same type of attenuation and reflection. On the other hand, the leakage has some unique properties. First of all, it might not have the same modulation scheme as the packets, resulting in worse resilience to noise. Second, despite the powerful amplification stage, the leakage is considerably weaker than the packets, as the input signal is itself weak. Finally, the frequency and bandwidth of the leakage might differ from those of the packets, changing the requirements for reception, and potentially conflicting with other channels or protocols. It is important to model the radio channel of the leakage, and to understand its attenuation and the distortion it might introduce. The use of time, spatial, or frequency diversity is likely to have a great impact on screaming-channel leakages, since they travel on a long radio link in a possibly complex environment.

5.1.3.1 Profile Reuse

One of the main advantages of screaming-channel attacks is that they can be mounted from a considerable distance when compared to conventional EM side channels. In this case, the attacker is not likely to have access to the target device. At the same time, profiling the
target device at large distance and in challenging conditions might be complex and require a large number of traces. It is therefore necessary to evaluate whether profiles built in certain conditions for a certain device can be reused in different conditions for another instance of the device. As a result, the attacker should be able to take into account the effect of the setup, of distance, of channel frequency, and of the target device. This is potentially more complex than simply trying to reuse profiles on different instances but in the same conditions. Although previous work exists on inter-device and inter-setup variations, the effect of distance on profile reuse for Screaming Channels was never studied before. If possible, reusing a profile taken in convenient conditions on a different instance in more challenging conditions would be a huge advantage for the attacker.

For these reasons, from now on we will study several devices based on the nRF52832 chip, shown in Figure 5.1: several instances of the BLE Nano v2 [221] with the Particle Debugger [201] (devices A, B, C, D, E, F, and with the DAPLink Board (devices F_{DAP}, G), and a PCA10040 [189] evaluation board (device H). We have removed the shield of device E to place a conventional probe, and we have modified device G to replace the antenna with a direct cable connection to the radio. Instead, device H has an antenna that can be bypassed with a switch to connect to the radio output with a cable.

5.2 Coexistence of Intended and Unintended Signals

In Chapter 4, we highlighted that the noise from the digital side of a mixed-signal chip can affect the radio transmitter in many ways on several devices. However, we focused on the specific case of a Bluetooth 5 [228] capable chip, the Nordic Semiconductor nRF52832 [221]. In the following, we discuss this scenario in detail, while also reasoning about other similar cases.
5.2.1 Orthogonality of the Modulation

Figure 5.2 shows a simple model that explains the screaming-channel leakage present on the nRF52832 chip. The leakage is modulated with analog AM on additional carriers that appear at multiples of the clock frequency from the center frequency of the radio channel (Equation 4.1). Intended data symbols are modulated with GFSK and transmitted at 4 dBm with a modulation rate of 1 Mbps, following the BLE specification. GFSK is a constant envelope modulation scheme, in which the two digital symbols 1 are 0 are represented as two different frequency offsets of the carrier from its center frequency. Differently from a simple BFSK, the transitions between symbols are smoothed with a Gaussian filter, in order to reduce the occupied bandwidth. Since AM is orthogonal to GFSK, the intended receiver will ignore the additional AM leakage trace, whereas the attacker will be able to ignore the intended GFSK data. On the one hand, this situation is very convenient for the attacker, since extracting leakage traces is easy with a simple Quadrature Amplitude Demodulator tuned at the BLE channel frequency plus a multiple of the clock frequency, as we have seen in Chapter 4. On the other hand, analog AM is by far less resistant to noise than GFSK, and the leakage does not propagate as well as the intended data. Note that GFSK is a popular choice for many wireless protocols other than BLE, including Bluetooth, Adaptive Network Topology (ANT)/ANT+ [2], Gazel™ [242], and Enhanced ShockBurst™ [241], which are all supported by our target chip. Figure 5.2 presents a simple model to visually explain the leakage on the nRF52832 chip.
5.2.2 Discrete Packets as Deep Fade

As explained in Chapter 4, the radio channel is active intermittently (only when packets are being transmitted), and gaps between packets could be interpreted as a deep fade condition in the channel.

We can imagine specific cases in which the attacker might (at least partially) synchronize encryptions and packets. For example, the hardware block could be configured to encrypt packets on-the-fly during transmission, or the attacker could trigger an encryption just before a transmission. In this section, we are interested in studying the channel independently of specific attacks, and we use asynchronous packets and encryptions as a general case for our investigation. Therefore, we average many leakage traces corresponding to the same encryption, like explained in Chapter 4 and shown in Figure 4.9.

5.2.3 Frequency Hopping

Except for the real world attack in Chapter 6, in our experiments frequency hopping is disabled and the carrier is fixed at 2.4 GHz. We assume that a motivated attacker could build a receiver able to follow the hopping sequence, listen to all channels simultaneously with a wider band or multiple receivers, or listen at a fixed frequency and wait for the carrier to jump to that channel. The last case might be particularly reasonable for the advertising packets, which are sent over only three fixed channels. In addition, under certain conditions the attacker can reduce the number of channels used for hopping. A BLE device that initiates a connection can ask the peripheral to block up to 35 data channels out of 37. This is a standard feature of the BLE standard, used to reduce interference by adapting to the environment (adaptive frequency hopping). In practice it can be done by calling a function of the SDK, or by issuing a Set Host Channel Classification Command \[228\] to the BLE dongle. In Chapter 6 we show that initiating a connection and reducing the number of hopping channels is a reasonable assumption in a real-world attack scenario. An attacker not connected to the target could still try to jam some of the channels, hoping that another device that performs channel assessment will block them. Figure 5.3 shows the leakage in presence of hopping (in test mode) and the reduction of the hopping channels for a real connection. On the one side frequency hopping makes the attack more complex, on the other side the transmission of the leakage profits from the same advantages of frequency hopping as the regular data. For example, hopping helps reduce the impact of interference from other transmitters, and other narrow band signals in general. Other GFSK protocols might not use FHSS. For example, the ANT/ANT+ protocol avoids interference by dividing the channel into time slots. ANT+ devices might change channel at the application...
Figure 5.3: To study hopping, we connect device H to a spectrum analyzer in maximum hold mode. Each time a packet is sent on a channel a spike appears at the corresponding frequency. In test mode we configure the device to sweep over the BLE channels, data and the leakage at the multiples of the clock are clearly visible (a)/(b). In a real connection, the device uses all the 40 channels by default (c). We can reduce the channels used by a real connection to 5 by blocking the others (c).
layer if they detect that the current one is too crowded (Frequency Agility). Similarly, Enhanced ShockBurst™ does not use FHSS, unless implemented at the application layer. Moreover, we observe that most protocols send an acknowledge packet at reception. An attacker can trigger a transmission (of an acknowledge packet) on a known channel by first sending a packet to the target device. To conclude, assuming a fixed channel is a reasonable choice for the study of the leakage vector.

5.2.4 Interference

The frequency of the leakage is the BLE channel frequency plus (or minus) a multiple of the 64 MHz clock (Equation 4.1). It is reasonable to assume that, for each channel, there exists a choice of the harmonic for which the leakage is less vulnerable to interference from other channels and protocols. For example, if we take the BLE channels from 2.402 GHz to 2.480 GHz, and the second harmonic of the clock, the leakage will span from 2.530 GHz to 2.608 GHz. In this range, which is well outside the ISM band, the leakage is less likely to be degraded by WiFi, BLE, and other 2.4 GHz protocols.

5.3 FROM DIGITAL LOGIC TO THE RADIO SPECTRUM

The path from digital logic to the radio spectrum through the radio front-end is a distinguishing feature of screaming-channel leakages. We want to investigate the effect of this path on the strength of the leakage and on its shape. In this phase, we keep the distance small and fixed. We normalize the traces, as described in more detail in Section 5.4.4.

5.3.1 Strength of the Leakage

We want to understand whether screaming-channel leakages are as strong as the conventional ones, or some loss appears when the leakages go through the radio transmitter.

5.3.1.1 Datasets

We are interested in the order of magnitude of the possible difference between screaming-channel and conventional leakages, for comparable setups and number of traces. To this purpose, we collect a set of 5000 · 500 profile traces and 1500 · 500 attack traces, for the three following cases:

* Conventional (device E). Traces are collected with a custom loop probe at the clock frequency (64 MHz). The loop probe is placed
close to the power supply pin of a BLE Nano v2 without metallic shield, where the signal is stronger. Further amplification with a ZKL-1R5 LNA is required.

- **Screaming Channels via Cable (device G).** Traces are collected at radio frequency (2.528 GHz), but using a custom cable connection between the radio and a BLE Nano v2 modified for this purpose.

- **Screaming Channels at 10 cm (device E).** Traces are collected at radio frequency (2.528 GHz), using a standard WiFi antenna at a distance of 10 cm from a BLE Nano v2, in a home environment. The radio is a HackRF. Note that this case is representative of a simple realistic screaming-channel attack, and it is comparable with the conventional setting, but it not necessarily the optimal one.

For each case we carefully optimize the collection parameters. We use a HackRF radio and a sampling rate of 5 MHz.

### 5.3.1.2 Comparable Strength

We then evaluate the ρ-test. Results are shown in Figure 5.4. In the conventional setting, several POIs emerge for each byte of the key, and correlation is high. On the contrary, correlation decreases for the screaming-channel settings, and only one POI emerges for each byte. The correlation for the cable connection is lower, probably because the load for transmitter is not optimal (we replaced the antenna with a custom connection via cable). The correlation at 10 cm is on the same order of magnitude than the conventional one, though smaller. Better results for correlation and number of POIs can be achieved in better settings, as shown throughout this chapter (e.g., in Section 5.4.5 and Section 5.6.2).

To give a more practical metric, we compute the number of attack traces necessary to recover the key using profiled attacks and key enumeration, as shown in Table 5.1. Conventional attacks are more efficient because of the higher correlation and because of the higher number of available POIs, but they require physical access and external amplification.

### 5.3.1.3 First-Order Leakage

It is also interesting to compare profiled correlation attacks and univariate template attacks. As explained in Chapter 2, both profiled correlation and templates can capture the nonlinearity of the leakage model, thanks to the profiling step which estimates the model for every possible value of p ⊕ k. However, template attacks can capture a second order relation between the leakage and the model, whereas profiled correlation attacks can only capture linear correlation. For
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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Profile</th>
<th>max $\rho, r_2$</th>
<th>Attack</th>
<th>Type, POIs</th>
<th>Variable</th>
<th>Rank</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Conv.</td>
<td>5k</td>
<td>0.95, 128</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>t.a.p.c., $11$</td>
<td>$p \oplus k$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Conv.</td>
<td>5k</td>
<td>0.95, 128</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>t.a.p.c., $11$</td>
<td>$p \oplus k$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Conv.</td>
<td>5k</td>
<td>0.95, 128</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>t.a.p.c., $1$</td>
<td>$p \oplus k$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Conv.</td>
<td>5k</td>
<td>0.95, 128</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>$p.c., 1$</td>
<td>$p \oplus k$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Conv.</td>
<td>5k</td>
<td>0.95, 128</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>t.a.p.c., $1$</td>
<td>$p \oplus k$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Conv.</td>
<td>5k</td>
<td>0.95, 128</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>$p.c., 1$</td>
<td>$p \oplus k$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10 cm</td>
<td>5k</td>
<td>0.79, 76</td>
<td>130</td>
<td>t.a.p.c., $1$</td>
<td>$p \oplus k$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10 cm</td>
<td>5k</td>
<td>0.79, 76</td>
<td>130</td>
<td>$p.c., 1$</td>
<td>$p \oplus k$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10 cm</td>
<td>5k</td>
<td>0.79, 76</td>
<td>1273</td>
<td>t.a.p.c., $1$</td>
<td>$p \oplus k$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10 cm</td>
<td>5k</td>
<td>0.79, 76</td>
<td>1273</td>
<td>$p.c., 1$</td>
<td>$p \oplus k$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cable</td>
<td>5k</td>
<td>0.43, 32</td>
<td>1500</td>
<td>$p.c., 1$</td>
<td>$p \oplus k$</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 5.1: Summary of the attacks in the conventional, screaming-channel via cable, and screaming-channel at 10 cm settings. All trace numbers should be multiplied by 500. $p.c.$ stands for profiled correlation, and t.a.p.c. stands for template attack with pooled covariance. Conv. stands for conventional. The rank was computed with enumeration. The higher correlation and number of POIs result in better attacks for the conventional setting, as expected.

both the conventional and screaming-channel cases, template attacks are not more efficient. We can then assume that, for our sample size, correlation is good enough, and there is no significant advantage in using methods that can capture higher order statistics, such as templates. Additionally, profiled correlation attacks are computationally less expensive.

5.3.2 Distortion

We want to understand whether screaming-channel leakages follow the same leakage model as conventional ones, or are distorted on the way to the radio link. This is both interesting from a fundamental point of view, and useful to improve the attacks by choosing the best leakage model. We reuse the same data as for the strength of the leakage (Section 5.3.1).

5.3.2.1 Conventional Leakages are Not Distorted

The conventional leakage follows very closely a simple Hamming Weight model, and the highest POIs correspond to the output of the first Sbox. The $\rho$-test shows very similar correlation at the same point both for $p \oplus k$ and $\text{HW}[	ext{Sbox}[p \oplus k]]$ (Figure 5.5). This confirms the point as the output of the Sbox, and it shows that a linear leakage model is a good assumption. As an additional check, we compute the non-
Figure 5.4: Results of the $\rho$-test (average trace, correlation, confidence). Comparison between screaming-channel via cable and conventional (a), and between screaming-channel at 10 cm and conventional (b). Correlation peaks and number of POIs are higher for the conventional case.

Detailed analysis:

Profiled correlation $\hat{r}(L, Y)$ with $y = \text{HW}([\text{Sbox}[p \oplus k]])$, and we observe that a similar (negative) correlation peak appears: $\hat{r}(L, Y) = -0.9$, $-10 \log(p) > 20$. This matches with the profile built before.

5.3.2.2 Screaming-channel Leakages are Distorted

On the contrary, the screaming-channel leakages have a distorted profile, both via cable and at 10 cm. In these cases, choosing $y = \text{HW}([\text{Sbox}[p \oplus k]])$ significantly reduces the correlation peaks of the $\rho$-test compared to templates built for $y = \text{Sbox}(p \oplus k)$ or $y = p \oplus k$, because the Hamming Weight model is not a good assumption. If we compare the profile built for $y = p \oplus k$ for the conventional and the screaming-channel case, they are not correlated due to the distortion of the latter. Instead, screaming-channel profiles for cable and 10 cm show a correlation of $0.59$ ($-\log_{10}(p) = 25$) between each other. This is clearly visible in Figure 5.6, together with the shape of the distorted profile in
Table 5.2: Attack results confirm that choosing $y = p \oplus k$ is important to take into account the distortion present in screaming-channel leakages, whereas it does not make any significant difference in the conventional case. p.c. stands for profiled correlation, whereas t.a.p.c. stands for template attack with pooled covariance. Conv. stands for conventional.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Profile</th>
<th>max $\rho, r_z$</th>
<th>Attack</th>
<th>Type, POIs</th>
<th>Variable</th>
<th>Rank</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Conv. 5k</td>
<td>0.93, 117</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>t.a.p.c., 1</td>
<td>HW</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Conv. 5k</td>
<td>0.93, 117</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>p.c., 1</td>
<td>HW</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Conv. 5k</td>
<td>0.95, 128</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>p.c., 1</td>
<td>$p \oplus k$</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Conv. 5k</td>
<td>0.95, 128</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>t.a.p.c., 1</td>
<td>$p \oplus k$</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10 cm 5k</td>
<td>0.20, 14</td>
<td>1273</td>
<td>t.a.p.c., 1</td>
<td>HW</td>
<td>$&gt;2^{27}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10 cm 5k</td>
<td>0.20, 14</td>
<td>1273</td>
<td>p.c., 1</td>
<td>HW</td>
<td>$&gt;2^{27}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10 cm 5k</td>
<td>0.79, 76</td>
<td>1273</td>
<td>t.a.p.c., 1</td>
<td>$p \oplus k$</td>
<td>$2^8$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10 cm 5k</td>
<td>0.79, 76</td>
<td>1273</td>
<td>p.c., 1</td>
<td>$p \oplus k$</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 5.7. Results are similar for the other bytes of the key. Table 5.2 shows the impact on the attacks.

We further study this distortion using linear regression. In particular, we want to understand whether a linear combination of the bits of the output of the Sbox is enough to model the leakage better than the Hamming Weight, or if the leakage is non linear. First, we choose $y = \text{Sbox}(p \oplus k)$, and we find the parameters $A$ and $B$ for which $\hat{\text{model}}_{\text{linear}}(y) = A + B \cdot Y$ best fits the measured leakage $L$, where $Y$ is the vector of the bits of $y$. While still linear, this model can take into account different weights for the bits, whereas the Hamming Weight model considers them all equal. Then, we remove the assumption on linearity, and we estimate the profile directly for each value of $y$: $\hat{\text{model}}_{\text{full}}(y) = L_y$ (as we do for the $\rho$-test). For the conventional case, the linear fit is a good approximation, and $\hat{\text{model}}_{\text{linear}}$ has a correlation of 0.91 with $\hat{\text{model}}_{\text{full}} (-\log_{10}(p) = 984)$. For the screaming-channel case, the linear fit is not a good approximation, and the $\hat{\text{model}}_{\text{linear}}$ has a correlation with $\hat{\text{model}}_{\text{full}}$ of only 0.17 ($-\log_{10}(p) = 22$). This is visible in Figure 5.8. Results are similar for the other bytes. We conclude that, for the screaming-channel case, the relation between the bits of the output of the Sbox and the leakage is not linear.

Since it appears only for Screaming Channels, we conjecture that the nonlinearity of the model is due to the path between the digital logic and the radio transmitter. Estimating the profile for the 256 values of $y = \text{Sbox}(p \oplus k)$ (or of $y = p \oplus k$) can capture the nonlinearity of the model, and it is the best strategy for analysis and attack.
(a) $\rho$-test with $p \oplus k$ (green) and $\text{HW}([Sbox[p \oplus k]])$

(b) Profile for $y = \text{HW}([Sbox[p \oplus k]])$

**Figure 5.5:** In the conventional case the Hamming Weight model is a good assumption. Results of the $\rho$-test for the first byte of the key (a). Assuming the $\text{HW}([Sbox[p \oplus k]])$ leakage model (red) does not significantly reduce correlation for the highest POI, compared to choosing $p \oplus k$ (green). The profile (b) clearly shows almost linear negative correlation.

### 5.3.3 The Impact of Channel Frequency

Profiles built at different frequencies might differ because of the different frequency response of the components along the path that brings the leakage to the antenna.

#### 5.3.3.1 Datasets

Our target device with our firmware can transmit on 81 channels from 2.400 GHz to 2.480 GHz, spaced by 1 MHz. The advertising channels of BLE are particularly interesting for attacks because they are at a fixed known frequency. We decide to analyze the frequency used for the initial tests (2.400 GHz), and the advertising channels: channel 37 (2.402 GHz), channel 38 (2.426 GHz), and channel 39 (2.480 MHz). For extraction, we tune at $f_{\text{channel}} + 2 \cdot f_{\text{clk}} = f_{\text{channel}} + 2 \cdot 64$ MHz. Using a USRP B210 with a standard WiFi antenna at 10 cm from a
Figure 5.6: *Screaming-channel* leakages follow a distorted leakage model. For both the connection via cable (a) and at 10 cm (b), choosing $HW[Sbox[p \oplus k]]$ (red) drastically decreases the $\rho$-test correlation compared to choosing $Sbox[p \oplus k]$ or $p \oplus k$ (green).

BLENano v2 (device E) in an office environment, we collect $5000 \cdot 500$ profiling traces and $2000 \cdot 500$ attack traces, for each of the channels.

### 5.3.3.2 Channel Frequency Does Not Impact Distortion

For each set we run the $\rho$-test, and we correlate each profile with the one at 2.400 GHz to observe if there is any distortion. Results in Table 5.3 show that the amount of correlation and the shape of profiles is mostly constant. We conclude that the distortion of *Screaming Channels* does not have a strong dependency on the frequency of the channel, at least when looking at the first harmonic of the carrier and the second harmonic of the clock.
(a) Profile built with $HW[S\text{box}[p \oplus k]]$ for cable (green) and 10 cm (red)

(b) Profile built with $p \oplus k$ for cable (green) and 10 cm (red)

Figure 5.7: Screaming-channel leakages follow a distorted leakage model. Profiles for cable and 10 cm are similar (a)(b) are similar, but they differ from the conventional case shown in Figure 5.5b.

5.4 THE RADIO LINK

The screaming-channel leakages travel over a radio link between the target device and the receiver of the attacker. The distance that can be achieved with this setting is considerable compared to conventional attacks. We want to understand the properties of this channel and to exploit it at its best.

5.4.1 A Simple Model of the Leakage Transmission Chain

With a simple model from radio theory, we show the inherent advantage of Screaming Channels over conventional leakages, especially in case of large attack distance. Moreover, we explain which optimizations of the setup have the largest impact in improving the reception of the leakage.
Figure 5.8: For the bits at the output of the Sbox, the linear model (red) is a good approximation of the leakage model (green) for the conventional case (a), but not for Screaming Channels (b).

5.4.1.1 A Simple Model

Figure 5.9 shows a simple model of the transmission chain between the target and the radio of the attacker. The input of the chain is the leakage trace, which has a Signal-to-Noise Ratio (SNR) \( \text{SNR}_{in} = P_{in}/N_{in} \), where the numerator is the power of the leakage trace and the denominator is the power of the noise (e.g., thermal noise) over the frequency band of interest. Note that, as explained in Chapter 2, this is the SNR of a single trace, not the SNR in the Differential Power Analysis (DPA) sense (related to the data-dependent difference among traces corresponding to different plaintexts and keys). As seen in Chapter 4, the leakage trace is upconverted and amplified by the radio transmitter. Then, it goes through the channel, a pre-amplifier, and finally the receiver. Each block has a gain \( G \) and it introduces some additive noise \( N \). The SNR at the output of each block is reduced by a factor called noise factor \( F = 1 + \frac{N}{N_{in}G} \). The total noise factor of our chain is \( F = F_{tx} + \frac{F_{ch} - 1}{G_{tx}} + \frac{F_{pre} - 1}{G_{tx}G_{ch}} + \frac{F_{tx} - 1}{G_{tx}G_{ch}G_{pre}} \), and the SNR at the output is \( \text{SNR}_{out} = \text{SNR}_{in}/F \). Note that, at each
Table 5.3: Similarity among profiles ($\hat{r}(P_1, P_2)$) and strength of the leakage (max $\rho_1, \rho_z$) for different channel frequencies (and the corresponding frequency at which we tune). Profiles are similar, showing that the distortion of screaming-channel leakages is constant with frequency. The same applies for the amount of correlation.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Channel $f$ (GHz)</th>
<th>Tune $f$ (GHz)</th>
<th>$\hat{r}(P_1, P_2)$, $-\log_{10}(p)$</th>
<th>max $\rho, \rho_z$</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>$P_0$</td>
<td>2.400</td>
<td>2.528</td>
<td>1.00, inf</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$P_1$</td>
<td>2.402</td>
<td>2.530</td>
<td>0.83, 66.39</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$P_2$</td>
<td>2.426</td>
<td>2.554</td>
<td>0.86, 75.82</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$P_3$</td>
<td>2.608</td>
<td>2.480</td>
<td>0.85, 71.32</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

step of the chain, the gain of the previous stage reduces the impact of the noise of the next stage. Early amplification has dominant positive effects on the SNR compared to amplification in the following stages. As explained in Chapter 2, the gain\(^1\) of the channel in far field is $G_{ch} = G_\text{antenna tx} G_\text{antenna rx} (\lambda/2\pi d)^2$.

5.4.1.2 *Inherent Advantage of Screaming Channels and Setup Optimization*

The two main advantages of screaming-channel leakages over conventional leakages can be clearly spotted in the formula of the noise factor $F$. First, the trace leakage is amplified as early as possible in the chain by the radio transmitter ($G_\text{tx}$), reducing the impact of the noise factor of the channel $F_{ch}$. This is important because $F_{ch}$ increases with the square of the distance $d$. Second, the intended radio transmitter is likely to have a good antenna gain $G_\text{antenna tx}$, which also contributes to reduce the total noise factor. As the intended transmitter block is not present in the case of conventional leakages, these advantages cannot be exploited for long range attacks. From the formula for $F$ we can also observe the advantage of two well-known optimizations of the setup. First, the attacker can choose a directional antenna with a high gain $G_\text{antenna rx}$. Second, the attacker can use a low noise amplifier with a good noise factor to preamplify the traces before feeding them to the radio. The next amplification stages have less impact on the noise factor of the analog part, but they are important to match the trace amplitude with the dynamic range of the ADC to avoid losses in resolution.

5.4.2 A More Complex Channel

The radio channel between target and attacker is not affected by thermal noise only. First, as seen in Section 5.2, Screaming Channels are

\(^1\)Note that the gain is less than 1 so it is actually a "loss".
Figure 5.9: Simple model of the transmission chain between target and attacker.

inherently characterized by intermittent deep fade. The channel is not active when packets are not transmitted, and leakage traces are not synchronous with the packets. Second, a number of other non ideal effects must be taken into account. The difference between the clocks of the receiver and transmitter will produce time-varying frequency offsets that impact demodulation. The channel introduces distortions because different frequencies in the band of interest undergo different losses. In real environments, the signal encounters obstacles that produce reflections. The resulting multiple paths have different delays and losses. Finally, gains and losses are different for different distances and setups, and they are not necessarily constant with time and temperature. These problems should be addressed during reception and preprocessing. Although at least some of these issues are typical of most communication channels and side channels, they are particularly important for radio communications such as Screaming Channels.

5.4.3 Time, Spatial, and Frequency Diversity

As explained in Chapter 4 and Section 5.2, our preprocessing techniques that averages many traces is a form of time diversity, in which the same message is sent multiple times over a noisy channel.

We can further improve the quality of the leakage traces using multiple spatial and frequency streams. Differently from time diversity, they increase the complexity and cost of the setup, but they do not require the target to repeat multiple times the same operation. Frequency diversity is possible because the leakage is broadcast at multiple harmonics, as explained in Chapter 4. Since these harmonics are spaced by 64 MHz, they are likely to be impacted by uncorrelated noise. For example, an interfering signal will not have a bandwidth large enough to impact two harmonics at the same time. However, this large spacing is also more demanding for the receiver, and impossible with our current experimental setup. For this reason, we leave it for future work, and we focus on spatial diversity.

We use two receive chains of a USRP B210 radio to receive the leakage traces from two antennas at different positions. The leakage traces might arrive at the two antennas with different delays, because they go through different paths. However, they are transparently synchronized
Figure 5.10: Comparison among spatial diversity and single channels. Maximal ratio and equal gain show a net advantage in terms of correlation over channel 1 and channel 2 for any number of traces.

by the extraction process. Once aligned, the two traces coming from the two antennas can be combined together. We implement both equal gain and maximal ratio combination techniques. For the latter, we use a simple way of computing the quality of a trace: $\bar{I}(t)/\text{std}(I(t))$. To compare the results, we collect a set of 37000 - 500 profiling traces at 10 cm in a home environment (device E). We use two standard WiFi antennas spaced by 3 cm. The advantage of maximal ratio and equal gain over each of the single channels appears clearly in Figure 5.10, where the maximum correlation (and confidence) of different techniques are compared for a varying number of traces. We will show concrete examples of attacks in Section 6.1.2.

5.4.4 Normalization, Channel Estimation, and Profile Reuse

As seen in Chapter 3, normalization is an important method to improve the portability of profiles built in different conditions (e.g., device
instance, setup, time). The radio channel is an additional source of variability for Screaming Channels. The total gain of the channel $G$ (including the setup) changes with distance and it might not be stable over time. Different distances also force the attacker to use different equipment, increasing the variability of the setup. Normalization has to take into account these considerations.

5.4.4.1 Normalization and Channel Estimation

Building on previous work [51, 67, 124, 178], we propose a more complete form of normalization. Instead of applying z-score normalization to the entire set, or to remove the DC offset from each trace, we apply z-score normalization to each trace. Assuming a normal distribution, each point of the resulting traces will belong to $N(\mu = 0, \sigma = 1)$. The advantage of this method is that it works as a form of per-trace channel estimation, which can filter out the variations of gain with time, temperature, and other external factors. This is particularly important for screaming-channel traces, because an acquisition campaign might be long and the environment might be subject to change. Assuming that the overall gain $G_{\text{total}}$ is constant for the short duration of a trace, at reception we have the following trace, average, and standard deviation:

\[
\begin{align*}
l_{\text{rx}} &= G_{\text{total}} l_{\text{tx}} \\
\bar{l}_{\text{rx}} &= G_{\text{total}} \bar{l}_{\text{tx}} \\
\text{std}(l_{\text{rx}}) &= G_{\text{total}} \text{std}(l_{\text{tx}})
\end{align*}
\] (5.1)

Therefore, the normalized trace at reception is independent of the channel gain:

\[
\frac{l_{\text{rx}}(t) - \bar{l}_{\text{tx}}}{\text{std}(l_{\text{rx}})} = \frac{G_{\text{total}} l_{\text{tx}}(t) - G_{\text{total}} \bar{l}_{\text{tx}}}{G_{\text{total}} \text{std}(l_{\text{tx}})} = \frac{l_{\text{tx}}(t) - \bar{l}_{\text{tx}}}{\text{std}(l_{\text{tx}})}
\] (5.2)

Independently from the conditions in which the leakage was transmitted and received, all normalized traces are comparable. This improves the portability of profiles, as explained in Section 5.5. In [291], a recent research that applies attacks based on deep learning to Screaming Channels, min-max normalization is used instead.

5.4.4.2 Additional Preprocessing Techniques

As of now, this normalization is applied after having extracted a single trace from $m$ traces. We leave as future work the investigation of better preprocessing techniques, including normalization, to apply to each trace before averaging. For example, we could exclude those points that are affected by deep fade, and remove noise components with filters in the frequency domain or with Singular Spectrum Analysis (SSA) [96, 209, 281]. As of now alignment is mainly based on cross-correlation, we could instead use Dynamic Time Warping (DTW) [293]...
to account for instabilities in the clock. We could as well track the frequency offset, and equalize the traces if the channel gain is not constant with frequency.

5.4.5 The Impact of Distance (and Setup) on Correlation and Distortion

In the far-field\(^2\), the main effect of distance is the quadratic reduction of the gain of the channel. To compensate for this loss we have to use higher amplification and higher-quality components. This is why we cannot fully decouple the effect of distance from that of the setup. We optimize reception for each distance we want to study, and then we compare the results. This is a fair and realistic case, since also the attacker will adapt the setup to the conditions.

5.4.5.1 Datasets

In addition to the traces collected in Section 5.3, we collect the following sets of 5000 - 500 traces:

- **Home** 20 cm (device E). Traces are collected with a standard WiFi antenna and a HackRF radio. The target is a BLE Nano v2.

- **Office** 1 m (device F). Traces are collected with a USRP N210 radio. To avoid reflections, and to increase the gain, we use a directional antenna with 24 dBi gain [266], and two low-noise amplifiers with 20 dB gain and 1.5 dB noise figure [175]. The target is a BLE Nano v2 (with Particle Debugger).

- **Anechoic** 5 m. Same as above, but in an anechoic chamber, against a BLE Nano v2.

- **Anechoic** 10 m. Same as above, but at larger distance.

For each set, we run the \( \rho \)-test, and we build the profile, choosing \( y = p \oplus k \) as leakage variable. Then, we measure the similarity among profiles by correlating each profile with the one taken at 10 cm. Results about distortion and correlation are visible in the last two columns of Table 5.4, respectively.

5.4.5.2 Correlation Stays High

We observe that with enough amplification it is possible to collect good traces even at large distance. The quality of the setup and of the environment seem to play a bigger role. For example, the amount of correlation at 5 m in an anechoic chamber with a good setup is

---

\(^2\) Our leakage is at 2.528 GHz and the maximum size of the antenna of the target is 6 mm, which gives the following far field conditions: \( d > 2D^2/\lambda = 0.6 \) mm, \( d \gg D = 6 \) mm, and \( d \gg \lambda = c/f = 119 \) mm.
Table 5.4: Similarity among profiles ($\hat{r}(P_1, P_2)$) and strength of the leakage (max $\rho, r_z$) for different distances and setups. All profiles taken for Screaming Channels are similar, showing that the distortion of screaming-channel leakages is constant. The amount of correlation stays high despite distance, and it rather depends on the quality of setup and environment.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>d (m)</th>
<th>Environment</th>
<th>Antenna</th>
<th>$\hat{r}(P_1, P_2)$, -$\log_{10}(p)$</th>
<th>max $\rho, r_z$</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>P₀</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>conventional</td>
<td>loop probe</td>
<td>-0.07, 0.56, 0.95, 127.35</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P₁</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>cable</td>
<td>n.a.</td>
<td>0.55, 21.09, 0.39, 28.96</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P₂</td>
<td>0.10</td>
<td>home</td>
<td>standard</td>
<td>1.00, inf, 0.79, 75.72</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P₃</td>
<td>0.20</td>
<td>home</td>
<td>standard</td>
<td>0.96, 142.77, 0.77, 72.30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P₄</td>
<td>1.00</td>
<td>office</td>
<td>directional</td>
<td>0.40, 10.32, 0.41, 30.66</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P₅</td>
<td>5.00</td>
<td>anechoic</td>
<td>directional</td>
<td>0.96, 139.51, 0.85, 89.84</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P₆</td>
<td>10.00</td>
<td>anechoic</td>
<td>directional</td>
<td>0.92, 107.80, 0.77, 71.71</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

even higher than correlation at 10 cm in a home environment with a poor setup. An attacker can profit from the best conditions during the profiling phase. Overall, the amount of correlation tends to be high in all cases.

5.4.5.3 Distortion is Stable

All the profiles built in screaming-channel conditions correlate well among each other. Only the setup via cable shows a lower correlation. On the contrary, the profile built in the conventional setting is not correlated with the screaming-channel ones. This shows that the distortion of the profile is stable with distance and across setups. This confirms the hypothesis made in Section 5.3.2.2 that distortion happens on the path from the digital logic to the radio channel.

5.5 PROFILE REUSE

In this thesis we focus on profiled correlation attacks, since they are well adapted to screaming-channel traces. As explained in Chapter 2, we can evaluate profile reuse by computing the correlation between different profiles. We have already observed that the profile of the leakage is stable with distance, setup, and channel frequency. In the following we fix the parameters above, and we focus on the impact of two additional factors: different acquisition campaigns on the same device, and different device instances (different instances of the BLE Nano v2). In this phase, we use 5 BLENano v2.0 devices (A, B, C, D, E, and F), with a Particle Debugger. We also try device F with a DAPLink Board (that we call $F_{DAP}$). All measurements are taken in the same
Table 5.5: Comparison among several profiling campaigns.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>PA</th>
<th>( \hat{r}(P_1, P_2), \log_{10}(p) )</th>
<th>( p, r_z )</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>PA0</td>
<td>1.00, inf</td>
<td>0.81, 80.70</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PA1</td>
<td>0.97, 136.23</td>
<td>0.80, 77.68</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PA2</td>
<td>0.93, 80.13</td>
<td>0.69, 60.39</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PA3</td>
<td>0.90, 80.63</td>
<td>0.66, 55.87</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PA4</td>
<td>0.98, 138.86</td>
<td>0.83, 85.01</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PA5</td>
<td>0.98, 136.37</td>
<td>0.83, 83.38</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PA6</td>
<td>0.98, 144.04</td>
<td>0.84, 86.90</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PA7</td>
<td>0.98, 139.21</td>
<td>0.83, 84.68</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

office setup at 10 cm, using a USRP B210 SDR, and a standard WiFi antenna.

5.5.1 Reuse Over Time

In real attack scenarios, profiling and attack traces are most likely collected in distinct acquisition campaigns, at different times. The difference between acquisition campaigns cannot be avoided, even when profiling and attacking the same device. Using device \( A \), we collect 8 profiling sets of 5000 · 500 traces, followed by 8 attack sets of 2000 · 500 traces. The total collection time is around 22 hours. Results in Table 5.5 show that the amount of correlation and the shape of the profile are quite stable for different campaigns despite several hours of difference. In Section 6.1.3.2, we will show that a profile can be reused several months later as well.

5.5.2 Reuse Across Devices

To evaluate the portability of profiles across devices, we also collect 2 sets of 5000 · 500 profiling traces and 2 sets of 2000 · 500 attack traces, for devices \( B, C, D, E, F \), and \( F_{DAP} \). Results in Figure 5.11 show that profiles taken during different acquisition campaigns and on different devices can be reused without considerable loss. Only a few cases (\( B_0, B_1, C_1, E_1 \)) behave as outliers, because the quality of the profile is low. Probably, this is due to some external factor during the acquisition in a realistic office environment (e.g., the presence of an external source of noise). In this case we repeat the measurement. The leakage is clearly visible and in the same order of magnitude in most profiles in Figure 5.11b. Profiles are very similar to each other, as shown in Figure 5.11b, where each profile is compared with the one taken on device \( A \). In the few cases when the correlation among profiles is low, the cause is the low quality of one of the profiles rather
Figure 5.11: Similarity with the profile of device Ao (a) and strength of the leakage (b) for profiles built on different devices during several acquisition campaigns over a period of several hours. Apart from the few cases when the quality of a profile is low, similarity (a) and correlation (b) are significantly high. The confidence is $-\log_{10}(\rho) > 10$ and $\tau_z > 10$ even for the worse cases. The suffix $\hat{r}$ indicates a second acquisition campaign for the cases that had problems. The suffix $d$ indicates the DAPLink debugger. The advantage of normalization over raw traces in clearly visible.

than a significant difference in their shape. Normalization brings a clear advantage over raw traces. In addition to correlation, we also provide some attack metrics in Figure 5.12. For each profile, we run an attack with traces collected with the same device or with traces collected on device $A$. We show the evolution of the key rank with different campaigns and devices. In general, the key rank increases when attacking different devices, but not significantly, and it remains in the same order of magnitude as in the case of different acquisition campaigns. Normalization clearly improves the portability of the templates. The same applies when averaging the profiles of the 16 bytes together, as we will explain more in detail in Section 5.6.2.1.
Figure 5.12: Key rank for different devices and collection campaigns. The baseline (orange) shows the best case (attacking and profiling the same device, normalized traces, average of the 16 bytes as explained in Section 5.6.2.1). The other lines show the key rank when using the attack traces of device Ao (first acquisition) with each of the other profiles. In most cases, the key rank shows a moderate increase, which is in the same order of magnitude for time and device changes. Missing points correspond to a key rank bigger than $2^{30}$. Our per-trace normalization (blue) has similar results that $z$-score normalization of the set (cyan).

5.6 OTHER PRACTICAL OBSERVATIONS

We have investigated a novel channel and uncovered its distinctive properties. We now explore a few additional practical aspects:

- The point at which key enumeration becomes useful given the slow collection speed of screaming-channel traces.

- The impact of the extremely low sampling rate of Screaming Channels on the number of POIs, and how to best exploit them when there are more than one.

- How to combine the profiles of several bytes for a more accurate estimate.

- The role of the connection between the target device and the attacker in our current experimental setup.

5.6.1 Key Enumeration

In general, side-channel attacks quickly recover most of the bits of the key, but then take many more traces to converge to full recovery. When the convergence rate slows down, it may be faster to brute-force the remaining bits than to collect more traces. This is particularly true for screaming-channel attacks, because acquisition is slow, and it is only possible when there is an ongoing transmission.
To show a concrete example, we collect 5000 · 500 template traces and 2000 · 500 attack traces at a distance of 10 cm in a home environment with a HackRF radio on device E, at a speed of around 1 trace/s. Figure 5.13a shows how the key rank decreases slowly with the number of traces. It is therefore faster to collect fewer traces and run key enumeration, provided we do not reach the limit at which enumeration becomes very expensive, as shown in Figure 5.13b. The enumeration speed depends on the resources. For example, a common laptop with the Intel AES-NI hardware AES instruction takes a few seconds to enumerate up to $2^{20}$, a few minutes to reach $2^{30}$, and several hours for $2^{37}$. An attacker could parallelize enumeration to improve performance.

---

3 HP ENVY, Intel(R) Core(TM) i7-4700MQ CPU @ 2.40GHz, 11GiB Memory.
Figure 5.14: Comparison of multivariate template attacks with profiled correlation, for 5000 · 500 template traces and 2000 · 500 attack traces at a distance of 10 cm in a home environment. The attacks with more than one POI clearly converge faster.

5.6.2 Low Sampling Rate and Informative Points

The clock frequency of the target is 64 MHz. Because of the limitations imposed by the radio hardware and data processing, we sample at a rate of 5 MHz. This limits our ability to capture many informative points in the traces, reducing the interest of dimensionality reduction, multivariate template attacks, and other techniques that combine several POIs.

Nevertheless, when we profile in good conditions and with enough traces, we can identify more than one POI, and obtain some advantage from multivariate template attacks. Since collection is slow, and because we have to estimate the leakage for 256 values to account for the distortion, the number of traces that we have in each of the 256 classes is normally not large. In this context, using the pooled covariance approach helps to increase the accuracy of the estimate and to avoid computational problems. In the following, we show the advantages of this method in three cases in which it is applicable.

We take the same example as in Section 5.6.1. We run multivariate template attacks with pooled covariance, with variable number of traces and POIs. Figure 5.14 shows the net advantage over a profiled correlation attack.

We compare a profiled correlation attack and a multivariate attack with pooled covariance and 5 POIs on the traces at 10 m in an anechoic chamber. Given 50000 · 500 template traces, the first attack retrieves the key with 35 · 500 attack traces and enumeration up to $2^{34}$, whereas the second succeeds with 15 · 500 traces and enumeration up to $2^{31}$.

In practice, in our experiments we observe that collection is rarely good enough to extract multiple POIs, and we focus on the use of profiled correlation attacks with one POI. The latter are also computationally more efficient, and thus more useful when the attack set is
large (e.g., in challenging scenarios). However, multivariate attacks on higher quality traces remain an interesting direction for future research.

5.6.2.1 Combining the Profiles of Different Bytes

In a software implementation of AES-128 such as the tinyAES one, there are 16 bytes that leak at 16 different points in time. In our attacks, we profile each of them independently.

For a byte $i$, given a leakage variable $p \oplus k$, each of the 256 possible values of each profile $\hat{\text{model}}_{Y_i}(y_i)$ is estimated with $N/256$ measurements, taken at different points in time. Assuming that the profile $\hat{\text{model}}_{Y_i}(y_i)$ is the same for each byte $i$, we can build a single profile using 16 measurements from each trace, instead of 1. Each of the 256 possible values of the single profile $\hat{\text{model}}_{Y}(y)$ is estimated with $16 \cdot N/256$ measurements, taken at different points in time. This brings a gain in accuracy equivalent to collecting 16 times more traces.

The hypothesis that the profile of each byte is the same is reasonable in our case, since the instructions executed for each byte are always the same. We confirm this hypothesis by observing that the correlation between the leakageage models of different bytes is very high (in the order of 0.99).

In practice, we still profile the bytes independently, but we add an option to profiled correlation attacks to use a single profile obtained from the average of the 16 different profiles: $\hat{\text{model}}_{Y}(y) = \sum_{i=0}^{15} \hat{\text{model}}_{Y_i}(y_i)$.

To show the gain of this combining method, we use the same example as in Section 5.6.1. Results are shown in Figure 5.15. The advantage of combining the bytes is evident, especially when the number of traces is low. We will show another example in Section 6.1.3 for an attack at 15 m in an office environment.

This approach and the pooled covariance approach proposed in [50] are similar but different, as they operate on different dimensions. We assume that each byte has the same average leakage, so that we can compute a pooled estimate of this average leakage with a pool of 16 bytes, for each possible value of the leakage variable. Instead, the authors of [50] assume that the covariance is the same for each value of the leakage variable, and they propose to estimate the pooled covariance.

5.6.3 Different Connection Types

In our setup, we use different types of connections between the control laptop, the target, and the radio. In the following, we extend the analysis of our setup to investigate if the type of connection has an impact on the attacks, which could be due, for example, to an unexpected coupling path.
Figure 5.15: Comparison between independent profiles and averaged profiles, for 5000 · 500 template traces and 2000 · 500 attack traces at a distance of 10 cm in a home environment.

The control laptop drives the target (device E) through a serial line. The connection is made via a USB cable and a YKUSH switchable hub [299]. It has individual power drivers for each port, which should reduce coupling and noise propagation from/to the laptop.

The HackRF and the USRP B210 radio are connected to the control laptop through a USB cable. This cable and the one from the YKUSH are connected to the laptop through the same USB hub, upstream w.r.t. the YKUSH to reduce coupling. We have also written a version of the code in which control of the radio and of the target can be split and distributed on two different laptops. In this case the laptops share only the power supply, or nothing if one of the two is powered on battery. Unfortunately, the delays of remote communication between the two laptops make this solution less practical and harder to configure, and this may also have an impact on the quality of the collected traces.

The USRP N210 uses Ethernet for control and data. We use three different types of network connections with the control laptop. First, a direct connection via an Ethernet cable. Second, a connection that goes through a switch. Third, we connect both the radio and the laptop to
Table 5.6: Comparison of different connection types.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Environment</th>
<th>Same USB</th>
<th>Same power</th>
<th>Floating</th>
<th>Direct Ethernet</th>
<th>Building LAN</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Antenna</td>
<td>p ⊕ k</td>
<td>p ⊕ k</td>
<td>p ⊕ k</td>
<td>fixed vs. fixed</td>
<td>fixed vs. fixed</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>max $\rho$</td>
<td>0.64</td>
<td>0.12</td>
<td>0.46</td>
<td>0.89</td>
<td>0.77</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>max $r_z$</td>
<td>51.64</td>
<td>8.24</td>
<td>33.98</td>
<td>97.99</td>
<td>70.22</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

two different ports of the Local Area Network (LAN) of the building. Unfortunately, in this last case network delays may cause data loss and reduce the quality of the traces.

At a distance of 10 cm in a home environment, we collect $4700 \cdot 500$ profiling traces for each of the three possible USB connections with a HackRF radio, and $4700 \cdot 500$ fixed vs. fixed traces for direct Ethernet connection and connection through the LAN of the building for the USRP N210. The maximum correlation found with the $\rho$-test and its confidence are shown in Table 5.6. Direct connections lead to better results. It is hard to pin point the exact reason, as indirect connections suffer from larger delays and data losses that may reduce the quality of the traces. We leave a more detailed study of this aspect for future work. For our large distance attacks, we use the USRP N210 connected via a switch or the LAN of the building. We believe that the ability of the attacker to plug to the same power/Ethernet network as the victim in the same building is a reasonable hypothesis. More comparison data between Ethernet connections will be given in Section 6.1.3.

5.7 CONCLUSION

5.7.1 Lessons Learned

From what we have learned about the channel, we can draw the following conclusions:

- **Collection.** As expected, the radio channel plays an important role. The attacker should maximize the gain to compensate for the quadratic power loss of the leakage with distance. The use of a directional antenna and/or of spatial and time diversity helps to reduce several forms of noise, including multi-path reflections and other radio sources. Time diversity is also useful to overcome the deep fade condition that arises when no packet is being transmitted. For GFSK transmissions with this chip, the intended data transmission is otherwise orthogonal to the leak. The quality (e.g., noise figure) of the radio hardware and of the environment (e.g., anechoic chamber) might be more important
than the effect of distance. For example, a profile collected in an anechoic chamber with good hardware at 5 m might be better than one taken in a home environment with low-end hardware at 10 cm. Trace collection is particularly slow for Screaming Channels, because the attacker has to wait for packet transmission to extract useful signals.

- **Profiling.** On our target chip, screaming-channel leaks have a nonlinear leak model, whereas conventional leaks follow the Hamming Weight model. This distortion is mostly independent of distance, setup, and channel frequency. The attacker can capture a nonlinear model by choosing \( y = p \oplus k \) and estimating the model for each possible value of \( y \). Thanks to normalization and channel estimation, profiles can be reused in different conditions, at different distances, and against different instances of a device. The attacker can, if necessary, perform profiling in convenient conditions, and attack a different instance in a more challenging setup. The huge advantage on profiling is by far worth the small disadvantage of attacking a different instance. Combining the profiles of different bytes can lead to a better pooled estimate. Given the extremely low sampling speed, the number of POIs is small.

- **Attack.** Attacks must be able to capture the nonlinearity of the leakage model. This is possible thanks to the profiling step of profiled correlation and template attacks (with a good choice of \( y = p \oplus k \) to estimate the full profile). We observe that univariate template attacks (which can capture a second order relation between the leak \( l(y) \) and the model \( \text{model}(y) \)), do not perform better than profiled correlation attacks (which can only capture the linear correlation between leak and model). We conclude that, for our sample size, looking at linear correlation is enough. Multivariate template attacks are instead more efficient, because the exploit the information of more than one POI. However, given the low sampling frequency and the complex channel, multiple POIs are available only in a few favorable cases (e.g., in the anechoic chamber). Profiled correlation attacks are therefore the preferred attack tool in this thesis. They also have the additional advantage of being practical and fast. Key enumeration is often very useful since collection is slow, especially in challenging attack scenarios.

### 5.7.2 Summary of the Improvements

We take the attack at 10 m in an anechoic chamber presented in Chapter 4 as reference, and we apply the improvements that we have learned.
Table 5.7: Before exploring more challenging attacks, we show as reference the attack at 10 m in an anechoic chamber of Chapter 4. We apply several improvements incrementally to show their impact.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Chapter 4</th>
<th>Profile</th>
<th>max $\rho, r_z$</th>
<th>Attack</th>
<th>Type, POIs</th>
<th>Rank</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Less Profiling Traces</td>
<td>50k</td>
<td>0.15, 34</td>
<td>3000</td>
<td>p.c., 1</td>
<td>$\geq 2^{33}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1 Full Profile</td>
<td>50k</td>
<td>0.63, 167</td>
<td>3000</td>
<td>p.c., 1</td>
<td>$2^{20}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2 Normalization</td>
<td>50k</td>
<td>0.18, 41</td>
<td>3000</td>
<td>p.c., 1</td>
<td>$\geq 2^{33}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1 + 2</td>
<td>50k</td>
<td>0.78, 235</td>
<td>3000</td>
<td>p.c., 1</td>
<td>$2^{13}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3 Combining + 1 + 2</td>
<td>50k</td>
<td>0.78, 235</td>
<td>1775</td>
<td>p.c., 1</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3 Combining + 1 + 2</td>
<td>50k</td>
<td>0.78, 235</td>
<td>35</td>
<td>p.c., 1</td>
<td>$2^{33}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4 Univariate + 1 + 2</td>
<td>50k</td>
<td>0.78, 235</td>
<td>1775</td>
<td>t.a.p.c., 1</td>
<td>$2^{18}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4 Univariate + 1 + 2</td>
<td>50k</td>
<td>0.78, 235</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>t.a.p.c., 1</td>
<td>$2^{28}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5 Multivariate + 1 + 2</td>
<td>50k</td>
<td>0.78, 235</td>
<td>1775</td>
<td>t.a.p.c., 5</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5 Multivariate + 1 + 2</td>
<td>50k</td>
<td>0.78, 235</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>t.a.p.c., 5</td>
<td>$2^{23}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5 Multivariate + 1 + 2</td>
<td>50k</td>
<td>0.78, 235</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>t.a.p.c., 5</td>
<td>$2^{31}$</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Results in Table 5.7 show the impact of each technique. Before starting, we reduce the number of profiling traces and we move to profiled correlation with 1 POI (Less Profiling Traces). Considering the nonlinear leakage model by estimating the full profile (1 Full Profile) significantly increases the correlation, compared to using the Hamming Weight model. Indeed, the leakage model for Screaming Channels is nonlinear. Similarly, correlation further improves when normalizing the traces (2 Normalization). We recall that higher correlation results in a reduction of the number of traces required for a successful attack. Combining the profiles of the 16 bytes further improves the attacks (3 Combining). Univariate template attacks with pooled variance (4 Template) are not better than profiled correlation attacks, showing that the leakage is of the first order. Multivariate template attacks with pooled covariance (5 Multivariate) are better when more POIs are available. This is the case with many traces in the anechoic chamber, but generally only one or few POIs emerge from traces collected in more challenging environments.
In this chapter, thanks to the better understanding of screaming-channel leakages gained in Chapter 5, we target challenging attack scenarios. We explore different targets (optimized code, hardware block), real-world environments (home with obstacles, office at large distance), and a real-world application (Google Eddystone beacons authentication). We also describe possible countermeasures.

6.1 CHALLENGING ATTACKS

6.1.1 More Challenging Targets

While non-optimized tinyAES is a good benchmark to study screaming-channel effects, we are also interested in evaluating more realistic targets.

6.1.1.1 Optimized Code

We compile tinyAES with higher optimization level (-03), and we investigate the screaming-channel leakage at 10 cm with a HackRF radio and a standard WiFi antenna. We collect 500 · 500 traces on device E. On one side, collection becomes faster, but on the other side the code performs fewer memory accesses, leading to lower consumption and lower correlation. Figure 6.1a shows the shape of the leakage trace, whereas Figure 6.1b is the result of the ρ-test. The correlation is around 15 times smaller than for the profile taken in the same conditions on non-optimized code (Section 5.6.1). This shows that an attack is still possible, but with a significantly larger number of attack traces. For example, for profiled correlation attacks the number of traces required for key recovery increases with the square of the correlation (N ∝ c/ρ²) [260]. The shape of the leakage for the two profiles has a certain degree of similarity, shown in Table 6.1. In Section 6.2 we will show an example of attack against a real application compiled with optimizations.

6.1.1.2 Hardware AES-128

The nRF52832 has a dedicated hardware block for AES-128, which can be used both in Electronic Code Book (ECB) and Counter with Cipher Block Chaining Message Authentication Code (CCM) mode. ECB could be useful, for example, to build simple authentication schemes at the
application layer [61]. CCM is used by BLE to protect the link layer, and it has priority. It can be configured to encrypt packets concurrently and synchronously to packet transmission, which is a positive point for Screaming Channels.

Leakage Detection. We collect 350000 · 100 profiling traces on device F at 10 cm in an office environment with a USRP B210 radio. To simplify collection, we transmit a continuous wave, and we add a preamble (a simple series of nested loops) before calling the encryption function. In our version of the SDK [190], the driver copies plaintext and key into a structure read by the hardware block. Similarly, the ciphertext is copied back from this structure to the location required by the user. The leakages originating from p, k, or c, appear on the radio signal, as shown in Figure 6.2. The hardware block uses a Direct Memory Access (DMA) mechanism to load plaintext and key from RAM memory, and to write back the ciphertext. We are able to observe small correlation peaks for HW[p], HW[k], and HW[c] (Figure 6.2), due to the hardware block reading and writing data. Using the Hamming Weight is not the best choice to capture distortions, but it requires fewer traces to observe the peaks, because it reduces the number of classes. Despite the large number of traces and the quality of the setup, we were not able to detect any leakage due to the internal operations of the hardware block. Connecting the device via cable and with an additional amplifier did not improve this result. We conjecture that this is due to the lower power consumption and higher execution speed of the hardware block compared to the software implementation.

Differential Power Analysis (DPA). Since the internal operations of the hardware block are not visible with the current setup, we were not able to run a DPA attack (e.g., on the output of the Sbox). This result does not exclude the possibility that these leakages are visible with more complex reception hardware, or that the hardware block of other mixed-signal designs is strongly affected by Screaming Channels.

Simple Power Analysis (SPA). The correlation peaks found for the memory transfers of plaintext or key material used by the hardware block can be attacked using SPA. Besides SPA being harder than DPA, correlation is low, making an attack hard in practice. Despite collecting

Table 6.1: Correlation among profiles (byte by byte for POI 0) between optimized and non-optimized traces.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Byte</th>
<th>0.00</th>
<th>1.00</th>
<th>2.00</th>
<th>3.00</th>
<th>4.00</th>
<th>5.00</th>
<th>6.00</th>
<th>7.00</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>ρ</td>
<td>0.30</td>
<td>0.32</td>
<td>0.38</td>
<td>0.36</td>
<td>0.20</td>
<td>0.36</td>
<td>0.38</td>
<td>0.18</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-log10(p)</td>
<td>6.14</td>
<td>6.86</td>
<td>9.41</td>
<td>8.53</td>
<td>2.84</td>
<td>8.41</td>
<td>9.25</td>
<td>2.50</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Byte</th>
<th>8.00</th>
<th>9.00</th>
<th>10.00</th>
<th>11.00</th>
<th>12.00</th>
<th>13.00</th>
<th>14.00</th>
<th>15.00</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>ρ</td>
<td>0.19</td>
<td>0.31</td>
<td>0.50</td>
<td>0.25</td>
<td>0.15</td>
<td>0.24</td>
<td>0.37</td>
<td>0.15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-log10(p)</td>
<td>2.76</td>
<td>6.44</td>
<td>16.94</td>
<td>4.36</td>
<td>1.72</td>
<td>4.10</td>
<td>8.81</td>
<td>1.83</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
1000000 - 100 attack traces we were not able to reduce the rank of the key enough to run a key enumeration attack. However, attacking the transfer of sensitive material to the hardware block is an interesting open direction for future research.

In practice, we conclude that the hardware cryptographic block of the nRF52832 chip is as of now by far harder to attack with Screaming Channels than a software implementation.

### 6.1.2 More Challenging Environments

Radio transmissions in real-world environments such as a house are made more complex by the presence of interfering devices and reflections on obstacles. Nevertheless, screaming-channel attacks against tinyAES (without optimizations) are still feasible.
Figure 6.2: \( \rho \)-test on hardware AES-128, using \( 350000 \cdot 100 \) traces at 10 cm, in an office environment. Peaks for HW[k] (red), HP[p] (green) and HW[c] (orange) are visible. The bigger peaks correspond to the firmware copying the values to the data structure known by the hardware block. The smaller peaks are due to the hardware block loading those values.

6.1.2.1 0.55 m in Home Environment with Obstacles

In a realistic scenario, it may be hard for an attacker to find a direct line of sight to the target to use directional antennas, but the problem can be solved with spatial diversity.

Attack Set for Device E. We place our target on a table, at 0.55 m from a B210 radio with two receive chains. The distance was chosen based on the size of the table. We use two standard WiFi antennas at a distance of 3 cm from each other. In the middle, we introduce three common off-the-shelf objects with different shapes and materials, which cover the line of sight. Moreover, the table, the curtain, and other walls and obstacles in the room may reflect the signals as well. In our experiments the setup is fixed, but spatial diversity would also be beneficial should the obstacles move over time, because it dynamically finds the best combination of the signals coming from the two antennas. We collect \( 2000 \cdot 500 \) attack traces in this setup, shown in Figure 6.6a.

Profiling Device E in a Convenient Setup. Before attacking in this challenging condition, we build a profile of the leakage at 10 cm in line of sight, using \( 37000 \cdot 500 \) traces, combined from two channels with the maximal ratio technique (same profile as discussed in Section 5.4.3). We then attack using profiled correlation and average of the 16 bytes as explained in Section 5.6.2.1. We can recover the key using enumeration up to \( 2^{24}, 2^{28}, \) and \( 2^{27} \), with \( 1990 \cdot 500 \) traces from channel 1, equal gain, and maximal ratio, respectively. Maximal ratio is better than equal gain, as expected. Channel 1 is much better than channel 2, whose rank is beyond our computational power.

Profiling Device F in a Convenient Setup. The attack using maximal ratio succeeds also with a profile (10000 \cdot 500 traces) built at 1 m
in an office environment with a directional antenna (same setup as in Section 6.1.3). Since profiling and attack traces were collected with a different configuration for the trigger, we need to manually realign them by applying a fixed offset. The rank increases from $2^{27}$ to $2^{30}$.

6.1.2.2 1.6 m in Home Environment

We increase the distance to 1.6 m in a home environment, where the target and the radio are close to walls, tables, and other objects that may reflect. We leverage spatial diversity to improve the results. Figure 6.6b shows the setup, in which we collected $20000 \cdot 500$ attack traces.

Profiling Device E in a Convenient Setup. We use the same profile at 10 cm as Section 5.4.3 and Section 6.1.2.1. Using the traces combined from the two channels with the maximal ratio technique, a profiled correlation attack succeeds after enumeration up to $2^{31}$. With the traces combined with equal gain, enumeration succeeds at $2^{35}$, whereas channel 1 requires $2^{31}$ and channel 2 needs more than $2^{34}$ (then we time out).

Profiling Device G in a Convenient Setup. The attack using maximal ratio succeeds also with a profile ($10000 \cdot 500$ traces) built on another device connected via cable (see Section 6.1.3). Since profiling and attack traces were collected with a different configuration for the trigger, we need to manually realign them by applying a fixed offset. The rank increases from $2^{31}$ to $2^{34}$.

6.1.3 More Challenging Distances

One of the distinctive features of screaming-channel leakages is that they can be observed at large distance. We study from how far we can attack in an office environment. A simplified scheme of the setup is shown in Figure 6.6c.

6.1.3.1 10 m in Office Environment

In an office environment, we set target device and radio receiver 10 m apart. To avoid reflections, and to increase the gain, we use a directional antenna with 24 dBi gain [266], and two low-noise amplifiers with 20 dB gain and 1.5 dB noise figure [175]. This is the same setup used in Chapter 4 for the anechoic chamber. We additionally test three different connections with the USRP N210 radio: direct Ethernet cable, connection through a switch, and connection through the Ethernet network of the building. In the last case we experience packet loss due to the speed of the network, but we are still able to collect traces.

Leakage Detection. As a first step, we evaluate the presence of the leakage with a t-test. Following [65], we choose a fixed vs. fixed
configuration in order to maximize the leakage signal, and consequently reduce the number of traces required for detection. However, because of the distortion seen in Chapter 5, the maximum difference appears for $p \oplus k = 0$ and $p \oplus k = 48$, instead of $\text{HW}[p \oplus k] = 0$ and $\text{HW}[p \oplus k] = 8$. Therefore, we collect two sets $L_{p \oplus k = 0}$ and $L_{p \oplus k = 48}$ of 400 - 500 traces each. To be precise, we run 1000 encryptions and select the first 500 of them. This ensures we always average 500 traces despite sudden sources of noise, network delays, holes between packets, and other reasons for which we might miss the extraction of some encryptions. The number 500 tells us about the actual number of traces we need at 10 m, whereas the number 1000 give us a rough idea of how much harder it is to extract traces in a more complex environment or setup. We consider that the t-test successfully detects a leakage when the maximum value $\max(|t|)$ has $p < 10^{-5}$. With a few tens of traces the leakage appears for each type of connection, as shown in Figure 6.3a. Detection is slower for the connection through the network of the building, most likely because of data loss. Figure 6.3b shows that the leakage at the output of the first Sbox is clearly visible.

**Attack Set for Device F at 10 m.** Once we have confirmed that the leakage is visible even at 10 m in an office environment, we collect an attack set for device F. We acquire 6000 - 500 traces (actually 1000 encryptions for each trace, as for detection), connecting to the radio through a switch. Collecting a profile set in this scenario would be complex and it would require a large amount of traces to overcome noise. Fortunately, as seen in Section 5.4 and Section 5.5, profiles can be reused across distances, setups, and against different devices. Therefore, we can collect the profile set in more convenient conditions, and reuse it.

**Profiling Device G in a Convenient Setup.** We collect a profile set on another instance (device G), which we have modified for direct connection via cable with a HackRF radio. The main advantage of the cable connection is that we can pay much less attention to the noise in the environment. Moreover, using a simpler radio and no external amplifier greatly reduces costs and complexity. In the end, a laptop with two USB ports is enough to collect 10000 - 500 traces for the profile in a few hours.

**Successful Attack.** With a profiled correlation attack (leakage variable $p \oplus k$, average of the profiles of the 16 bytes, one POI) and key enumeration up to $2^{28}$ we can recover the key using 1500 - 500 attack traces at 10 m.

### 6.1.3.2 15 m in Office Environment

We increase the distance to 15 m, using the same setup and configuration as at 10 m.

**Attack Set for Device A at 15 m.** We collect 7000 - 500 traces (actually 1000 encryptions for each trace, as before). We observe that
Figure 6.3: At 10 m we can easily detect the leakage with all types of connections (a). The t-test has peaks for all data-dependent points, including the output of the Sbox, which can be used to attack (b).

A meticulous tuning of the setup is particularly important in these conditions. We need to calibrate the USRP N210 radio right before the acquisition campaign, and to position the directional antenna with care. It took us several attempts before managing to collect a set of traces good enough for an attack. On the contrary, at shorter distances Screaming Channels are easy to mount with simpler and cheaper hardware, without need of extremely accurate tuning. We conclude that, as expected, screaming-channel attacks can be easier or harder to mount than conventional attacks, depending on distance and environment.

Profiling Device G in a Convenient Setup. As before, we assume that the attacker can profile a different device with a convenient connection by cable, using 10000 · 500 traces. These profiling traces were collected 5 months and 15 days before the attack traces. To sum up, profiling and attack traces differ in device instance, propagation medium and distance, antenna and receiver type and quality, and acquisition time.
Successful Attack. Using profiled correlation (leakage variable $p \oplus k$, average of the 16 bytes, one POI), the attack succeeds with $5000 \cdot 500$ traces and key enumeration up to $2^{23}$.

6.1.3.3 34 m in Office Environment

After attacking at 15 m, we increase the distance to 34 m, keeping the same setup and configuration. In this case we connect the laptop and the *USRP N210* through the Ethernet network of the building (at the price of some packet loss). We conduct the same fixed vs. fixed t-test experiment as we did at 10 m. The leakage is still visible and the t-test succeeds, as shown in Figure 6.4.

6.1.3.4 60 m in Office Environment

The detection of leakage traces in the radio signal is based on a band pass filter, tuned into a characteristic frequency component of the leakage trace. Since this component has a very narrow band, we can use a very narrow filter. For example, for the setup at 10 m we use a 6\textsuperscript{th} order Butterworth filter with cutoff frequencies of 1.95 MHz and
Figure 6.5: 10·500 traces and their average, at 60 m in an office environment. The AES-128 encryption is still clearly visible.

2.02 MHz. The noise in such a small bandwidth will be rather small. As a consequence, trace detection is quite robust to noise, and we expect to be able to extract traces even at distances larger than 34 m. Keeping the same setup, we place the target at 60 m from the antenna. Figure 6.5 shows 10·500 traces and their average. The key schedule and the 10 rounds of AES-128 are clearly visible.

6.1.4 Summary of Results

In this section we have leveraged our analysis and attack improvements in order to investigate challenging scenarios. First, we have shown the level of correlation for optimized code and hardware AES-128, which gives an idea of the complexity of an attack. Second, we have used spatial diversity to attack in a real home environment, with obstacles and other sources of reflections. Finally, we have mounted a full attack at 10 m and 15 m in a real office environment, by combining the profiles of multiple bytes and with efficient key enumeration. We were able to reuse profiles built in more convenient setups on a different device than the one under attack. We could detect the leakage at 34 m with a fixed vs. fixed t-test, and extract traces at 60 m, still in a real environment. These are all significant steps towards realistic exploitation of the screaming-channel vector.

6.2 Proof-of-concept attack against a real system

The purpose of this chapter is to mount successful attacks in challenging and realistic conditions, after having uncovered the properties of the channel in Chapter 5. Our results could be the basis for a preliminary analysis of the risks associated with Screaming Channels in real
Figure 6.6: Some more challenging attack setups.

systems and protocols. To provide a concrete example, we study the case of authentication for Google Eddystone beacons, and we show a proof-of-concept attack.

6.2.1 Google Eddystone Beacons

BLE beacons are devices designed to be placed at strategic places and continuously transmit some information on the advertising channels. People passing nearby can receive such messages on their mobile phones. Beacons can be used for numerous applications, ranging from marketing in shopping malls to indoor location services. For example, they can be placed near a monument and broadcast the URL of a webpage with information about it. There exist several beacon formats, such as, Apple iBeacons, Radius Networks AltBeacons, and Google Eddystone.

Eddystone [98] is a beacon format introduced by Google in 2015. Its design includes some interesting security features that ensure confidentiality and integrity of telemetry data, protect from spoofing and tracking, and require authentication to access and configure the beacon. One of their uses is to build the Physical Web [99], where objects broadcast a URL. There are four frame types:
Figure 6.7: Unlock scheme used by Google Eddystone Beacons. Note that a non-authenticated device can trigger encryptions with known plaintext by reading the unlock characteristic (steps marked in red).

- **Eddystone-UID.** The identifier of the beacon.
- **Eddystone-URL.** The frame used to broadcast a URL.
- **Eddystone-(e)TML.** The frame used to broadcast (encrypted) telemetry data.
- **Eddystone-EID.** An ephemeral identifier that can be resolved only by a registered service, whereas it looks random to others.

To configure a beacon (e.g., to register an EID), the owner has to connect to it using another BLE device, and use the Eddystone Configuration GATT Service. Some beacons go in the connectable state after some kind of input (e.g., a button), other beacons have to be always connectable (e.g., if they are not easily accessible). Before being able to interact with the beacon, the owner has to unlock it using a 128-bit key (unlock code). The unlock method is shown in Figure 6.7. The device that wants to authenticate reads the unlock characteristic of the beacon. The beacon generates a random challenge that it sends back. Then it creates an unlock token by encrypting the random challenge with a preshared unlock code. Similarly, the owner creates the unlock code on the other side, then it writes it in the unlock characteristic. Finally, the beacon checks if the unlock code computed by the device that wants to authenticate is correct, and if so it opens the lock. The advantage of this method is that the unlock code is never sent in plaintext over the air. An attacker can read the unlock code, but it is a useless information because a new challenge is generated at each new unlock request. The disadvantage is that a device that connects to the beacon can trigger encryptions with known plaintext, which is a good scenario for side-channel attacks.
6.2.2 Proof-of-concept Attack Against Google Eddystone Authentication

We observe that the Google Eddystone unlock method is a good target for *screaming-channel* attacks.

6.2.2.1 Threat Model

Let us imagine the following scenario. A fleet of beacons is located in a position which is not easily accessible. For this reason, and to easily configure many beacons without manual access, they are configured to always stay in connectable mode. To avoid malicious reconfiguration (e.g., broadcast of a malicious URL), they are protected with a lock. The unlock scheme lets an attacker force many encryptions with known plaintexts, which is a favorable scenario for side-channel attacks. However, to exploit a conventional side channel, an attacker would have to get physical access to the devices, which are in a non easily accessible place, maybe even in a protected area such as a shopping mall. For these reasons, side-channel attacks are not taken into account in the threat model, and the unlock encryption is not protected. A countermeasure against side channels would also increase the cost of the device. This is a reasonable assumption for this kind of devices.

While conventional side channels require physical access, a *screaming-channel* attack could be performed discretely from a certain distance. This is a new threat to take into account.

6.2.2.2 Real Target with Optimizations and Frequency Hopping Enabled.

For this proof-of-concept attack, we target the Google Eddystone demo available in the manufacturer’s SDK [190]. In this version, the encryption is performed by default with the tinyAES library compiled with optimization level O3\(^1\). We take the demo as is, without any modification, and we flash it on a PCA10040 board. This is a realistic target with optimized code, frequency hopping enabled, and higher layers and protocols built on top of BLE.

6.2.2.3 Trace Collection

Using a mobile phone app, we simulate the owner of the device and we configure it to be always connectable, then we lock it. We can also set the transmission and advertising power to 4 dBm. We extended

---

\(^1\) More recent versions of the SDK allow choosing other options such as hardware encryption, which is the default. However, we still think that software encryption with tinyAES is a reasonable and interesting example which might be found in the wild. In general, application code might prefer software implementations for portability, or to avoid competing with the link layer for the use of the hardware encryption block.
Listing 6.1: Minimizing frequency hopping.

```bash
# Minimize Frequency Hopping
sudo hcitool lecc --random E5:8F:A5:90:43:80 # connect
sudo hcitool cmd 0x08 0x0014 0x00000000003 # set channel map
sudo hcitool ledc 64 # disconnect

# Double Check
sudo btmon # monitor hci (in another terminal)

# Excerpt of the Expected Output (btmon):
# LE Read Channel Map (0x08|0x0015) ncmd 1
# Status: Success (0x00)
# Handle: 64
# Channel map: 0x0300010004
# Channel 0-1
# Channel 16
# Channel 34

# The collection code to be able to interact with any Eddystone beacon using the BLE card of the computer or an external off-the-shelf BLE dongle. The code can set a new random key, and then lock the device. It can also force many encryptions with known plaintext by repeatingly reading the unlock characteristic and saving the answer.

Minimizing the Frequency Hopping Problem.

In the scenario we consider, the attacker initiates the BLE connection to the target device. Therefore, the attacker can use the channel map to minimize the problem of frequency hopping by reducing the number of channels actually used for communication, as seen in Section 5.2.3. Following the BLE [228] specifications, we craft a Set Host Channel Classification Command to block all data channels but 0, 1, 16, 34. On the Linux host of the attacker, we issue this command to the BLE dongle that initiates the connection using the `hcitool` program, as shown in Listing 6.1. Once set, the new channel map will be valid for the following connections as well.

Extracting Encryption Traces. We start triggering encryptions in the beacon by reading the unlock characteristic. To have an idea of the leakage trace to expect, we first extract the encryption trace with a conventional setup at 64 MHz. Here we observe a trace that is similar to Figure 6.1a, which is around 46 µs long. We then move to a screaming-channel setting. To minimize interference from other transmissions in the ISM band, we tune at the second harmonic of the clock after channel 34: \( f = 2.474 \text{ GHz} + 2 \cdot 64 \text{ MHz} = 2.602 \text{ GHz} \). By
reading the firmware, we observe that the encryption happens quickly after the read request to the unlock characteristic and the generation of the random unlock challenge. The response to the other device (containing the random challenge) is sent only after the encryption is complete, therefore we cannot expect that packet to contain any useful trace. We have to rely on other packets transmitted at the same time of the encryption. We notice that the device always sends a packet just after receiving the unlock characteristic read request. This might be the acknowledgement packet generated at the link layer. The encryption and this packet are almost synchronous. Most of the time the key schedule is visible in the leakage towards the end of the packet, as shown in Figure 6.8a. On a certain number of packets the first AES-128 round is visible as well. We extract this signal containing the key schedule and the beginning of the first round, and we use it as template to collect more. Every time we trigger one encryption, we extract the leakage corresponding to the packet, and then we correlate it with the template. If correlation is high enough to confirm that we found the desired signal, we align it and save it. Note that in this case we cannot use time diversity, and we collect single encryptions.

### 6.2.2.4 Key Recovery Attack

Once we have confirmed that we can extract encryption traces with known plaintext, we move to the attack phase.

**Profiling Device H in a Convenient Setup.** For simplicity, we connect to device H via cable, and we collect 70000 · 1 profiling traces with random plaintext and a fixed random key, over a period of around 3 days. Correlation peaks for $y = p \oplus k$ are clearly visible in Figure 6.8b.

**Attacking Device H in a Convenient Setup.** We collect 33000 · 1 traces. We run a profiled correlation attack with leakage variable $p \oplus k$. To obtain a better result, we replace the trace point corresponding to a POI with the average of the three points around the POI. This is a simple way to capture the information present just around the POI, without resorting to more complex multivariate attacks. We can recover the key with key enumeration up to $2^{30}$.

### 6.3 Countermeasures

Smart devices usually consider physical side channel attacks outside of their threat model. However, Screaming Channels show that EM side channels are possible even without close proximity to the target. This novel threat requires consideration, and the development of countermeasures. These protections must be adapted to the nature of smart devices, which, unlike security-oriented systems (e.g., smart cards), have a very limited budget for security.
Figure 6.8: The key schedule and the first rounds of AES-128 are clearly visible in the traces we collect for Eddystone (a). The correlation peaks for $p \oplus k$ are clearly present as well (b).

### 6.3.1 Conventional Countermeasures

*Screaming Channels* are equivalent to power and electromagnetic side channels, with the difference that the leakages are visible at large distance. Conventional countermeasures against DPA (e.g., [129, 162]) are effective against *Screaming Channels*, too. However, the additional design or licensing cost might exceed the very tight budget available for the product to protect.

### 6.3.2 Specific Countermeasures in Hardware

Another strategy consists in trying to reduce the root problem behind *Screaming Channels* at the physical level. Again, the increased design and testing cost could be prohibitive. However, research in this direction is important in a long-term perspective, to reduce the risk that future devices accidentally present very strong and dangerous *screaming-channel* effects. Designers should be aware that noise coupling can bring security problems, besides the known functional issues.
There exist several design techniques that help reduce noise coupling, for example, guard rings, various substrate modifications techniques or even active noise cancellation techniques \[5\]. In addition, more isolation between components is possible with System in Package (or System in a Package) (SiP) technologies \[151\], which integrate multiple dies inside one package. Covering these electronic design strategies in detail is outside of the scope of this thesis. It would be interesting to study whether fully-digital radios are less susceptible to Screaming Channels than conventional architectures.

### 6.3.3 Specific Countermeasures in Software

The most interesting class of countermeasures tries to reduce the exploitability of Screaming Channels taking simple clever actions in software. Offloading encryption to a dedicated hardware block\(^2\) is likely to make attacks more complex. Indeed, as of now we were not able to attack the hardware AES block of the nRF\(52832\) chip, even if we found interesting research directions to attack memory transfers of secret material. A problem of this solution is that code using dedicated hardware blocks is less portable. Another countermeasure consists in making sure that the radio is not transmitting any packet while software is running a sensitive computation. This solution is simple, cheap, and effective. However, depending on the application, this solution might be hard to implement in presence of strong timing constraints, or complex software stacks.

For the specific case of Google Eddystone beacons, the authentication protocol could limit the number or speed of failed attempts. However, this solution could be leveraged by an attacker for denial of service attacks. If the device is easily accessible by the legitimate user, it could be put in non-connectable mode unless a button is pressed, to prevent the attacker from connecting over the air.

### 6.4 Conclusion

In this chapter we have presented several attacks in challenging conditions. In particular, we have demonstrated successful attacks at large distance, in real environments, with profile reuse. We have also shown a proof-of-concept attack against a real system, and discussed several countermeasures. In the following chapters we will focus on a different attack: Noise-SDR.

\(^2\) As we have seen before this is the default in the newest SDKs from Nordic Semiconductor.
We conjecture that an attacker might be able to use the electromagnetic leakages produced by unprivileged software to interact with radio receivers on the same platform as the processor, or nearby. Even though many example of leakage modulation for data exfiltration exist in Soft-TEMPEST literature, they are generally limited to very simple modulation schemes with custom parameters and protocols. Instead, we propose to leverage a 1-bit coding technique to shape arbitrary radio signals from electromagnetic noise that can be only turned on and off by software. We call this method ‘Noise-SDR’ because it effectively builds a Software Defined Radio from electromagnetic noise. We implement and evaluate Noise-SDR on several smartphones, showing examples of transmission, tracking, leakage detection, and interaction with radio receivers on the same platform.
7 MOTIVATION, DESIGN, AND IMPLEMENTATION

In this chapter, taken from [36], we present the design and implementation Noise-SDR, a method to shape the noise generated by unprivileged code running on a smartphone into a generic radio signal.

7.1 INTRODUCTION

The execution of software and other activities on electronic devices often triggers the emission of electromagnetic leakages. The idea to intentionally control these signals to exfiltrate data from a computer was first introduced in 1998 under the name of Soft-TEMPEST [11, 149]. It consists in displaying a specially-crafted pattern on the screen to modulate the video signal. The resulting leakage at the frequency of AM radio can be easily picked up with a standard handheld device. A notorious application of Soft-TEMPEST is ‘Tempest for Eliza’ [273], a tool that transmits Beethoven’s ‘For Elise’ as a sequence of tones, generated by a computer screen.

Over the years, data exfiltration from air-gapped networks using software-controlled leakages has received great attention in literature. Besides using electromagnetic [113, 114, 118, 303], magnetic [112, 117, 170], and electrical [123, 246] signals, researchers have also studied optical [111, 116, 122, 243], vibrational [109, 125, 261], acoustic [42, 110, 115, 120, 121], and thermal [108] emissions. A detailed survey of these covert channels is provided in [41, 43].

Even though researchers have explored a large number of leakage vectors, the modulation schemes and the protocols used for transmission have instead always been kept very simple. The root cause is that software has very limited control over the underlying leakage, for example, it can turn it on and off. As a result, in the vast majority of cases the modulation schemes are limited to the families of OOK and FSK, with custom parameters and simple custom protocols. Sometimes, multiple threads are used to generate multiple OOK [117] or FSK [110] subcarriers, as a simple form of OFDM. This reduced modulation capability is a considerable limitation, especially for electromagnetic leakages. Indeed, it prevents the use of advanced radio communication techniques and existing protocols, and it constrains the possible use cases to simple exfiltration channels.

The only exception are covert channels using an output device such as the speakers (e.g.,[42]), but we could argue that this is an intended analog signal output, rather than an unintended leakage triggered from software.
To overcome this problem, we take a radically different approach to modulation. Previous work modulates the leakage with the data bits to exfiltrate, for example, turning the leakage on and off to send logic ‘1’ s and ‘0’ s. Instead, we first modulate the data that we want to transmit on an arbitrary baseband signal using an existing SDR tool, for example, GNURadio. Then, we ‘embed’ this arbitrary signal into a binary signal using a 1-bit coding scheme. Finally, we use this binary sequence to turn on and off the leakage. As a result, we are able to transmit an arbitrary radio signal, modulated in amplitude, frequency, and phase. In particular, we use the RF-PWM [105, 150, 193, 217, 287] technique, borrowed from the theory of fully-digital radios, and adapted to the Soft-TEMPEST case.

We implement this idea on modern Arm smartphones using the leakages produced by fast DRAM accesses. We call it Noise-SDR, because it turns unprivileged software running on a smartphone into a generic SDR, able to shape an arbitrary radio signal from electromagnetic noise. We choose DRAM leakages because they have been proven to be a strong leakage source on x86 in [303]. Although considerably more flexible than classic Soft-TEMPEST transmitters, Noise-SDR has some hardware constraints in terms of frequency and bandwidth. The frequency range is limited to the harmonics of the underlying leakage, for example, all the multiples of an 800 MHz DRAM clock. The bandwidth is limited by the speed at which the leakage can be controlled. Noise-SDR can reach a bandwidth of tens of kHz on ArmV7-A, and a few MHz on ArmV8-A.

With Noise-SDR, we radically increase the degrees of freedom that attackers have, opening a whole new set of opportunities. Advanced radio techniques become readily available to the attacker, who can leverage existing software-defined radio tools to implement existing and custom protocols. Without any effort, the transmission can be optimized for a given scenario (e.g., distance or speed) leveraging existing techniques.

The mobile nature of smartphones leads to additional attack opportunities, for example, device tracking. In addition, smartphones carry a large number of radio transceivers, and sensors. Attackers can use Noise-SDR as a RFI aggressor to jam, spoof, or otherwise affect one of these victim components on the target device.

Table 7.1 compares Noise-SDR with existing (electro)magnetic channels.
Table 7.1: Comparison of software-controlled Electromagnetic and Magnetic leakages.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Type</th>
<th>PHY</th>
<th>Protocol</th>
<th>Applications</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Noise-SDR</td>
<td>EM</td>
<td>Arbitrary</td>
<td>Arbitrary (e.g., AM, NBFM, PSK31, 2xPSK500, MFSK128, RTTY, Olivia, SSTV, HamDRM, FT4, LoRa, GLONASS C/A Code)</td>
<td>Smartphone as generic SDR, smartphone tracking, leakage identification, RFI/jamming/spoofing on the same device, etc.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Soft-TEMPEST</td>
<td>EM</td>
<td>AM, PSK</td>
<td>Custom</td>
<td>Exfiltration (display to AM radio)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AirHopper [114, 118]</td>
<td>EM</td>
<td>FSK (AFSK, DTMF)</td>
<td>Custom (raw or packet)</td>
<td>Exfiltration (computer screen to smartphone)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>USBe [113]</td>
<td>EM</td>
<td>FSK (BFSK)</td>
<td>Custom</td>
<td>Exfiltration (USB bus to SDR)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GSMem [119]</td>
<td>EM</td>
<td>OOK (Binary Amplitude Shift Keying (BASK))</td>
<td>Custom</td>
<td>Exfiltration (computer to mobile phone)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BitJabber [303]</td>
<td>EM</td>
<td>OOK, FSK (MFSK)</td>
<td>Custom</td>
<td>Exfiltration (computer to SDR)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MAGNETO [112]</td>
<td>Magnetic</td>
<td>OOK, FSK (BFSK)</td>
<td>Custom</td>
<td>Exfiltration (computer to smartphone)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ODINI [117]</td>
<td>Magnetic</td>
<td>OOK (ASK, OOK-OFDM using multiple cores), FSK</td>
<td>Custom</td>
<td>Exfiltration (computer to magnetic bug)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Matyunin et al. [170]</td>
<td>Magnetic</td>
<td>OOK, FSK (‘period based’)</td>
<td>Custom</td>
<td>Exfiltration (laptop to smartphone)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
7.2 noise-sdr

We describe the structure of Noise-SDR, and how it can shape arbitrary radio signals from electromagnetic leakages.

7.2.1 Noise-SDR

Figure 7.1 shows an overview of Noise-SDR and how it can be used as part of a standard radio communication chain. Assume, for example, that we want to transmit the message ‘Hello!’ to a radio receiver, using a given radio protocol. For this, Noise-SDR has to generate a radio signal at frequency $f_c$, and to modulate it with an arbitrary baseband signal. A standard tool (e.g., GNURadio, FLDigi) can be used to generate an arbitrary baseband signal. The tools can handle both the PHY layer and the upper layers of the chosen protocol. The RF-PWM stage of Noise-SDR generates a square wave at frequency $f_0$, modulated by the baseband signal. The square wave can be seen as the sum of several sinusoidal waves, the first of which is called fundamental component and has frequency $f_0$. The amplitude, phase, and frequency of the fundamental component can be controlled by changing the width, frequency, and phase of the pulses of the square wave. The square wave is the on/off sequence for the next block. To generate a physical electromagnetic signal, Noise-SDR executes a leaky operation in software, for example, accessing DRAM. The resulting leakage has an harmonic at frequency $F_l$. Noise-SDR can turn it on and off by executing the leaky operation or not, under the control of the square wave coming from the RF-PWM block. As a result of the intermodulation between the leakage and the fundamental component of the square wave, Noise-SDR generates a sinusoidal signal at frequency $f_c = F_l + f_0$, modulated by the arbitrary baseband signal. Note that also the other components of the square wave are transmitted (e.g., $F_l + 2f_0$). However, if $f_0$ is big enough, they fall far away from $f_c$ and they can be safely ignored, as if they were not part of the transmission. Indeed, the receiver filters out any signal which is not in the desired bandwidth around $f_c$. This is the common behavior of a receiver, and it is not specific to Noise-SDR. The signal propagates over a radio channel until the antenna of the receiver. The receiver filters the useful signal around the carrier frequency $f_c$. Once the signal is down-converted back to baseband, it can be decoded, retrieving the message ‘Hello!’.

The modulated carrier at frequency $f_c$ is $a(t)\cos(2\pi f_c t + \theta(t))$, where $a(t)$ and $\theta(t)$ are the amplitude and phase. The quadrature notation $I(t) = a(t)\cos(\theta(t))$ and $Q(t) = a(t)\sin(\theta(t))$ is the one used in practice.

As shown in Chapter 2, the fundamental component of a square wave with frequency $f_0$, phase $\theta(t)$, and duty-cycle $\delta(t) = \frac{\arcsin(a(t))}{\pi}$ is $\frac{2}{\pi} a(t)\cos(2\pi f_0 t + \theta(t))$.

The multiplication (intermodulation) of $a(t)\cos(2\pi f_0 t + \theta(t))$ with the leakage $\cos(2\pi F_l t)$ produces a component $a(t)\cos(2\pi f_c t + \theta(t))$, where $f_c = F_l \pm f_0$.

---

2 The modulated carrier at frequency $f_c$ is $a(t)\cos(2\pi f_c t + \theta(t))$, where $a(t)$ and $\theta(t)$ are the amplitude and phase. The quadrature notation $I(t) = a(t)\cos(\theta(t))$ and $Q(t) = a(t)\sin(\theta(t))$ is the one used in practice.

3 As shown in Chapter 2, the fundamental component of a square wave with frequency $f_0$, phase $\theta(t)$, and duty-cycle $\delta(t) = \frac{\arcsin(a(t))}{\pi}$ is $\frac{2}{\pi} a(t)\cos(2\pi f_0 t + \theta(t))$.

4 The multiplication (intermodulation) of $a(t)\cos(2\pi f_0 t + \theta(t))$ with the leakage $\cos(2\pi F_l t)$ produces a component $a(t)\cos(2\pi f_c t + \theta(t))$, where $f_c = F_l \pm f_0$. 
Figure 7.1: Noise-SDR is an SDR able to transmit arbitrary radio signals using software-controlled electromagnetic leakages. The input baseband signal can be generated with a standard SDR flow (e.g., GNURadio). The output radio signal can be received with a standard radio receiver chain. In this sense, Noise-SDR acts as a generic SDR peripheral, such as an Ettus Research USRP B210, but it is completely implemented in software. Noise-SDR can turn on and off an electromagnetic leakage by running some leaky software operation, such as a memory access. Noise-SDR modulates the amplitude, frequency, and phase of the radio signal by modulating the pulse width, frequency and phase of the on/off sequence. More precisely, Noise-SDR uses the RF-PWM technique to modulate the first harmonic of a square wave. All the others are well spaced in frequency, and they can be ignored because they will not be picked by the receiver. The intermodulation between on/off sequence (at frequency $f_0$) and the leakage (at frequency $F_1$) sets the carrier frequency to $f_c = F_1 + f_0$. 

7.2.2 The RF-PWM Stage

The RF-PWM block modulates an arbitrary baseband signal onto the first harmonic of the on/off square wave, following the theory described in Chapter 2.

Figure 7.2 shows a practical example of RF-PWM modulation. To show both amplitude and angle changes in the output signal, we choose an excerpt of a HamDRM transmission [248]. We first generate the baseband signal using existing tools. Then, using the RF-PWM technique, we modulate the on/off square wave. The fundamental component of this square wave is a sinusoidal wave at frequency $f_0$, modulated by the baseband signal. It is clearly visible in the last plot of Figure 7.2, with amplitude and phase changes. The full transmission with a Samsung Galaxy S5 Mini is visible in Figure 8.2 in Chapter 8.

Figure 7.3 shows an intuitive view of the implementation. After having generated a frequency and phase modulated square wave by taking the sign of a cosine wave, we adjust the pulse width using the pre-distorted amplitude. We output a list of timings that describe the on/off sequence. Algorithm 1 in Appendix a.2 provides a detailed description of the discrete-time implementation in practice.

7.2.3 The Leakage Stage

The leakage stage turns on and off a leakage at frequency $F_1$ from software.

Noise-SDR can turn on and off a leakage by executing a ‘leakyOperation()’ that triggers the emissions of the underlying hardware. An accurate timing source ‘now()’ is used to control the on/off timings following the on/off sequence produced by the RF-PWM stage. Figure 7.4 shows this algorithm and the equivalent hardware model: a 1-bit DAC mixed with a frequency generator. Note that we use one (sinusoidal) harmonic of a generic leakage. For example, the square wave clock of the DRAM will produce a sinusoidal fundamental component at the clock frequency.

We identify the rationale behind the ideal properties of the leakage and timing sources:

- leakyOperation() must produce a strong leakage at a stable frequency $F_1$. Ideally, $F_1$ must fall in the band of the transmission that we want to achieve.

- leakyOperation() must be short. The shorter the operation, the higher the resolution at which we can generate the RF-PWM on/off square wave. This has a huge impact on all the parameters of the generated signal. In particular, the shorter leakyOperation(),
Figure 7.2: A practical example of RF-PWM modulation. The first plot shows the baseband signal. The second plot is the on/off sequence modulated in pulse width, frequency, and phase according to the baseband signal. The last plot shows the desired output (in red): the fundamental component of the square wave, modulated by the baseband signal. This example is an excerpt of a HamDRM transmission of a digital image, chosen because it shows both amplitude and phase changes in the signal.

The higher the bandwidth of the signal that we can generate (the sampling rate of our Noise-SDR).\footnote{The time resolution sets the sampling frequency $F_{\text{res}}$ at which we generate the square wave. Because of the sampling theorem, the highest $f_0$ is $F_{\text{res}}/2$. At its turn, the maximum bandwidth $B$ of the baseband signal is $f_0/2$. In addition, the resolution of the amplitude $a(t)$ and phase $\theta(t)$ also depends on the resolution at which we can control the width and timing of the pulses. See Appendix a.2 for details.}

- `now()` should have a good resolution, for the same reason as above. Additionally, it should be as stable as possible, for example, for those protocols that require a stable frequency.

### 7.2.4 Comparison With Conventional Radios

RF-PWM has been demonstrated with real silicon implementations [105, 150, 193, 287]. Instead, Noise-SDR implements RF-PWM in software, and then uses it to pilot a software-controlled leakage. Figure 7.5 compares an equivalent hardware model of Noise-SDR with a conventional superheterodyne transmitter.

Like a superheterodyne transmitter, Noise-SDR generates a carrier frequency in two steps. First the baseband signal is modulated onto an intermediate frequency component, then it is further up-converted to radio frequency. For Noise-SDR, the intermediate frequency stage is the RF-PWM block that modulates the arbitrary baseband signal on the fundamental component at frequency $f_0$. The radio frequency stage is the leakage stage, which further up-converts the signal to frequency
Figure 7.3: Generation of the on/off sequence with the RF-PWM technique. Intuitively, we generate a frequency and phase modulated square wave by looking at the sign of a cosine wave. Then, we adjust the pulse width to modulate the amplitude. We output a list of on/off timings. See Algorithm 1 in Appendix A.2 for the detailed discrete-time implementation.

Figure 7.4: Algorithm to control the leakage from software, and equivalent hardware model. Differently from previous work, in Noise-SDR the on/off bits are not the data to transmit, but the bits of an RF-PWM square wave, whose fundamental component is an arbitrary signal that acts as IF stage.

\[ f_1 + f_0 \]. With this architecture Noise-SDR can generate arbitrary signals from a leakage at fixed frequency.

Unlike conventional transmitters, Noise-SDR uses a 1-bit square wave as intermediate carrier. Only the fundamental component is considered, and all the other harmonics are ignored. In general, Noise-SDR does not apply any filter. All the spurious components are transmitted, but they can be ignored. They pollute the spectrum, but they do not impact the receiver. Finally, Noise-SDR does not use an amplifier.

### 7.3 Implementation

We now describe a modular implementation of Noise-SDR. Chapter 8 will provide an evaluation of these methods on several smartphones.

#### 7.3.1 Modular Approach

As shown in Figure 7.6, we implement a generic RF-PWM block, and several independent leakage control units.
Figure 7.5: Comparison of Noise-SDR (equivalent model) with a conventional superheterodyne transmitter [16]. We use the RF-PWM stage as an intermediate frequency stage, and the leakage control stage as a radio frequency stage.

Figure 7.6: A modular implementation of Noise-SDR. The RF-PWM stage generates an on/off sequence, which can then be used to control different types of leakages.

The unprivileged leakyOperation that produces a short strong leakage at frequency $F_1$ can be implemented in several ways, leveraging different leakages. For example, in this thesis we choose fast DRAM accesses, using DMA on ArmV7-A, and cache maintenance instructions on ArmV8-A. Leakages can also be produced with JavaScript, running arithmetic operations, or controlling a pattern on the screen. Each of these methods uses the algorithm in Figure 7.4 to turn on and off the leakage following an RF-PWM square wave. The timings of this on/off sequence are computed by a generic RF-PWM stage written in Python independently of the leakage source (Algorithm 1 is described in Appendix a.2). For native Arm code, the on/off sequence is precomputed and stored in /data/local/tmp/. This is an advantage for use cases that require sending a fixed message (e.g., device tracking), because it simplifies the software that has to run on the smartphone. However, RF-PWM modulation is fairly simple, and it could be performed live...
on the mobile device. For JavaScript code, the attack is different. The RF-PWM leakage is precomputed and stored in a web server together with the leakage control code. They are then executed in the browser when the page is visited.

7.3.2 Implementation with DRAM Accesses from Native Code

We present a complete implementation of Noise-SDR with unprivileged native code.

DRAM accesses are an excellent leakyOperation to trigger a short and strong electromagnetic leakage. DRAM emissions are known to impact the performance of other communication devices on the same smartphone because of electromagnetic and radio-frequency interference [179]. Offensive research on Rowhammer [81, 282, 304] has developed several techniques to access DRAM at high speed on Android phones running on Arm, without privileges, or even remotely. On x86, DRAM emissions have been exploited to detect Rowhammer attacks [305], and to build a fast covert channel [303].

The hammering step of Rowhammer attacks consists in repeatedly accessing a DRAM location at high speed, to flip a bit in a neighbouring line. To access the DRAM directly, the CPU has to somehow bypass the data cache. As explained in [304], ArmV8-A code offers an unprivileged instruction to clean and invalidate a virtual address in data cache. The attacker can use this instruction after each load. As a result, the next load will always be served from DRAM and not from the data cache. Listing 7.1 can be used in a loop to repeatedly access a location in DRAM with this technique. DC CIVAC is the instruction that cleans and invalidates an address in data cache. DSB is a memory barrier that was empirically found to improve hammering [304], but we did not observe a significant impact on DRAM leakage. We use Listing 7.1 as leakyOperation on ArmV8-A. It is fast (hundreds of ns), and it turns on a strong leakage (at the harmonics of the DRAM clock frequency).

On ArmV7-A unprivileged cache maintenance instructions are not available. However, direct DRAM access is possible on Android, using DMA (calling the ION allocator via the ioctl system call) [282]. We have empirically observed that the strongest leakage around the DRAM clock frequency can be triggered by allocating a small memory chunk with ION (followed by a free), as shown in Listing 7.2. We use this as leakyOperation on ArmV7-A, but it also works on ArmV7-8. It is fast (tens of µs), but slower than Listing 7.1.

---

6 Modern smartphones have enough resources to run popular SDR flows. For example, GNURadio has been ported to Android [https://www.bastibl.net/gnuradio-on-android/], to control an external SDR.

7 Only in a few cases (Motorola Moto E6S, Google Nexus 5), simply reading from an address in DRAM (allocated with ION) gives better results.
Listing 7.1: leakyOperation for ArmV8-A native code.

```c
__attribute__((naked))
void hammer_civac(uint64_t *addr) {
__asm volatile("LDR X9, [X0]");
__asm volatile("DC CIVAC, X0");
__asm volatile("DSB 0xB");
__asm volatile("RET");
}
```

Listing 7.2: leakyOperation for ArmV7-A native code.

```c
void ION_test(int len) {
    ION_free(ION_alloc(len));
}
```

We implement the leakage control block of Figure 7.4 in C++. We use `clock_gettime` to measure the timings of the on/off pulses at the ns resolution. In the absence of timers we could use calibrated loops as well. We load the RF-PWM signal from file and we store it into a static array for fast access. The code is compiled with optimization level `-O3` using the `clang` toolchain of the Android NDK r21d.

### 7.3.3 JavaScript and Other Sources

In this thesis we focus on DRAM accesses from native code, however, Noise-SDR can also be implemented with other languages and leakage sources. We show a few preliminary examples, even though we leave a deeper investigation for future work.

Soft-TEMPEST leakage from JavaScript have been demonstrated by [68] using the arithmetic operations in Listing 7.3, and `performance.now()` as timer.\(^8\) We have implemented Noise-SDR using Listing 7.3 as leakyOperation. In this case, the available resolution is limited (hundreds of µs to a ms). The main problem is that timing measurements in JavaScript are made less accurate as a defense against side channel attacks [39, 144, 237]. Additionally, the leakage is weak and visible only on a limited number of phones.

It is well known from (Soft) TEMPEST literature that screens, HDMI/VGA cables, and connectors produce a leakage that can be controlled through the image on display (e.g., [11, 118, 149, 273]), also on mobile devices (tablets) [126]. In our very simple implementation of Noise-SDR, we draw horizontal stripes of different colors to generate the on/off pulses of the leakage. This can be done in JavaScript using

\(^8\) [https://github.com/fulldecent/system-bus-radio/blob/master/TEST-DATA.tsv](https://github.com/fulldecent/system-bus-radio/blob/master/TEST-DATA.tsv) lists the leakages reported by users.
Listing 7.3: Implementation of leakyOperation in JavaScript, inspired by [68].

```javascript
for (var i = 0; i < 100; i++) {
    reg = 1 - Math.log(reg) / 1.7193;
}
```

Listing 7.4: Excerpt of the JavaScript code that draws the RF-PWM signal in form of stripes on a web page, to control the electromagnetic leakages from the screen. The timings have been converted from ns to pixels by multiplying them with fps \cdot \text{displayHeight}/10^9.

```javascript
while(px + T[i] <= displayHeight)
    rect(0,px, displayWidth,Thigh[i]);
    px = px + T[i];
    i = (i + 1) % data.length;
}
```

the p5.js library, as shown in Listing 7.4. A stripe of fps \cdot H/10^9 pixels corresponds to roughly 1 ns of signal, where fps is the frame rate and H is the height of the screen. This approach is simple and it does not require to know the exact parameters of the screen (e.g., the pixel clock). For simplicity, we ignore the effect of the blanking intervals.

The display is not the only component connected with a bus that leaks. On a Google Pixel XL we have observed a strong leakage from the MIPI bus connected to the front camera. It can be easily modulated by pointing the camera at the same video that we sent to the screen in the previous paragraph. However, this case is not particularly interesting in practice.

Apart from the CPU, other blocks can access DRAM directly. For example, [81] has demonstrated remote Rowhammer attacks from the GPU using WebGL in JavaScript. We believe this is an interesting direction for future research, as we have observed strong leakages when rendering textures in JavaScript. However, reversing the GPU and controlling on/off timings would be more complex and less portable than the other methods that we have shown.
In this chapter, taken from [36], we evaluate Noise-SDR with many interesting examples and use cases, on several smartphone models. We start by demonstrating the transmission of diverse protocols, each with different characteristics. Then we show how to optimize for distance or speed in a tracking scenario, and how to detect the leakages automatically. Finally, we show some examples of RFI aggression where Noise-SDR is used to inject signals in other components on the phone.

8.1 TRANSMISSION OF MANY DIVERSE PROTOCOLS

Noise-SDR is able to transmit existing protocols, without the effort of designing and implementing a custom solution. Attackers can leverage popular SDR tools to generate the desired baseband signals.

8.1.1 Motivation

We have tested a large number of protocols, listed in Table 8.1, to show different characteristics of Noise-SDR. Some protocols are analog, some are digital. They include examples of amplitude, frequency, and phase modulations. The signal of protocols that use orthogonal subcarriers has both amplitude and phase changes. There are two cases of spread spectrum: chirp and direct sequence. As for the bandwidth, it ranges from a few Hz, which requires a good clock stability, to half MHz, which requires a high sampling rate. In addition, some of these protocols use forward error correction (e.g., FT4), and upper layers with packets and addressing (e.g., LoRa). Each of these protocols is optimized for different scenarios. For example, FT4 is designed to work at large distance below the noise floor, whereas 2xPSK500 is designed for a much higher baud rate (1000 bps). Finally, all these protocols are supported by popular SDR and amateur radio tools. The generation and reception of the signals does not require any effort and it is accessible to attackers without extensive knowledge about radio communications.

8.1.2 Experimental Setup

In this phase we use a generic reception setup, not optimized for any specific distance, frequency, protocol, or use case. We simply choose a
Table 8.1: Tested protocols.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Bandwidth</th>
<th>Reference</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Voice AM</td>
<td>AM</td>
<td>10 kHz</td>
<td>[247]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Voice NBFM</td>
<td>NBFM</td>
<td>12.5 kHz</td>
<td>[249]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PSK31</td>
<td>BPSK, USB</td>
<td>31 Hz</td>
<td>[251]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RTTY 45-45</td>
<td>BPSK, USB</td>
<td>170 Hz</td>
<td>[252]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MFSK128</td>
<td>MFSK, USB</td>
<td>1.928 kHz</td>
<td>[75]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Olivia 64/2000</td>
<td>MFSK, USB</td>
<td>2 kHz</td>
<td>[250]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2xPSK500</td>
<td>2 BPSK subcarriers, USB</td>
<td>1.2 kHz</td>
<td>[75]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SSTV</td>
<td>FM, USB</td>
<td>2.5 kHz</td>
<td>[253]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ham DRM</td>
<td>QAM, OFDM, USB</td>
<td>2.4 kHz</td>
<td>[248]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FT4</td>
<td>4-GFSK, USB</td>
<td>90 Hz</td>
<td>[268]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LoRa</td>
<td>CSS</td>
<td>Customizable (8 kHz)</td>
<td>[78, 226, 267]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GLONASS C/A Code</td>
<td>DSSS</td>
<td>0.511 MHz</td>
<td>[44]</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

good positioning for the antenna, usually close to the sides or back of the smartphone. The reception hardware is an Ettus Research USRP B210 SDR [71] with a NAE-HPROBE-15 antenna [186]. The SDR software is Gqrx [56], GNURadio [82], Qssstv [212], FLDigi [76], WSJT-X [269], and gnss-sdr [310]. In general we do not need external amplification, and often a standard WiFi antenna works at a few centimeters from the smartphone. Only for GLONASS on a Innos D6000 (and for LoRa on a Google Nexus 5) we need a TEKBOX TBWA2 amplifier [263], powered via USB. For most smartphones the leakage is strong and stable when the screen is on. Since transmissions last a few seconds, this is a reasonable case. We connect to the smartphone via adb, generally via WiFi to avoid unintended coupling.

8.1.3 Results with DRAM

Table 8.2 shows the result of our experiments with 17 smartphones. Their architecture and LPDDR version are specified when available at phonedb1. We make the following three observations. First, many but not all the smartphones exhibit a leakage triggered and modulated by DRAM accesses. We report the main frequency and the harmonics visible with our setup. Second, when a leakage exists, Noise-SDR can use it to generate arbitrary signals of many types. Third, the frequency of transmission is determined by the frequency of the underlying leakage, which depends on the phone model, though only a few standard values exist. Finally, most amateur radio protocols fit in the bandwidth of ArmV7-A smartphones, whereas GLONASS requires ArmV8-A to reach a sampling rate in the order of MHz.

1 http://phonedb.net/
Table 8.2: Transmission experiments with DRAM accesses.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Model</th>
<th>Architecture</th>
<th>LPDDR</th>
<th>Frequency</th>
<th>Harmonics n</th>
<th>Bandwidth</th>
<th>Tested Protocols</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Innos D6000</td>
<td>ArmV8-A</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>400 MHz</td>
<td>1 – 4</td>
<td>few MHz</td>
<td>All but HamDRM, n = 2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nokia 3.1 (TA-1063)</td>
<td>ArmV8-A</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>13.56 MHz (NFC)</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>few kHz</td>
<td>PSK31, n = 7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Samsung Galaxy A30S (SM A397FN)</td>
<td>ArmV8-A</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>1794 MHz</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>few MHz</td>
<td>GLONASS C/A, n = 1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Samsung S7 Exynos (SM-G930F)</td>
<td>ArmV8-A</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>1794 MHz</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>few kHz</td>
<td>Simple tunes and chirps</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Samsung Galaxy S5 Mini (SM G800F)</td>
<td>ArmV7-A</td>
<td>n.a.</td>
<td>200 MHz</td>
<td>1-11,13-19,26</td>
<td>tens of kHz</td>
<td>All but GLONASS, n = 1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Samsung M31 (SM-M315F/DSN)</td>
<td>ArmV8-A</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>1794 MHz (rare)</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>few MHz</td>
<td>NBFM</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Samsung Galaxy J7 (SM-J730FM)</td>
<td>ArmV8-A</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>None identified</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Samsung Galaxy Young (GT-S631ON)</td>
<td>ArmV7-A</td>
<td>n.a.</td>
<td>None identified</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sony Xperia C5 (E5533)</td>
<td>ArmV8-A</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>400 MHz</td>
<td>1-11</td>
<td>few MHz</td>
<td>NBFM, LoRa, n = 6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sony Xperia X (F5121)</td>
<td>ArmV8-A</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>None identified</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Motorola Moto E6S</td>
<td>ArmV7-A</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>400 MHz</td>
<td>1,2</td>
<td>few kHz</td>
<td>Simple tunes and chirps</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Google Nexus 5 (D821)</td>
<td>ArmV7-A</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>200 MHz</td>
<td>1 – 5, 8, 12, 16, 20, 24</td>
<td>tens of kHz</td>
<td>NBFM, MFSKt28, FT4, SSTV, Olivia, LoRa, n = 1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Google Pixel XL</td>
<td>ArmV8-A</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>None identified</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Google Pixel 2</td>
<td>ArmV8-A</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>None identified</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wiko Fever</td>
<td>ArmV8-A</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>None identified</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Huawei P8 Lite (PRA-LXi)</td>
<td>ArmV8-A</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>None identified</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Huawei P10 (VTR-L09)</td>
<td>ArmV8-A</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>None identified</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Huawei P8 SE (GRA-L09)</td>
<td>ArmV8-A</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>None identified</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OnePlus 7 Pro PE (GM1913)</td>
<td>ArmV8-A</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>None identified</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Figure 8.1: Reception of a GLONASS C/A Code with gnss-sdr and a USRP B210 SDR. The receiver locks (it finds the initial frequency offset and code phase delay) and then starts tracking. The signal was transmitted with an Innos D6000 using the leak at 800 MHz plus the offset of satellite \( k = -2 \) (\( f_0 = 875 \) kHz). The harmonic at 1600 MHz is too weak for reception. We could also receive a GLONASS C/A Code sent by a Samsung Galaxy A30S at 1795.5 MHz.

Figure 8.2: Example of digital image transmission using HamDRM (OFDM, QAM4, error correction) on a Samsung Galaxy S5 Mini. The signal, modulated in amplitude and phase, is sent in SSB at 1 GHz ± 9.6 kHz.

We highlight two interesting examples. First, both an Innos D6000 and a Samsung Galaxy A30S can transmit a GLONASS C/A Code. Figure 8.1 shows how the gnss-sdr receiver locks into the code and starts tracking. Second, a digital image can be transmitted without errors using HamDRM with a Samsung Galaxy S5 Mini, as shown in Figure 8.2. The transmitted signal is modulated both in amplitude and phase, and transmitted in form of frames with error correction. If an error occurs in a frame, the receiver can detect it and discard it. If the frame is sent again, even out of order, the receiver will consider it. As a result, if we transmit the image in a loop, in a few iterations we can send all frames without errors. This is a simple form of retransmission on error.

---

2 For a description of how code locking and tracking works in most GNSS systems refer to [24, 136]. In summary, the receiver detects and synchronizes with the frequency offset and phase delay of the transmitted code.
Table 8.3: Preliminary transmission experiments in JavaScript.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Model</th>
<th>Leakage Type</th>
<th>Leakage Frequency</th>
<th>Protocols</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Google Nexus 5</td>
<td>Arithmetics</td>
<td>32 MHz to 200 MHz</td>
<td>PSK_{31}</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Screen</td>
<td>100 MHz band</td>
<td>voice AM</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Samsung Galaxy</td>
<td>Screen</td>
<td>100 MHz band</td>
<td>PSK_{31}</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S5 Mini</td>
<td>Screen</td>
<td>100 MHz band</td>
<td>(not reliable)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wiko Fever</td>
<td>Screen</td>
<td>100 MHz</td>
<td>Simple tunes</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

8.1.4 Preliminary Results with Other Sources

Table 8.3 shows some preliminary results of transmission using other leakage sources (arithmetic operations, screen) in JavaScript. Differently from DRAM, these leakages fall in the FM radio band (around 100 MHz). In this thesis we focused on implementing Noise-SDR with DRAM accesses, and further experimentation with JavaScript is left for future work.

We observe a leakage by placing a NAE-HPROBE-15 probe on the back of a Google Nexus 5. There are several leakage frequencies between 32 MHz, and 200 MHz). These leakages can be modulated both from JavaScript (Listing 7.3) and from C++ with ION (Listing 7.2). Some preliminary experiments show that PSK\_{31} works, though not reliably.

8.2 Device Tracking

Since they carry many radio transmitters and other actuators, smartphones are often vulnerable to tracking without user consent. For example, WiFi [168, 180] and ultrasounds [13, 58, 173, 184] have been used to this purpose. We show how Noise-SDR can be used to implement a simple system to transmit wireless beacons that uniquely identify devices.

8.2.1 Motivation and Threat Model

We want to show some theoretical and practical advantages of our approach in an interesting scenario, raising awareness about the risks associated with advanced control over electromagnetic leakages. Without any design effort, an attacker can leverage an existing low-power physical layer, to achieve robust transmission at a reasonable distance. Similarly, higher layers could be used to identify the transmitter and send useful data. In our threat model, the user puts the phone in airplane mode to avoid being tracked (e.g., via WiFi beacons). However, the user has installed an applications that contains the few lines of code required to implement Noise-SDR.
8.2.2 Theoretical and Practical Considerations

Our transmitter is only capable of very weak emissions. In [226], existing Low-Power Wide Area Network (LPWAN) solutions and strategies are explained and compared in light of the information theoretic limit of channel capacity. Different methods can be used to increase the transmission distance without increasing the transmission power, including: reducing the data rate, reducing the bandwidth, using a spreading factor, using forward error correction, and using M-ary orthogonal modulations. Similar considerations are also valid for amateur radio protocols.

Protocols which use a very small bandwidth over a long transmission time are more sensitive to frequency offset variations during transmission. For example, the Weak Signal Propagation Reporter (WSPR) [270] uses a 6 Hz-wide signal that lasts 120 s. This requires hardware with a very good clock stability. Protocols with a higher data rate, for example IEEE 802.15k, use a larger bandwidth, and they require hardware with a high sampling rate.

8.2.3 Design

Taking into account the previous considerations, we opt for the FT4 protocol [268] released in 2019. Designed for amateur radio contests, it has the following advantages:

- It works at very low SNR thanks to forward error correction and a small bandwidth. Channel capacity is further increased by transmitting at fixed known time instants, using the Universal Coordinated Time (UTC).

- It uses a 4-tone GFSK signal, occupying a bandwidth of 90 Hz, and lasting 4.48 s. It is less sensitive to clock instability than WSPR, and it does not require a high sampling rate.

- It regularly transmits a call-sign (amateur radio identifier), which is well suited for our tracking use case. Different transmitters can use different channels (frequency division).

- We can profit from existing high-quality tools for reception (e.g., WSJT-X [269]) without any design effort.

8.2.4 Implementation Details and Reception Hardware

As an example, we implement and evaluate tracking based on FT4 on a Samsung Galaxy S5 Mini. We transmit an example signal available online\(^3\), but more signals can be easily generated with WSJT-X. Thanks

\(^3\) See https://www.sigidwiki.com/wiki/FT4
to Noise-SDR, all we have to do is to convert the baseband audio signal into a SSB complex signal with GNURadio, and then into an RF-PWM signal with Algorithm 1. We choose an intermediate frequency $f_0$ of 12 kHz. We add a call to `gmtime` to synchronize transmissions with the UTC time (every 15 s), facilitating reception because the receiver knows when to expect a signal. To avoid any coupling, the smartphone is placed on non-conductive material and it is controlled with `adb` over WiFi. For reception we use `Gqrx` to control an SDR and demodulate SSB. The resulting audio is then fed to WSJT-X for FT4 demodulation and decoding. If tracking multiple phones at different DRAM frequencies, `Gqrx` could cycle over a list of common frequency values, similarly to WiFi and BLE scanning.

For reception we use simple off-the-shelf hardware: one monopole antenna one `TEKBOX TBWA2` amplifier powered via USB, and one low-end SDR (`RTL-SDR`) or high-end SDR (`USRP B210`). The `USRP B210` has a more stable clock, higher amplification, and it is useful to reach higher distances. Our setup is part of our laboratory equipment, and it was not chosen to optimize performance or cost for this use case. It works well with the leakage at 1.2 GHz from the Samsung Galaxy S5 Mini. Figure 8.3 shows a working example of reception.

8.2.5 Evaluation

We evaluate our FT4-based tracking solution with a simple example, yet representative of the use case. We count how many packets can be received at a certain distance, out of 160 packets transmitted by a smartphone laying on a desk in an office environment. We repeat the measurement at several distances, for each of the four sides of the phone laying on a desk in an office environment (40 packets for each side). The experiment takes 10 min for each iteration, which is a reasonable time frame for the tracking scenario. At the distance of 5 m, we can still detect and decode (without errors) 5 packets. For each
distance (and the four sides combined), Table 8.4 shows the SNR at the receiver, the number of packets received, and the percentage of correctly decoded packets.

8.2.6 Extra: Fast Short-Distance Communication

The $FT_4$ packets are very small and slow. In some applications, the attacker might want to transmit a larger amount of data at higher speed. With our method, longer packets optimized for speed (instead of distance) could be easily interleaved with $FT_4$. An attacker could capture them when close enough to the victim. For example, using $MFSK_{128}$ we were able to transmit 1kb of text at 300 bps, up to a distance of 15 cm without errors.

8.3 Automated Leakage Detection

Noise-SDR is also useful in non-malicious scenarios, for example, for the identification of electromagnetic leakages.

8.3.1 Motivation and Preliminary Observations

The problem of signal detection is an important topic in a wide range of contexts and applications. For side channel and data exfiltration attacks, the problem is made more complex by the fact that many of the signal parameters (e.g., the carrier frequency), are unknown. Significant results in carrier frequency identification have been obtained in previous work, by detecting known patterns generated by alternating different operations at known frequencies (e.g., [29, 30, 210, 301]). Identifying informative frequencies can also be seen as a feature selection problem when trying to classify software running on a device from its electromagnetic emissions, as it was done, for example, in [229]. However, these techniques require to implement custom software patterns and analysis methods. On the contrary, we propose to leverage the properties of existing radio protocols, made available by our generic modulation primitive. The main advantage of this method is that, without any extra effort, it builds on existing theoretical results and practical implementations of radio communications.
Table 8.5: Leakage harmonics controllable with LoRa.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Model</th>
<th>Frequencies (MHz)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Innos D6000</td>
<td>400, 800</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Samsung Galaxy A30S</td>
<td>1794</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Samsung Galaxy S5 Mini (SM G800F)</td>
<td>200, 800, 1000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sony Xperia C5 (E5533)</td>
<td>800, 2400, 2800, 3200, 3600</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Google Nexus 5 (D821)</td>
<td>200, 800</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

In our experience with multiple modulations, we have observed that linear chirps with a sweep bandwidth of a few tens of kHz and a slope of around 45° are clearly visible on spectrogram plots because of their unique shape. Indeed, chirp detection has been formulated also as a line detection problem with the Hough transform [262]. Their spread spectrum nature makes chirps naturally robust against narrow band interference. At the same time, chirps can use a relatively small sweep bandwidth, requiring simple hardware and low sensitivity.

8.3.2 Leveraging LoRa

Motivated by the previous observations, we had the intuition to use an existing protocol that uses chirps. We turned to LoRa, a proprietary protocol that leverages CSS and forward error correction to operate even below the noise floor [78, 226]. We use the highly configurable GNURadio implementation described in [267]. In our experiments we use a chirp bandwidth of 8 kHz, spreading factor 7, and 4/8 code rate. We transmit a fixed message ‘Hello from DRAM (LoRa)’. For reception, we implement a GNURadio flow-graph that scans a wide range of frequencies. The search is split in a coarse grained loop for hardware tuning (e.g., at multiples of 100 MHz), and another loop for fine grained software tuning (e.g., at multiples of 10 Hz around the center frequency). Whenever the LoRa receiver demodulates a packet with a valid Cyclic Redundancy Check (CRC), the flow-graph stores the center frequency and offset. With this method, we could confirm and expand the results of our previous manual analysis (Table 8.2), by automatically testing LoRa transmission at all the possible harmonics. Results are shown in Table 8.5.

8.3.3 Leveraging GNSS

A GLONASS receiver (e.g., gnss-sdr) searches in parallel for all the GLONASS satellites separated by 562.5 kHz. Additionally, it scans over a (configurable) window over the center frequency of each satellite, to take into account a possible carrier offset. Such receiver could be used to efficiently search for the GLONASS C/A code over a large bandwidth with a fine granularity, as we did in Figure 8.1. In addition,
the RF-PWM modulation is similar to the Binary Offset Carrier (BOC) modulation used by Galileo: the multiplication with the IF square wave at $f_0$ produces two lobes at $F_1 - f_0$ and $F_1 + f_0$. An efficient receiver could coherently add the two lobes to increase the SNR. We leave the use of Galileo or another BOC (e.g., [183]) for future work.

### 8.4 Interaction with other radios on the same platform

We show how Noise-SDR can interact with other radios on the same platform.

#### 8.4.1 Platform Noise

As every complex electronic system, a smartphone’s platform often suffers from EMI and RFI problems, exacerbated by the presence of many radio receivers close to other noisy digital blocks. For example, the noise produced on the platform might desensitize the antennas of GPS and WiFi receivers, severely affecting their performance [153, 154, 179, 239]. An in-depth analysis of platform noise in wireless systems is available in [255]. Another example of noise coupling is the effect of CPU load on the magnetometer measurements, which can be used for website and application fingerprinting [171, 172].

In the following we will see how Noise-SDR can be used to generate a signal to inject in other radios on the same platform.

#### 8.4.2 Impact on the NFC Reader

With Screaming Channels we have shown that radio transmitters can amplify and rebroadcast local leakages. Previous work has discussed cascaded effects for covert channels [55, 69]. We observe that similar effects, at the platform level, can also happen with some of the many radio transmitters available on a smartphone.

In particular, we observed on a Nokia 3.1 that the carrier generated by the NFC reader is modulated by the DRAM accesses. The advantages of using the NFC carrier are that:

- The carrier, emitted by an intended transmitter, is strong and stable. It has at a known frequency set by the standard, independent of the DRAM clock. One of its harmonics falls in the band

---

3 Note that this is different from the side channel presented in [146]. In that case, the activity of the processor of a passive tag, which is placed in parallel to the antenna, unintentionally changes the load measured by the reader, leaking information about cryptographic operations. Testing this attack against a phone in tag emulation is an interesting direction for future work, but unrelated to Noise-SDR.
of the FM receiver of the same smartphone, which could be a victim.

- The NFC picks and amplifies the leakage from DRAM. On some phones (e.g., Nokia 3.1) the DRAM alone does not produce visible leakages, whereas it does when combined with NFC.

Regarding the threat model, the NFC carrier has to be active. For our experiments, we simply place the phones close to a ski card. A small NFC antenna could also be easily hidden under a table, or in a cover (commercial examples exist). Attacks that use the smartphone’s NFC to attack credit cards in the same pocket have been shown in [258].

8.4.3 Simple Examples FM Radio Jamming and Spoofing

8.4.3.1 FM Radio Victim

The FM radio receiver present in many phones is a potential target for Noise-SDR attacks. Previous work [118] has used the FM receiver to pick leakages from the monitor of an air-gapped machine nearby, to exfiltrate data, even without using earphones as antennas. Instead, we show two Noise-SDR cases in which a signal can be injected in the FM receiver directly from software running on the same smartphone.

**Screen to FM Injection.** In Section 7.3 we have shown that the RF-PWM technique can be applied to the leakages produced by displaying a pattern on the screen with JavaScript. We observe that on a Wiko Fever these leakages fall in the 100 MHz band, and can be picked by the FM receiver, as shown in Figure 8.4. Although weak, a simple tune can be clearly distinguished from noise.

**DRAM to FM Injection via NFC.** We have previously observed that it is possible to arbitrarily modulate the NFC carrier by accessing DRAM. On a Nokia 3.1, the 7-th harmonic of NFC is 94.92 MHz, inside the 94.9 MHz channel of FM radio. It is powerful enough to be picked by the receiver, as shown in Figure 8.4.

When NFC is active, the 7-th harmonic of the carrier is strong enough to jam the legitimate radio signal. The signal quality is heavily reduced. By modulating the NFC carrier we can inject audible audio signals which are then played by the FM radio application on the phone. Unfortunately, the signal is weak and limited to simple tunes.

8.4.3.2 Related Examples of Audio Injection

Modern smartphones are controllable with voice commands. For this reason, offensive research has studied the stealthy injection of malicious audio signals by an external attacker. One option consists in transmitting audio with a powerful RF signal that is picked by the earphones and demodulated by the FM radio receiver [137]. Alternatively, the coupling between the USB cable and the audio input can be
leveraged to inject audio from the USB cable connected to a malicious charger, or even from a malicious power line [137]. Finally, a malicious audio command can be modulated on an ultrasound carrier, that is accidentally demodulated by the nonlinearity of the microphone on the smartphone [294]. Unlike these examples, our experiments inject audio in the FM radio from a source on the same device and not from an external one.

8.4.4 Preliminary Examples of GNSS Jamming and Spoofing

The GNSS receiver is an ideal victim of radio signals sent with Noise-SDR. Indeed, it is designed to receive extremely weak signals from space.

8.4.4.1 Camera to GNSS Jamming

We have already observed in Section 7.3 that the MIPI bus of the front camera of the Google Pixel XL produces leakages that can be modulated by the image that is being recorded. We also observe that some of the noise components fall in the GPS L1 band (1575.42 MHz), thus reducing the Carrier-to-Noise Ratio (CNR). By simply turning on and off the camera, without displaying any image, we can reliably trigger this condition, as shown in Figure 8.5 for the smartphone in the cockpit of a car. We have used the Sum-of-Squares (SOS) detector proposed
in [23] to detect the jamming condition. An attacker with control over the camera could degrade the performance of GPS reception.

### 8.4.4.2 DRL to GLONASS Spoofing (Preliminary Results)

On some ArmV8-A smartphones Noise-SDR is able to transmit a GLONASS C/A code that is recognized by the gnss-sdr receiver. Among the different GNSS systems (e.g., GPS, GLONASS, Galileo, BeiDou), we focus on GLONASS [44] because it uses a small bandwidth (0.511 MHz), and multiple frequencies close to 1600 MHz (which is a common value for DRAM leakages). We conjecture that, on some smartphones where the GNSS receiver is particularly sensitive to platform noise, Noise-SDR could inject a fake GLONASS satellite. For that to be possible, the following conditions should be true:

- The GNSS receiver should support GLONASS, which is common on modern multi-constellation receivers.
- The architecture should be ArmV8-A, to have enough bandwidth, unless better techniques are discovered to increase the bandwidth of Noise-SDR on ArmV7-A.
- The phone should have a strong DRAM leakage at 1600 MHz, which falls in the L1 GLONASS band. This is not an uncommon value.
- The attacker should choose a channel that falls close to 1600 MHz. For example, channel $-2$ at frequency $1600.875$ MHz can be generated with $f_0 = 875$ kHz. Calibration could be used to improve the accuracy.
- There should be a strong coupling path between the aggressor DRAM and the victim GNSS receiver. Previous work on platform
noise and our experiments with the camera of a Google Pixel XL suggest this could be true on current or future models.

The *Innos D6000* is the phone in our possession which is closest to have all the required characteristics. Unfortunately, although we managed to transmit a GLONASS C/A code for $k = -2$ at 800 MHz (see Figure 8.1), the harmonic at 1600 MHz was not strong enough to be measured outside the phone or to inject the code into the GNSS receiver.

## 8.5 Countermeasures

We have shown that *Noise-SDR* is an important threat in several scenarios. We now propose some countermeasures.

### 8.5.1 General Countermeasures

Unintended electromagnetic leakages and noise coupling paths between components can be reduced with careful RFI design (e.g., leakage modeling, internal shields), with a possibly higher design and manufacturing cost. With security in mind, intentional RFI activity should be considered. Covering electronic design techniques is outside the scope of this thesis.

The lower the time resolution, the stronger the constraints on the generated signal, to the point where RF-PWM is not practical. Countermeasures that mitigate timing side channel attack by preventing accurate timing measurements (e.g.,[39, 144, 237]) apply to *Noise-SDR* as well. However, the arms race with attackers (e.g.,[81, 100, 144, 155, 238]) shows that this solution is not definitive, because other sources of timing information can be exploited. In particular, *Noise-SDR* could easily replace timers with calibrated counters.

Phone covers which act as an electromagnetic shield can protect from leaking outside the phone.

Many techniques have been proposed to detect spoofing and jamming in radio protocols, for example, we followed [23] to detect GNSS jamming.

### 8.5.2 Countermeasures More Specific to DRAM

Those countermeasures against Rowhammer that focus on detecting or preventing fast DRAM accesses could also applied to *Noise-SDR*, but they are not a definitive solution. The detection of electromagnetic leakages [305] is not practical on mobile devices. Some of the approaches proposed for ArmV8-A [304] are not likely to be detected by observing cache misses, and cannot be easily forbidden in unprivileged code. Moreover, gadgets in system calls could be exploited
from unprivileged code [304] (though not fast enough for flipping bits, they could be sufficient for Noise-SDR modulation). Finally, offensive research on Rowhammer is active and keeps finding several ways to access DRAM quickly (e.g.,[81, 107, 156, 304]).

To avoid RFI issues, clocks in the system can continuously change their frequency following a chirp, spreading energy over a larger bandwidth. For example, [158] shows the lower impact that such clock has on WiFi performance. However, to the best of our knowledge this technology is not widespread in low-power DRAMs used in smartphones. Moreover, clock spreading used in x86 desktops has not prevented attackers from detecting leakages due to intense memory activity [305], or from building effective covert channels [303]. Spreading could be actually useful to make custom protocols more robust, but it would complicate or prevent the synthesis of generic signals (a synchronized pre-despreading step would be necessary before transmission).

8.6 DISCUSSION

8.6.1 A Novel Problem

We have shown that an attacker can shape generic signals out of unintended electromagnetic noise, by simply running unprivileged Arm code on modern Android phones. We also have preliminary results from JavaScript. Because our approach turns smartphones into generic software-defined radios, attackers can leverage existing or custom radio protocols without any design effort.

We have shown that Noise-SDR signals can be injected into other transmitters and receivers on the same platform. We could modulate the NFC carrier, inject audio in the FM receiver, and we are close to doing the same with the satellite receiver.

We have presented several use cases, including the transmission of radio protocols (e.g., AM, NBFM, PSK31, 2xPSK500, MFSK128, RTTY, Olivia, SSTV, HamDRM, FT4, LoRa, GLONASS C/A Code), a method for device tracking, and one for automated leakage detection. We have preliminary results on RFI aggression, jamming, and spoofing.

8.6.2 Limitations

Noise-SDR can transmit in a wide range of frequencies up to the order of GHz. Unfortunately, these frequencies are in limited number and fixed, because they are determined by the nature of the underlying hardware leakage (e.g., the harmonics of the DRAM clock). Nevertheless, the intermediate frequency $f_0$ adds a degree of freedom in the choice of the carrier frequency $f_c = F_1 + f_0$. 
The bandwidth of the signals that we can generate is limited by the time resolution at which we can control the pulses of the leakage. This requires having a good timer source and a short operation with a strong leakage. In our implementation we can reach tens of kHz on ArmV7 and a few MHz on ArmV8. Appendix a.2 provides a formal description of the constraints imposed by the time resolution.

Another important parameter other then time resolution is the stability of the clock. A limited stability complicates the transmission of protocols that use a narrow bandwidth for a long transmission (e.g., WSPR).

8.6.3 Related Examples of Simple Radios

Many examples of radio transmitters built with very few and simple components have been developed by active communities of makers and hobbyists. They are often published online in form of blog posts and code repositories.

Simple tunes can be transmitted exploiting the leakages from memory accesses [68], or from the screen [273]. The LO leakage of an SDR receiver can be controlled to transmit data using the Radio Teletype (RTTY) protocol [215, 216]. A strong flexible transmission can be achieved by connecting a cable to the output interface of a microcontroller, for example, to a General Purpose Input Output (GPIO) pin, a PWM peripheral, or a fast serial bus. Successful examples of On Off Keying (OOK), Frequency Modulation (FM), Audio Frequency Shift Keying (AFSK), National Television System Committee (NTSC), Phase Alternating Line (PAL), and Amplitude Modulation (AM) were demonstrated with this method [57, 77, 169, 220, 240, 297, 309]. Transmitters based on clock and delay line Frequency Shift Keying (FSK) are shown in [257]. A Video Graphics Array (VGA) card uses multi-level high-speed DACs to generate a video signal that might leak from connectors and cables. These signals have been used to transmit Digital Video Broadcasting – Terrestrial (DVB-T), PAL, and NTSC [17], and FM music [135]. In [312], the output of the VGA DACs is fed to an RF modulator, whereas [165] uses the DAC of a USB-to-VGA converter as a Direct-to-RF Converter (DRFC), succeeding in the transmission of GSM and GPS signals. The USB-to-VGA converter has been reverse engineered, to achieve the continuous transmission of signal samples with a custom driver. In general, the best results are achieved when the output pins of peripherals or the DACs of VGA are available.

Although they often lack a formal theoretical explanation, these works were a useful source of inspiration, because they use smart signal processing tricks (e.g., undersampling) to overcome the limitations of simple hardware. However, with Noise-SDR we have taken a step further and achieve generic modulation on smartphones, using leakages produced as side effect of software execution.
In this chapter we have presented *Noise-SDR*, a general method to shape electromagnetic noise into arbitrary radio signals on modern smartphones. Going well beyond classic Soft-TEMPEST transmissions, *Noise-SDR* opens a whole new set of opportunities to the attackers, from leveraging existing radio protocols for device tracking and leakage identification, to injecting signals into other components of the same smartphone.
In this thesis we have conceived and demonstrated two novel attacks that exploit the interaction between digital and radio blocks in modern connected devices. We have open-sourced our tools and data, and *Screaming Channels* attacks have been replicated in industry and academia. This work, with its strength and limitations, has opened new directions and opportunities. We hope that future offensive and defensive research will continue investigating them.
We now discuss the advantages and disadvantages of our attacks and methodology, and many directions for future research.

9.1 STRENGTHS AND LIMITATIONS

9.1.1 Results

9.1.1.1 Screaming Channels

Screaming Channels are a novel side channel leakage vector with distinctive characteristics. On the one hand, they are easier to exploit than conventional side channels. Indeed, the leakage traces are amplified and transmitted at a power level than can be easily observed with standard and cheap radio equipment. They use the radio carrier emitted by the victim, and they do not require an external carrier to amplify the leakage. Most importantly, they can be mounted at a large distance from the victim, without requiring any hardware modification. On the other hand, attacking a device using Screaming Channels presents some challenges. First, side channel traces should be extracted from discrete radio packets that are themselves modulated with the intended data. Second, on the device that we have studied the leakage model is distorted, requiring a more complex profiling stage. We conjecture that the on-chip path between the digital block and the radio transmitter is likely to introduce distortions also on other targets. Finally, the leakages are sent over a noisy radio channel whose properties can vary over time, requiring a careful tuning of the reception equipment, using techniques borrowed from radio communications.

9.1.1.2 Noise-SDR

Going well beyond classic Soft-TEMPEST attacks and covert channels, Noise-SDR shows a method to shape arbitrary radio signals from a leakage, leveraging the RF-PWM technique. Unprivileged software running on a smartphone becomes a generic SDR able to transmit generic baseband signals generated with standard SDR tools. A large number of leakage carriers are available over the frequency spectrum. We could measure many of them from a few hundreds of MHz to some GHz. Unfortunately, given a smartphone they are in limited number and at fixed frequency, for example, at the multiples of the clock frequency of DRAM. The available power is also low and it depends on
the specific device and frequency. Even though modulation is generic, the limited resolution and stability at which we can measure time from native code constrains the sampling rate and the clock stability of the transmission. For example, the available bandwidth ranges from a few tens of kHz on ArmV7-A to a few MHz on ArmV8-A. Besides showing many successful transmissions with diverse protocols, and applications such as device tracking and leakage detection, we have also demonstrated the use of Noise-SDR to impact receivers on the same platform. In particular, we believe that we are close to injecting a fake GLONASS signal into the satellite receiver.

9.1.1.3 Replicability

Our experiments with Screaming Channels can be easily replicated thanks to the code, data, and detailed instructions that we have open-sourced \[311\]. We will do the same for Noise-SDR after publication.

9.1.2 Methodology

9.1.2.1 Manual Investigation

Discovering and exploiting Screaming Channels on off-the-shelf devices required a significant amount of experimental work, and manual analysis and interpretation of the results. The main advantage of this approach is that we gained a deep understanding of the target and of its leakage. Over time, we developed a stable and flexible measurement setup and attack tools that simplify the study of the leakage. However, future work could study a methodology to automatically detect screaming-channel effects, leveraging previous work on automated carrier detection \[29, 30, 210, 301\] and the advanced modulation techniques of Noise-SDR.

9.1.2.2 Large Scale Analysis

We have experimented Screaming Channels on several chips and on many instances of the same device. Similarly, we evaluated Noise-SDR on many modern smartphones. Improving the analysis techniques in order to automate the analysis as much as possible would allow for a study at a larger scale. Our experiments with automated carrier detection with existing radio protocols already go in this direction.
9.2 CURRENT RELATED WORK

9.2.1 Other Attacks Against Mixed-Signal Chips

As we have seen in Chapter 3, remote physical side channel attacks are possible when attacker and victim share access to a remote hardware platform, and the attacker has access to some sort of sensor that measures the emissions of the victim. On a mixed-signal chip, an attacker with access to an ADC might be able to mount power side channel attacks against the CPU, exploiting the noise coupling path between the two [94]. This attack was published in 2019 after our initial publication of Screaming Channels in 2018 [38]. In another recent attack published in 2020 [49], the coupling between the ADC audio input and the switching power regulator on mixed-signal chips is exploited for audio eavesdropping at large distance. While we do not know if [49,94] were inspired by Screaming Channels, we observe that all these works underline the importance of studying unexpected noise coupling paths in mixed-signal chips from a security point of view.

9.2.2 Screaming Channels Attacks With Deep Learning

In this thesis we have studied Screaming Channels with classic statistical methods, with the purpose of unveiling the properties of an unexplored side channel vector. In 2020, others [290,291] have reproduced and extended our results using attacks based on deep learning. In these works, the target of the attacks is a PCA10040 development board, whereas we mostly attack a BLE Nano v2. Both are based on the nRF52832 mixed-signal BLE chip. In [291] several attacks at large distance are presented, including an attack at 15 m that requires fewer attack traces than the attack that we published in [35]. We believe that this attack profits from a better profiling phase with more traces and devices, and from the ability of the deep learning approach to deal with misaligned traces at a challenging distance. However, further research is required to compare these methods on traces collected in identical conditions and with the same victim and same reception chain.

9.3 FUTURE WORK

9.3.1 Screaming Channels

9.3.1.1 More Types

After having observed a few types of screaming-channel effects on some devices, we have focused on the Nordic Semiconductor nRF52832
mixed-signal chip on some boards, including the off-the-shelf BLE Nano v2 BLE dongle. In this case the screaming-channel leakage mostly comes from firmware execution, though we have also observed a weaker signal from DMA transfers to a cryptographic peripheral. The side-channel signal, modulated in amplitude, and the BLE packets, modulated in frequency, are orthogonal and easy to separate. In addition, the leakage is upconverted in two steps: first it is modulated onto the clock signal, and then onto the BLE carrier. We do not have access to the internal design on the chip, so we can only formulate an hypothesis on which is the coupling path that is responsible for this effect. After discussing with hardware designers, we concluded that a reasonable hypothesis is coupling through the power amplifier. Many other similar or different types of Screaming Channels could exist on this and other chips and boards. For example, coupling with an oscillator could lead to frequency or phase modulation. Studying more of these effects on more devices is an interesting direction for future work. Finally, Screaming Channels could also be used to attack peripherals on the system other than the hardware encryption block or the processor.

9.3.1.2 More Protocols

The Screaming Channels attacks presented in this thesis work on a BLE device. The orthogonality of side-channel leakage, modulated in amplitude, and intended packets, modulated in frequency, makes it easy to extract the desired signal. Frequency modulation is also used by other popular protocols, such as Bluetooth, ANT/ANT+ [2], Gazel™ [242], and Enhanced ShockBurst™ [241], all supported by the Nordic nRF52832 chip that we have studied. On WiFi devices we were able to observe screaming-channel effects only in test mode, with the transmitter emitting a continuous wave. Developing complete attacks against WiFi devices is more challenging because WiFi packets use more complex modulation schemes. However, legacy beacons using DSSS phase modulation could be a simpler target, as phase modulation would be orthogonal to an amplitude-modulated leakage. Appendix a.1 discusses the WiFi case in more detail.

9.3.1.3 Cryptography in Hardware

In this thesis we have focused on application layer cryptography in software. However, both application layer and link layer encryption also use dedicated hardware blocks. Even though we could not observe a leakage from the internal computations of the hardware AES block of the Nordic Semiconductor nRF52832, we could easily detect memory transfers of key and plaintext in firmware and in hardware. This is a promising direction for future research. In particular, attacking the plaintext transfers is particularly interesting, because it is independent
from possible side channel countermeasures in the cryptographic algorithm.

9.3.1.4 More Attacks Against Real Systems

With our proof-of-concept attack against the authentication method of Google Eddystone beacons we have demonstrated that Screaming Channels are a threat to real systems. Countless opportunities for further research exist in this direction. For example, encrypted telemetry and ephemeral identifiers used by Google Eddystone are also based on AES. Interestingly, on the Nordic Semiconductor nRF52832 the required AES decryption can be done only in software, which leaks more than the hardware AES encryption block. Another promising target is public key cryptography in software. For example, BLE Low Energy Secure Connections (LESC) use Elliptic-Curve Diffie-Hellman (ECDH) to secure the pairing of two devices. Finally, we could imagine screaming-channel attacks against other proprietary IoT protocols.

9.3.1.5 Improved Preprocessing and Attack Techniques

In this thesis we have analyzed and exploited Screaming Channels using classic statistical methods. With a proper and careful choice of the methodology and techniques, we were able to both learn more about the distinctive characteristics of the leakage and optimize the attacks. Now that we have a better understanding of the leakage, it would be interesting to apply machine learning and deep learning techniques to compare their performance on specific aspects, such as preprocessing and profile reuse. In particular, interesting approaches that work well with cross-device attacks have been recently proposed [40, 62, 95]. Deep learning was applied to Screaming Channels in [291] with good results. The interest for methods that deal with highly dimensional data would increase when coupled with improvements on the sampling rate, which is now very low, and possible measurements of multiple features of the radio transmission at the same time. Our preprocessing techniques already take into account the fact that traces travel through a radio channel. For example, traces are normalized so that they are comparable independently from distance, setup, and slow time drifts in the amplification. In addition, we have successfully experimented with spatial diversity. However, there is still room for further improvement using techniques from radio communications. We could add carrier offset tracking, and more complex forms of channel estimation leveraging the key schedule as a training pattern, to cite a few examples.

9.3.1.6 More (and Beyond) Mixed-Signal Chips

Other researchers have shown additional security problems that can arise from the coupling of digital and analog blocks in mixed-signal
chips [94]. We initially thought about the existence of Screaming Channels on mixed-signal chips, but similar effects could exist on other systems, too. Indeed, we have observed the coupling between the power regulator and the WiFi/BLE chip on an ExpressIF ESP32, and the modulation of the NFC carrier by DRAM accesses on a Nokia 3.1 smartphone. Besides BLE, IoT protocols, and WiFi on small consumer devices, future work could also explore screaming-channel effects on planes, ships, satellites, and other systems where a powerful transmitter is present.

9.3.1.7 Clever Specific Countermeasures

Offensive research about Screaming Channels is meaningful as long as it helps improving our understanding of the problem and developing possible solutions. The nature of the devices affected by Screaming Channels, often very constrained in terms of cost, time to market, and power consumption, creates the need for clever specific countermeasures that go beyond classic side channel protections. While we have shown relatively simple mitigations for existing devices, we believe that special attention should be given to the conception of design and testing methods that would prevent serious Screaming Channels problems to appear in future devices. Many tools and techniques exist to study radio interference from the functional and performance point of view, but they could be enhanced to take into consideration possible security impacts. Besides mixed-signal chip manufacturers, the producers of simulation tools could be interested in developing analysis techniques that can capture information leakages from a digital block to the radio transmission during the multi-physical simulation of full chip designs.

9.3.2 Noise-SDR

9.3.2.1 Improved Modulation

With Noise-SDR we have demonstrated the idea of shaping arbitrary radio signals out of noise leveraging the RF-PWM technique. Future work could explore the use of other fully-digital radio techniques based on 1-bit coding, for example, passband-$\Delta \Sigma$. Multiple threads or other forms of parallelism could further increase the control of the attacker on the leakage. The accuracy and stability of the clock could be improved though (real-time) calibration of the time sources.

9.3.2.2 Spoofing GNSS

We have already shown that Noise-SDR can be used as a RFI aggressor to interact with other radios on the same smartphone, including the NFC reader and the FM radio receiver. In particular, we have established the theoretical and practical foundation to inject a fake GNSS signal in
the satellite receiver. We hope that future offensive research will build on this ground to make this attack actually possible.

9.3.2.3 Beyond Arm Smartphones

We have implemented the idea behind Noise-SDR on Arm smartphones, mostly using the leakages produced by DRAM accesses with native code. Smartphones are an interesting target because they carry a large number of receivers, but GNSS, WiFi, and BLE receivers can be found also in laptops, or in smart devices in the proximity of desktop computers. On these machines, there exist further opportunities to generate leakages with x86 processors, external DRAM, screens, and other buses and interconnections, as demonstrated by previous work on covert channels. Interesting sources of leakage could also be investigated on smart watches and other IoT devices. In addition, future work could develop cheap multi-constellation GNSS spoofers using fully-digital radio techniques on simple microcontrollers. The same could be done to develop cheap systems for signal injection and sensor spoofing.

9.3.3 Other Dangerous Interactions

9.3.3.1 Parasitic Backscattering of Ambient Signals

Previous work discussed in Chapter 1 has shown the interest of active side channel attacks that illuminate a sensitive device with a carrier. Two examples are particularly interesting. First, the power consumption of RFID or NFC tags modulates the observable impedance of the antenna leading to parasitic backscattering [204–206, 245] and parasitic load modulation [146], respectively. Second, the state of a WiFi card (e.g., on/off), which can be controlled by software, changes the input impedance of the antenna visible from outside, making it possible to build a backscattering covert channel [295, 296]. Future work could study further forms of coupling between the activity of a digital block and the impedance shown by the device or a radio front-end on the same device to an incident carrier. A possible information leakage would be even more interesting in case the incident carrier was an ambient transmission commonly present in modern households and offices, for example, BLE or WiFi. In addition, smartphone in card emulation mode are a promising target to explore parasitic load modulation at the NFC interface.

9.3.3.2 Analog to Digital

In this thesis we have mostly explored the effect of noise generated by digital blocks on radio frequency components. Indeed, the former are strong sources of noise, whereas the latter are very sensitive to it. However, also radio transmitters produce strong electromagnetic
signals within the device and can impact other transceivers. Future work could investigate possible malicious uses of a radio transmitter to impact other analog and digital blocks on the same device.

9.4 CONCLUSION

In this thesis we have explored the security threats that can arise in modern connected devices because of the interaction between digital blocks and radio transceivers. As a result, we have discovered, analyzed, and exploited a novel side channel vector that propagates a leakage at large distance, called Screaming Channels. In addition, we have developed a method to shape electromagnetic noise in arbitrary radio signals that interact with other receivers, called Noise-SDR. Conceiving these attacks was the fruit of a creative research process, accompanied by extensive experimentation with off-the-shelf hardware, and open-source firmware. We hope that offensive and defensive research will further enhance our results and explore the many directions that are now open. We dedicated a particular effort to make our results easy to replicate. The code, data, and instructions that we have open sourced have already helped many researchers in industry and academia to replicate or even extend [291] our experiments.

Biot, September 2020

Giovanni Camurati
Part VI

APPENDIX
A.1 screaming channels on WiFi chips

In Chapter 4 we have shown the existence of screaming-channel effects on a BLE device. In this section, we explain why screaming-channel attacks on WiFi chips are challenging, but maybe possible.

A.1.1 Preliminaries

A.1.1.1 The WiFi Protocol

WiFi (IEEE 802.11 [132]) is a popular technology used for wireless communications. There exist several variants of the protocol, operating at different frequencies, and with different modulations and rates. The main challenge for screaming channels is the use of OFDM subcarriers, modulated in both amplitude and phase. We focus on cards that support IEEE 802.11g (possibly with IEEE 802.11b legacy beacons). The main reason for our choice was their popularity and the availability of open-source drivers and firmware, useful for testing. In addition, an open-source IEEE 802.11a/g/p receiver [21, 307] based on SDR and GNU Radio is available to simplify research.

A.1.1.2 An SDR Receiver

Following [21, 307] closely, we briefly recall the structure of a packet at the physical layer and the algorithms used by the open-source receiver to process each part. A packet, sampled at 20 MHz, is made of frames. Each frame is composed of:

- **Preamble**: A cyclic sequence used to detect the beginning of a frame (frame detection). This sequence can be easily recognized thanks to its autocorrelation properties [157].

- **Short Training Sequence**: The cyclic property of the short training sequence can be used to estimate the frequency offset between transmitter and receiver [256], which can be then removed from the following samples (frequency offset correction).

- **Long Training Sequence**: The known long training sequence is used to detect the beginning of data symbols precisely (symbol alignment). The incoming signal is compared with the known training sequence using a matched filter. The position of the best match is then used to find the beginning of the following 64-sample data symbols (at fixed offsets from the training sequence).
• **Symbols:** Using the FFT algorithm, the samples of a symbol are transformed from the time domain to the frequency domain, where they are further processed. Each OFDM symbol is made of:

  – **Pilot Subcarriers (4):** The pilots are modulated with a known BPSK constellation. They can be used to estimate the phase error with linear regression (assuming that the error is linear with frequency). It is then possible to subtract the phase error from each of the data subcarriers (phase offset correction).

  – **Data Subcarriers (48):** Each of the subcarriers is modulated with BPSK, Quadrature Phase Shift Keying (QPSK), or QAM up to 64 QAM (supported types). For each of them, the effect of the channel compared to an ideal symbol (channel estimation) is computed using one of the following algorithms: Least Square (LS), Least Mean Square (LMS), Spectral Temporal Averaging (STA), Linear Interpolation with the Comb Pilots (LC). The estimate of the channel (amplitude and phase) for each subcarrier is known as Channel State Information (CSI). Dividing the raw symbols by the CSI cancels the effect of the channel. Symbols are normalized and brought to the ideal quadrant, where they can be converted to bits by comparing them against fixed thresholds. The more advanced algorithms refine the estimation symbol by symbol using the error between the raw symbols and their ideal value.

There are two types of symbol:

  – **Signal Symbol:** A BPSK symbol that communicates the length and encoding of the following symbols.

  – **Payload Symbols:** The OFDM symbols containing the actual data. After demodulation, the bits are deinterleaved, decoded and descrambled. Data is then encapsulated in a UDP packet. In this thesis we mostly focus on the physical layer, however, we use the MAC addresses to distinguish the packets sent by the target transmitter from other packets.

### A.1.2 Common WiFi Physical Layer Impairments and Measurements

There exist several well-established methods to measure the physical layer of WiFi. Following [16], we present the most important ones, in particular, those that are related to analog/RF impairments in the transmitter.
• **Spectral Mask:** The emissions of the device can be compared (in the frequency domain) with the spectral mask, which defines the maximum allowed emission for each frequency. Commercial transmitters are supposed to meet the regulation requirements. In general, looking at the spectrum is helpful to identify *uncompensated frequency errors* and *spurious emissions*. For example, by simply looking at the emissions of the *nRF52832* we discovered the presence of intermodulation products between the system clock and the radio carrier. However, for *OFDM* systems, the following more advanced techniques are more suitable for investigating analog impairments.

• **Constellation Diagram:** For each subcarrier, the symbols in the frequency domain (amplitude, phase) can be plot on the complex plane. This is useful to visually pin-point phase and amplitude errors of the received symbols compared to the ideal ones. For example, *quadrature amplitude/phase imbalance* of the in-phase and quadrature components is clearly visible on the horizontal/vertical axis for the pilot tones. Since the other subcarriers are uncorrelated, quadrature imbalance and other impairments result in a noise-like spreading of the symbols in a cloud around their ideal value.

• **Error Vector Magnitude (EVM):** Given a possible ideal symbol $R$ of the constellation, the corresponding measured symbols $Z_i$ will fall in a noise-like cloud around it. Given $M$ measurements, the EVM is a measure of the uncertainty of this cloud, defined as $\text{EVM} = \sqrt{\frac{\sum |Z_i - R|^2}{\sum |R|^2}}$. The EVM on the entire constellation can be computed by averaging over all of its symbols. Plotting EVM over time is useful to pin-point problems in the time domain, such as the *settling time* of some components. Plotting the EVM for each subcarrier is useful to spot *mismatches* and *in-band spurious emissions*.

• **Cumulative Density Function (CDF) and Complementary Cumulative Density Function (CCDF):** The *nonlinear distortion* of a WiFi signal can be observed by plotting its CDF and CCDF against the ideal ones. The high Peak-to-Average Power Ratio (PAR) of a WiFi signal increases the chances of hitting the nonlinearity of some component, resulting in amplitude-to-amplitude (AM-AM) or amplitude-to-phase (AM-PM) distortions. For example, the power amplifier could exhibit lower gain for higher values of the input, resulting in a compressed signal.

Specific measurement at the physical layer were also explored to build covert channels (e.g.,[55, 69, 236]). In this case, they try to detect an error intentionally introduced by the transmitter to establish a covert communication channel.
A.1.3 Challenges

We identified five main reasons why exploiting Screaming Channels on WiFi transmissions might be complex compared to attacking a BLE device:

- **Signal and Circuit Quality:** BLE uses a simple frequency modulation scheme, whereas WiFi signals are modulated in amplitude and phase on several orthogonal subcarriers, achieving much higher data rates. Intuitively, a low-rate frequency modulation is much more tolerant to noise (especially on the amplitude) than a high-speed multi-level multi-carrier transmission. As a consequence, WiFi transmitters usually employ higher quality components and designs. For example, the power amplifier of WiFi transmitters has strong requirements in terms of linearity, because the transmitted signal has large amplitude variations (peak-to-average ratio) [16]. Given the higher quality of the radio front-end, WiFi chips are likely to be less impacted by problems such as screaming channels.

- **Orthogonality of Data and Leak:** The screaming-channel leakage on the nRF52832 BLE chip shown in Chapter 4 consists in the unintentional amplitude modulation of the frequency-modulated BLE signal. The sensitive information is modulated on the harmonics of the clock which are themselves upconverted to the carrier frequency. Given the orthogonality of amplitude and frequency, the attacker can easily separate the unintentional leakage from the intentional data, without having to demodulate the data. On the contrary, it is unlikely for a leakage to be orthogonal to a WiFi packet modulated in amplitude and phase on many subcarriers. An attacker would have to first demodulate the intended data, and then compute the error between the received signal and the ideal one. At best, the attacker could focus on the pilot tones, which transmit a known phase-modulated signal for synchronization and channel estimation.

- **Reception Optimization:** When the leakage is orthogonal to the data, the attacker can optimize reception for the leakage. For the nRF52832, the radio can be tuned on the leakage instead of the center frequency of the packets. The biggest advantage of this method is that the receiver captures only the small leakage and not the strong intended signal with a small leakage on top of it. This allows measuring the small signal with good resolution, without saturating the ADC of the SDR. On the contrary, when the leakage is not orthogonal, the attacker has also to optimize the receiver for the reception of the intended packets. For WiFi, this means larger bandwidth, sampling rate, and clock accuracy than the ones used by the screaming channels receiver for the
Moreover, the leakage will appear as a small variation on a big signal, making it harder to measure with good resolution.

- **Sampling Frequency**: Distinguishing a side channel trace corresponding to a certain encryption, or even a simple pattern in software, requires measuring a leakage signal for a sufficient duration and sampling frequency (see Chapter 4 for details about BLE). However, common physical layer measurements for WiFi happen at a very low frequency compared to side channels. For example, phase and magnitude errors of a symbol are computed over the entire duration of the symbol. In addition, packets are not sent continuously at a fixed frequency, instead, they arrive at random time instants. To recover a side channel trace at higher sampling frequency, the attacker would first have to demodulated a packet and generate an ideal signal, and then subtract it from the raw signal. Alternatively, the attacker could leverage undersampling and non-uniform sampling to reconstruct a useful side channel trace from error measurements arriving at low frequency at random points in time.

- **Variability and Complexity**: The physical layer of WiFi is more complex than the one of BLE. For example, a device might emit IEEE 802.11b beacons, but IEEE 802.11g packets. The transmission power, data rate, and hence the modulation type, might vary over time.

On the other hand, one advantage of WiFi is that devices usually transmit on a fixed channel, whereas BLE uses frequency hopping, which complicates reception.

### A.1.4 Preliminary Experiments in Test Mode

Because of the previously mentioned challenges, we have conducted some experiments with the devices in test mode, sending a continuous wave.

#### A.1.4.1 Qualcomm Atheros AR9271

The Qualcomm Atheros AR9271 is a mixed-signal chip featuring a WiFi transmitter (IEEE 802.11 b/g/n) and a 117 MHz CPU. It is used in commercial WiFi dongles, such as the Alfa Network Long-Range USB Adapter AWUS036NHA [9] and the Penguin Wireless N USB Adapter (TPE-N150USB) [203], shown in Figure a.1. In the AWUS036NHA case, an external amplifier (SE2576L), crystal (T400P97), and antenna are present on the board. On the device in the picture, we have connected
some additional cables in order to access the Universal Asynchronous Receiver Transmitter (UART) and communicate with the firmware.

We use a modified version of the modwifi driver for Linux [278] and the modwifi-ath9k-htc firmware [277] that were made available with [279]. In particular, we contacted the authors to obtain the patch to enable the constant jamming feature, which allows sending a constant stream of packets. We observed that with a particular sequence of commands we could trigger the transmission of a continuous wave as well. The firmware runs on the processor of the mixed signal chip and its execution might leak on the radio channel. We modify the main loop (which runs continuously and launches the tasks) in order to generate an easily identifiable pattern.

We observe that the radio carrier is modulated by software execution. We can clearly distinguish simple patterns, such as loops at different frequencies alternating every second. In this case, the intermodulation with the clock that was visible on the nRF52832 is not present, and measuring the modulation directly on the carrier is difficult because of the small variations on a large signal. For this reason, we do not further investigate this device.

Previous work [45] has used the LO re-radiation [16] in WiFi cards to detect passive eavesdroppers. Using a loop probe close to the crystal of the AR9271 and a USRP B210 SDR, a leakage is clearly visible at frequency $f_{LO} = 4f_{rx}/3$, where $f_{rx}$ is the frequency of the WiFi channel with the card in monitor mode. We observe that this leakage is modulated by simple patterns executing in software. In contrast to the transmission case, this signal is a continuous wave also when the card operates outside of the test mode, and it is always on when the device is active, waiting for packets to receive. Unfortunately, it is also a weaker signal than the intended transmission.
### A.1.4.2 Qualcomm Atheros AR9331

The Qualcomm Atheros AR9331 is a mixed-signal chip featuring a WiFi transceiver and a 400 MHz MIPS processor. It is used on the Carambola 2 [1] WiFi-enabled Linux module by 8devices.

The AR9331 has a 400 MHz clock frequency and it is able to run OpenWRT, a Linux distribution that targets embedded devices. On this distribution we can load the same modified modwifi driver as for the AR9271, but in this case the operating system and the driver run on the chip itself and not on the host computer. We can also cross-compile programs to run on the device, in order to see if they produce a leak on the radio transmission.

We observe strong electromagnetic emissions for several harmonics of the 400 MHz clock, strongly modulated by software running on the processor. This chip is therefore a good target for conventional electromagnetic attacks. Similarly to the AR9721, a strong component is visible at $4f_{rx}/3$, where $f_{rx}$ is the frequency of the channel, when the device is set in monitor mode or connected to a WiFi hotspot. However, to the best of our experimental setting, we were not able to observe any modulation of this component due to software execution. Setting the radio to transmit a continuous wave did not lead to better results, and we were not able to capture any modulation of the carrier due to software execution. Although these experiments do not fully exclude the presence of a screaming channel, they show that on this device conventional channels are easier to observe and exploit. For this reason we do not further investigate it.

### A.1.4.3 ExpressIF ESP32

The ExpressIF ESP32 [74] development kit features a mixed-signal chip with a WiFi and BLE transceiver and a dual-core Xtensa CPU, and a voltage regulator that also contains the USB-to-UART module.

To program the firmware running on the CPU we use the ESP-IDF [72]. Unfortunately, the continuous wave transmission mode is not supported. To activate it, we use the RF test firmware [73] provided in binary form by ExpressIF. Unfortunately, in this case we cannot run our own firmware on the device.

Without the ability to run software while transmitting in test mode, we were not able to observe any clear effect of software on the WiFi and BLE transmissions. However, with the test firmware we were able to observe another interesting screaming-channel effect. A leakage clearly visible at baseband close to the voltage regulator, is also visible at radio frequency, as it modulates the continuous wave sent by the transmitter in WiFi or BLE test mode. As we cannot easily run firmware tests while sending a continuous signal, we do not further investigate this chip.
A.1.4.4  Real Transmissions

We have conducted some preliminary experiments to detect the same effects when transmitting real WiFi packets. To this purpose, we have modified the open-source WiFi receiver [21, 307] to add several physical layer measurements, for example, EVM. Unfortunately, as of now we were not able to detect any screaming-channel effect on real packets.

A.1.5  Conclusion

We have identified at least one WiFi chip (AR9271) that shows some promising screaming-channel effect: a continuous carrier (test mode) and the LO re-radiation are modulated by simple software patterns running on the device. Compared to the effects observed on the nRF52832, these are much weaker.

We believe that further research on more devices and with more advanced measurement equipment is necessary to discover Screaming Channels on real WiFi transmissions. However, our preliminary analysis has already identified the main challenges and possible solutions.

A.2  noise-sdr DISCRETE TIME IMPLEMENTATION

A.2.1  Discrete Time

For clarity, we have explained our work with continuous time signals. In practice, the RF-PWM stage of Noise-SDR is implemented in software as a discrete time signal (sampled at discrete instants of time). Algorithm 1 is our discrete-time implementation of Figure 7.3. In the following, we discuss the constraints that arise from the sampling frequency.

A.2.2  The Importance of Time Resolution

The time resolution $T_{\text{res}} = 1/F_{\text{res}}$ at which we can generate the (high and low) pulses of the square wave impacts the resolution at which we control frequency, phase, and amplitude of the carrier. Given an integer $q$, the equations that describe the quantization levels (the possible discrete values that we can generate) are:

$$f_0 = \frac{F_{\text{res}}}{q}, q \geq 2$$

$$\theta_k = 2k\pi f_0 \frac{q}{F_{\text{res}}}, q \in \left[ \left\lfloor \frac{F_{\text{res}}}{2kf_0} \right\rfloor, \left\lfloor \frac{F_{\text{res}}}{2kf_0} \right\rfloor \right]$$

$$a_k = \sin(k\pi q \frac{f_0}{F_{\text{res}}}), q \in \left[ 0, \frac{1}{2k} \frac{F_{\text{res}}}{f_0} \right]$$

(a.1)
Algorithm 1 Baseband to RF-PWM Modulation.

Input: Complex baseband signal $x_{bb}$ sampled at $T_{bb} = 1/F_{bb}$, fundamental frequency $IF = f_0$, time resolution $T_{res} = 1/F_{res}$, assuming $x_{bb}$ is normalized and $F_{res}$ is a multiple of $F_{bb}$

Output: Lists of RF-PWM pulse timings $T_{high}, T$ at resolution $T_{res}$

1. $rep \leftarrow T_s/T_{res}$
2. $T_{high} \leftarrow []$
3. $T \leftarrow []$
4. for $k = 0$ to $\text{len}(x_{bb}) - 1$ do
5. \hspace{1em} $a_{bb}[k], \theta_{bb}[k] \leftarrow \text{toPolar}(x_{bb}[k])$
6. \hspace{1em} $a_{bb}[k] \leftarrow \text{arcsin}(a_{bb}[k]) / \pi$
7. end for
8. for $i = 0$ to $\text{len}(x_{bb}) \cdot rep - 1$ do
9. \hspace{1em} $x_{pwm}[i] \leftarrow \cos(2\pi f_0 i/F_{res} + \theta_{bb}[i/rep])$
10. end for
11. $i \leftarrow 0$
12. while $x_{pwm}(i) < 0$ do
13. \hspace{1em} $i \leftarrow i + 1$
14. end while
15. while $i < \text{len}(x_{pwm})$ do
16. \hspace{1em} $t \leftarrow 0$
17. \hspace{1em} while $i + t < \text{len}(x_{pwm})$ and $x_{pwm}(i + t) \geq 0$ do
18. \hspace{2em} $t \leftarrow t + 1$
19. \hspace{1em} end while
20. \hspace{1em} while $i + t < \text{len}(x_{pwm})$ and $x_{pwm}(i + t) < 0$ do
21. \hspace{2em} $t \leftarrow t + 1$
22. \hspace{1em} end while
23. \hspace{1em} $T \leftarrow [T, t]$
24. \hspace{1em} $T_{high} \leftarrow [T_{high}, a_{bb}[i/res] \cdot t]$
25. \hspace{1em} $i \leftarrow i + t$
26. end while

A.2.3 Sampling

The baseband signal is sampled at $F_{bb}$ such that:

$$2B_{bb} < F_{bb} < f_0 - \Delta f_{\text{max}}$$  \hspace{1em} (a.2)

where the lower limit is set by the sampling theorem, and the upper limit is imposed by the fact that we can modulate the square wave one period at a time. In addition, the sampling theorem limits the square wave that we can generate to:

$$f_0 + B < F_{res}/2$$  \hspace{1em} (a.3)

Indeed $F_{res}/2$ is the maximum frequency that we can generate having time resolution $T_{res}$. 
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